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PART I ^ 
CHAPTER I 
I H t R O B l l C f l O U 
T e^ grain of wheat* in technical terminologyt ia tnown 
as the caryopsla* Although i t looks like a seed for al l 
practical purposes, i t is morphologically a fruit* the 
caryopsis is characteristic of the members of the family 
Gramineae and is distinguished hy th© fact that i t is a 
one-seeded fruit in which the ovary wall and the seed 
coat are completely fused together* The importance of the 
wheat caryopsis or grain lie® in its food value, the 
present Investigations emhody/^udies on the caryopsis of 
some of the recently evolved varieties of l^riticum ^^s^vuy 
with ©pocial rsference to nutritional constituents together 
with the milling and baking qualities and the performance 
under varying environmentss etc* 
Wheat is the staple food of a large section of the 
Indim population* Recently a number of varieties which 
are markedly superior to h^e older ones in respect of yield 
and disease^-resistance, have been developed in this country* 
Xn the early years of the wheat impvovement work in India 
selections were made primarily on the basis of colour and 
appearance of the grain* From the commercial point of 
view these characteristics are important sinoet 
eonsitadrs in India 1^0 btijr t^eat in the open market 
have developed by tradition a p#ifrerenoe for hard, bold, 
f l inty, lustrous and aaber-colottred grains. In view of 
the vide proteln-calori« mal-nutrition prevalent in the 
eountry, i t is nov realized by the breeders and planners 
that concerted attemptn ehotild be made to improve the 
nutritional quality as well* Since the milling m& 
baking induetrie* are also fast developing in India, a 
modem variety, in addition^ should have good willing and 
baking qualities. For the developiaent of such varieties 
i t is necessary that breeding ©atericas mast be 
extensively tested for all the various quality 
reiiuireasents. It is also ioiportant that materials grown 
under varying conditions of environment raust be 
tested for q[uality so aa to ascertain the stability 
and adaptability of a particular variety for different 
environments* 
The present study vas undertaken with a 
view to selecting some varieties which are outstanding 
in quality characters so that they could be used for 
the purposes of breeding or cultivation* It i s well 
known that environmental changes bring about marked 
changes in quality characters such as 3000 grain 
veight, protein content, milling quality etc* 
Tile performance of varieties is not expected to 
be the same over different locations. Interaction of 
locations and varieties is generally present. From the 
practical point of view varieties which do well over 
different locations would be preferred to those iriiose 
performances are erratic. To reduce the effect of 
genotype-environment interaction, the environments are to 
be divided into groups in a way which minimises the 
interaction within ^ach group. This procedure i s , however, 
very complicated in practice. A way out of this dif f iculty 
has been suggested by Bberhart and Russell (1966). The 
essential featuref< of their approach is the fitting of 
linear regression equations between values for the 
different locations and an Index I vtoich Is the deviation 
of e location mean from the general mean taken over the 
locations and varieties. A variety, by this procedure, 
is judged to be of "average stability" if the regression 
coefficient is equal to 1.0 with its mean at'lea^ equal 
to the general average. Such a variety will perform 
moderately well in al l environments. Next, a variety 
with its regression coefficient greater than 1.0 with 
mean value equal to or greater than the general ^.vers^e-
Is capable of responding very well to good environment 
but would not fats well In poor environment. Such a 
variety is one having below average stability. Lastly, 
a variety with i ts regression coefficient less than 
with its mean greater than the general average Is 
regarded as "above average stablltty" A variety of this 
type resists enviroruRantal changes* Although such a 
variety will not be able to make any use of good 
environments^ i t i s , nevertheless safer to be tried in 
poor environments in comparison toothers. For some 
varieties vftiich have small non-signiflCBnt regression 
coefficients the prediction of their performance at 
different locations on the linear relationship model 
would be inaccurate and must, therefore, be avoided. 
Thus in this work the performenee of varieties 
at different locations was studied from the view^point 
o f genotype<^envlronment Interaction and also from the 
point of stability and adaptability by fitting stability 
parameliers. Interrelationships between the different 
characters were also studied within locations and over 
the means by working out correlation-coefficients. For 
Delhi samples, some more' correlations were worked out 
besides those already mentioned and detailed analyses 
made for amino acids, mineral matter, alveograph etc. , 
along with assessment of some of the physical features 
of the grain. 
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CHAPTER II 
RBVIEW OF IITBEiiTyRB 
A brief background of the qiuality work done with 
IMian w>ieats. 
A brief liistery of th© quality work done with 
w!}#ats is presented belwi 
Since wheat <siaalit3r testing work has assumed 
new diiaensions in India particular attention has been 
given in this review of literature to the varioas work® 
conducted in India eo for with India wheats* 
Wheat iaprovement work hae been in progreae in 
India for the past Bix decades* In the earlier days the 
eisphasis had been mainly on improving varieties for yield* 
disea8e-»re8istance» and lodging^reniatance and other 
agronomic characters* As for ^ualityt importance was 
mainly given to milling and baking characters sines large 
(Quantities of Indian wheats used to be exported to the 
United Kingdom in those days (especially before the f i rs t 
^orld War)* tlaturallyt the interests of the millers and 
the bakers in the United Kingdom had to be considered* 
The number of samples which could be tested 
abroad was very limited* Realising this limitatioHf a 
wheat technological laboratory was established jointly 
by the Indian Council of Agricultural Besearch and the 
Punjab Oovernment at liyallpur in 1936. Besides milling 
an<S baking quality, Indian Wheats were ext^slvely tested 
chat?p l^-making properties since In Inaie %^eat Is 
primarily consumed In the form of chj^ mat^e .^ a kind 
of unleavened pen-baked bread. 
With the partitioning of the country in 1947, 
the Lyallpur laboratory was lost to Pakletan* Ihere was, 
hence, no centre l e f t in India #iere wheat ciuallty 
testing Bs ancillary to wheat Imporvement work could 
be carried out. /ippreclatlng the need for Intensifying 
this aspect of t^ -te wheat Improvemint programme. The 
Indian Council of Agricultural Research (I.C.A.R.) 
sanctioned a schense for "Studies on the chemical 
composition and the nutritive value of i^eat" at the 
Indian iSgrlcultursl B©seareh Institute for the period 
ISfS to 19fe7, Cairlng this period, emphasis was primarily 
on nutritive equality. 
Since 19£7 the programme of improving *^eat 
for quality assumed now dimensions. The Government of 
India oanctloned under the Second Five Tear Plan a 
scheme for studies on the nutritional, milling, baking 
and chapntl^maklng qualities of Bidlsn wheat, Coraprehenslx'e 
studies on all aspects of quality In wheat have been 
Initiated with a view to help/the breeders to develop 
varieties having superior nutrl tlonsl, milling,baking 
and chRpatl-maklng properties In addition to high yield 
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and other desirable agronofflio et!aracfcer0* For an 
understaading of the importance of the present investt-
gatioHi the progress of the quality Improvement work 
ia the ahove mentioned three periods in reviewed here. 
Earlier stadies from 1882 to 19591 
As early as 1877t Hiward A. and Howard 
sent about 1000 wheat s^oiples to Forhes Watson and Con^anyi 
Xiondon* for milling tests* Based on the results obtained 
i t was reeoamiended that representative samples of Indian 
wheats should be extensively tested for a l l l l i^ and idl 
baking quality. Accordingly further tests were undertaken 
by Hessers MacBougal Brothers in Iionden in 1882# fhe results 
of the tests conducted with four samples representing soft 
white wheats from Heerut and Musaffarnagar districts» soft 
red from Weerut district* hard red from Banda district of 
Bundelkhand and hard white from B^andesh in Bombay» showed 
that the recovery of straight-run flour varied from 77*46 
per cent to 80.52 percent as against the yields of 62.5 per 
cent in Bngllsh wheats and 72.7 percent in American spring 
wheats. The grinding in in those days was dcme in 
millstones for which soft wheats of the Husaffarnagar type 
were the ideal choice. Hence the export of this wheat was 
very much advocated. But with the subsequent changes in the 
milling Industry due to the exclusive use of roller mills» 
strong and flinty wheats came into Increasing use. Conse** 
quently an idea was prevalent In U.K. that the wheats of India 
were not stronger than those of the United Elx^dom. But this 
idea 
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Is erroneous because the miltivetii^n of strong wheats 
was already in vouge In Indls very much earlier as shown 
by F'errer (1899). In 1608, Howard, A. and Howard G.L.C, 
selectea ten wheat sasiples, grown in the various parts 
of the Ihdo-Oangetic plain in the wheet-growing season 
of 1007-1908 and sent to A.E. Humphries, the CheirmRn 
of the Home-grown wheat committee of the National 
Association of British and Irish Millers, f » r complete 
milling and baking tests. !l!hese included three red 
via^jGuJar khan, PunjJsib Type 9 and Punjab Type 14 
and five white wheats, Pusa 6, Lai Kesar wala pnd 
three samples of Mawffarnagar white, one jRustralian 27 
and one Punjab type 16. His report showed th^t out of 
these FUsa 6, the amber coloured wheat, yielded 
granular greyish white flour which gave a tough dough 
and large loaves with a superior crust. It also had 
high nitrogen content (2.62^ as against the values of 
l.S4jS in others). ®iis was followed by three Punjab 
wheats, the white Kuzaffamagars and Australian 27. 
Ihe results of the baking iests conducted with the 
above varieties showed that the order of the varieties 
with regard to baking value and nitrogen content were 
practically the seme thereby confirming the observation 
of Hall (1904) that as a rule, the order of strength 
and of total nitrogen correspond closely. 
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The following year. I .e . lu 1909, Howard and 
Howard sent jturther samples such os selected Oenga^sli, 
selected Hera, white selected Jane Khar, Bed Selected, 
Pusft 6a, Ptjse 7, Puss 8, hxsB 10, FUSR 11, Puse 12, 
Indian ^'ive, Beerdle'^s MissaffernegRr, Bosibfiy Plssl and 
Jabbalpwr Plssi for complete milling and baking tests. 
Out of tJ-sese Puse 6a, 7 , 8, 10 end 18 perfortsed well In 
milling. For the colour of the bread Base 8 stood 
f i rst . Pusa 8 was said to be the best of the group as i t 
repre^sented a combination of good milling points, f i rs t 
rate behaviour of the dough and f i rst grade colour in 
bread, fhis variety compared well with American spring 
t^eat for the above eharrcters. Pissl and Kuzaffarnagars 
came out poor in milling and baking tests. 
Howard, Leake end Howard (1910,iRi3 dnd 1914) 
reported that quality characters such as nitrogen 
content, 1000 grain weight, milling cjuality etc, were 
Influenced by environment. In a study condi6ucted with 
the varieties Muraffarnagar white and Pusa 20 grown 
at 10 locations, such as Pusa, Cawnpore, Partapgsrh, 
Meerut, Allgarh^ Hoshangebad, Oral, Bankipur, IXimreon 
and Lyallpur, It was fisund that Mftseffarnagar white 
rave the lowest nitrogen content of l.SSJ^ at Lyallpur 
v^ereas nitrogen content as high as 2*19 f was Sbtufined 
at Pusa. Values for lOOO grain %iiilght also showed much 
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variations due to environment. It wns highest (ft2»6g.> 
St Banklpore whereas, the lowest value (33»3 g) wes 
obtained at HoshflHgal>ad. In the case of Fuse 20, the 
values for nitrogen content were higher than those of 
Muzaffemager t^lte. It had given a nitrogen content of 
1,69 f at Partapgr.rh, whereos i t was 2.64 ^ at Pusa. 
The 1000 grain weight for this variety varied from 
30.04 g. to 42.37 g. It is clear from the values that 
these two varieties had almost a similar range fot lOOO 
grain weight. As regards Bstlllng quality, the samples 
of Mujsaffamagar white froa Puss, %mraon and Lyallpur 
were harder litan those from the remaining locations, 
but none of them was hard and ttierefore all were included 
in the category of soft wheats. I^ ie oral, Sllg^rh snd 
Meerut lots were "Wooly" "In terture, wherass the 
Dumraon lot although starchy in appearance performed well 
during milling* Ihe sansples raised at Hoshangabad end 
PUsa came out superior to the rest ^for bread-making 
quality. Based on the results of these studies, Howard 
et al, (1610) concluded that weak wheats like Mizaffamagsr 
white could be improved to some extent in milling and 
baking qualities by cultural practices but could not come 
out upto the level of strong whee.ts, wher$»as strong 
wheats retained their strength and milling qualities 
under a wide ranpe of envlrontiental conditions. 
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•me above vortcers further reported t i^fit yleia 
and quality nouU be combined In the s&se variety because 
I t Is too^ thj^ t sotne ports of In«la, wMch were laiovn 
to produce poor wheat, were In feet cepeble of 
producing good quellt>^ wheats almost comparable to some 
of the best grades of Manitoba Wheats. 
Of the various varieties developed by Howard 
et 0l. mention may be made of Puss 4, 12, 22, 107, 108, 
end 110. The f i r s t of these three varieties were selections 
from indigenous collections whereas the others were 
hybrids developed by them.With a lOOO grain wHfeght of 
39.31 g. and a nitrogen content of 2.26 f ^ s a 4 later 
on named 15.P. 4 was found to have very good grain quality 
(N.P. stands for Kew Pusa). Samples of this variety raised 
at several stations, v iz . , Bisa, ISiaira etc. cr>nie out 
outstanding for bread-maklng quality. variety has 
won several prlsies In international grain exhibitions. 
Enen now this variety Is being extensively used In 
Australia for grain quality Improvement work.The milling 
and baking tests with the hybrids, v iz . , msa 10^ 7, 103 
and 110 showed thrt in the process of hybridization, the 
tnfelllng and baking qualities of the strong parent had been 
transmitted unimpaired to the offspring. 
Shah (1931) conducted extensive studies with a 
number of important varieties such as Pusa 4, 13, §2, 
80.5, 111, 114 C. P. R. 47, A. T. 38, G.S. 26 and Choice 
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VJhit© Karechl, grows at Pasa nnd Slnd (now In Pakistan). 
These varieties showed the following Penges of 
variations for soiae of the eh«raeters«-
1. Moisture con tent 14,2S to 16.87^, 
2. Soluble Mitrogent- 0.178 to 0,294 
5. Soluble extract 4.08 to 4,87 
4, Total Nitrogen «• 1.34 to 2,14 fy 
Soluble P 206 i - 0,038 to 0,063 
6. Total P 205 i - 0.219 to 0.366 
7. Maltose figure J- to 2.3 f , 
8. Totel ftciaity t- 0.S4 to 0.46 
9. pK s- f.96 to 6,31, 
10.Buffer value i - 0,53 to 0.79, 
11.Mh content t- 0.414 to 0,686 % 
Puss 4, 12 and 52 caiBe out superior for most of 
the chftracters Including buklng ouallty thereby confirmli^ 
the earlier results obtained with these wheats by Howard 
et b1. (1914). Their studies further showed that samples 
rsised at PUP» were superior in Quality to those raised 
at Sinig. Mother two important varieties developed by 
breeding during this period were hisB 120 end Pusa 166. 
Ilhese wheats vrere very much superior to the ordinary 
coramerciel 'Karachi whest* and almost comparable to the 
errller variety Pusa 111 *^lch had the reimtatlon of being 
one of the highest ciuality ^eats produced so for in 
Inaia (Pal, 1938). 
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with th© establishment of n v^eftt tcichjiological 
laboratory at Lyallpiir, testing of ^ e e t for quality 
new distensions end Importance* In eddl^lcn to 
studies on fflllllng end beklng quellties, comprehensive 
ettempts hed been raede to evaluate Pimjeb other 
provlnclftl varieties In relation to 1000 grain \«elght, 
protein content, dlastetic activity ^^ nd chRT>atjl"raaklng 
quellty. Studies on this latter aspect were very much 
neediftd sines? sbout ©0 ^^  of the whej't oorceufflptlon In India 
Is In this form. Battan Slnf^pnd Bailey (1940) conducted 
extensive quality tests with 31 Improved Pttn^ sb varieties 
like 8A, 9D, Cai8 etc. The f^ound th«t 1000 kernel weight 
of these samples varied from 3S.8 g. to 48.1 g. with an 
average of 41.Sg. The average of these samples exceeded the 
aversge value for e l l tfedla %^eets by 7.22 g. !Ihe average 
flour yield was 73.9^. Ihe varieties C R 8 , C£91, 9D, 
8A, C 22C and C 202, having flour yields varying from 
76.6 JE to 80.0JC, were found coropRrahle or even superior 
to soBie of the bfst wheats of the world for milling quality. 
As against the averas^ e protein levels of 8 to 10.8 In 
all India wheats find 8 to 9 ^ In older Punjbb wheats, the 
new varieties showed protein range of 10.6 % to 12.2 f . 
The dlastatlc activity VRrled from 221-291 lug/ lOg of 
flour with an average of 2(56.71 compared with the dpta for 
world ii^e^tg reported by Oeddes (19S7) these wheats were 
high in dlastatlc activity. "Ehe water absorption of flour 
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had an average value of 72.6^. Varieties, v iz . , Ce91 
and Bj^  made very good chat)atle9 of excellent flavour, 
C£9l being better tmd C £18 alciost as good as 8A. 9D 
did not produce g'^ od chataatlesi this perhap-s was due 
to less protein In flour. (Monymous, 1946 and 1046). 
Exteftslve protein survey of the Improved wheat varieties 
grown In different i^est growing regions In India were 
conducted (/monymous, 1945, 1946). As a result of this 
survey, Indian wheats were divided into low (less then 
8^), medium (8-10^9 end high (more than 10.© $) 
protein groups. \^e8t grown In the tJnltf»d Provinces 
(present Kttar Predesh) had lowest protein content, 
whereas regions such as Punjab, Bind and North-West 
Frontier Provl)§nce had higher protein levels. Borne of 
the Important varieties >Ailch fe l l in the high protein 
group were C.S28, C and C 262. 
Milling tests with a wide ran"-© of varieties 
showed thftt the flour yield varied from 6 9 . t o 7f .2 f* 
Some of the important varieties such as C 691, C 262, 
C 2£3» Mlphad 4, AO 68 and A life were found to have good 
milling quality, whereas varieties like C 228, C 260 
and 260 were found to stick to the feed fo i l s during 
the reduction of their •first-clear' flour. 
Systematic studies had been intiated at 
Lyallpur to evaluate wheat for chFgaU-making quality on 
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the basis of th© characters such as dotigh quail 
colour, texture, tast© and behaviour in chewing of 
phmffp^pp* fhese tests showed th^t several of the 
important varieties of the time such No. f-©?, 
Niphaa 4, Gulab and Hotiys raaae all round good 
chapa tlps» c h^  pa ties of }?o. 165-8 and O&y were g©o4 
In texture ana dough behf^vlour, but were found rather 
diff icult of aifstlcation. Furthermore, the chapfti^s 
were non-sweetish in taste. Two other varieties, viz, 
Ro. 809 and Vi^ay were found to be at the tail end. 
"Ihe behaviour of therlr doughs was poor ma they mads 
chafiBtlfijs which wexfe^uite coarse in texture. 
Farther studies on tfc© effect of location and 
chapati-maKing quality in wheat showed thpt samples from 
Gurdaspur, Lyallpur and Negrota were especially found to 
make good chapaties from the stand-point of texture 
and sweetishness. 
tVie 
CS) Studifig conducted a^vlnp^ffi .)ftgy;i|cultttrfil l^seayph 
After the Lyallpur Laboratory was lost to 
Pakistan in 1947, studies with regard to chemical 
conposltion and nutritive value have been pursued at the 
1'6' 
Blvlsion of Soil Scienca and Agricultaral Cheaistry 
of the Indian Agricultural Eesearch Institut©, these 
studies were further augmented by a scbeoe on the 
•chemical composition and ntttritive value of wheat*# 
sanctioned by the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research in 1953* Das and coworlcers tested a number 
of *l?ew Pusa* varieties developed at the Indian 
Agricultural Sesearch Institute for chemical composit#<m# 
(Dasf Banerje©! Biswas ^ d Oupta 1955f Prasadf aupta* 
Bistifas and Oas 193^1 Gupta* Kathur and Das 1955)* 
Their studies have shown the following ranges of 
variations fo^ ^ the various chemical constituents, vi2«f 
protein ether extract ash 
calcium (0#047 to 0#087^)f phosphorus 
(0.S6-0.4155) and nicotinic acid (35.3-45*8 
In a t«30m further study with t4 varieties! 
suoh as 4» 52, 105» 16$f 710, 7t8, 757, 758, 860, 
761 f 770« 775» C 591 ^ d K 13, grown at two locationSf 
viz* I Belhi and Pu©a(Sihar)t i t tfas found that varietal 
differences in respect of protein content, 1000 grain 
weight and niacin content were highly significant even 
when tested against the "interaction between varieties 
and years"! while varietal differences in respect of 
calcium, iron and phosphorus were non«slgnificant| those 
were not so even when tested against the *^interactlon 
between varieties and years"* Xhe varietal differences 
for gluten and 
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riboflavin wtre al8« highly significant* Effect of 
location OS tha oHemical eonposltion of the grain was 
highly aignifioaat* While protein, glutent niaoin and 
riboflavin content was significantly higher in varieties 
grown at Pasat than those at 0elhif the reverse wm Irae 
in reepeot of ealeiunif 1000 grain weight and total 
phosphorus^ tron content did not di f fer significantly 
at the two places. 
Ohandrasel(hra, Hathitr and Das (19^3) and Oapta 
and Bas (t954f 1956) reported that application of rape 
cake^ Mf green stanure and green manure with 
legume in rotation have shown positive influence on the 
percentage of protein* but Hft KP and nm have shown 
negative Influence* Phosphate ferti l l laers depressed 
the protein content. 
tDhe results of the various studies conducted 
at the Chealstry Division of the Indian Agricultural 
Hesearch Instltutef have given valuable basic infoxmtion 
regarding the cheiaicaX cofflposltion of different wheat 
varieties and also regarding the e f fect of soll> cllaatet 
manures and nlcroelettents on grain qtaallty* 
Further studies were initiated at the Slvlslon 
of Genetics in collaboration with ^eat breeders under 
a scheme "Studies on the millingi baking and 
making Quality of w h e a t s . A wide range of improl^d 
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varieties were tested for chemical composition, iRillittg\ 
bsking and cha'pfitl'-making quslity, tjnder vsrylnp. conditions 
of seasons* locations and agronomic practices. A number of 
improved varieties such as NP 7X0, 7iS, 798, 823 snd 824 
were fotmd comparable to some of the best foreign ybests, 
viz^ Oabo, Marquis and BeUtlry^  for protein content (/s^ aatln 
end Nair 1964). Protein values versring from 12.1 to 16.2^ 
were reported later in some of the recently developed 
varieties such as sonaliltei, Lerma Bo^o, SharbatiXSonora 
etc, The lysine values for these three varieties varied 
from 1.76^ to 2.06 Sharbati Sonora with a protein 
content of 16.2^ had c lysine content of 2.96Sr and 
casie out superior to sevef^ral varieties such as SonalikcL, 
(S.S08), NP 871, S 887 , Safed Lerisa, (S. 307) and Lerma Rojo 
etc. (Swaminathan et al 1969). It was further found that 
seasonal differences showed a -^ronounced effect on the 
protein content of the grain, h study on this f?st>ect vlth 
18 recommended varieties r^own under uniform conditions 
at Indian /Igriculturi?! Hesearch Institute for three 
consecutive years from 19£€, showed t^at the mean" protein 
Values varied significantly from season to season. !rhe 
highest meen protein content of 12.845?! was observed in b**. 
3rd yeie^ i . e . 19e8-e.9. figures for the i2nd and 1st 
year were 12.025? and 11,7651 respectively. (Mstln, D.Singh 
and Jhamb, 1962). A similar study conducted at this 
Institute earlier with 14 varieties, from l9f:S-£6, also 
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Shoved tliat the effect of season in r®sp«c6 of protein 
content was statistically significant (/toonynuflm,l9S3*.57). 
SxtensivQ studies wero also initiated to gain 
information on the extent to i^ich quality is deterraJuaed 
by environment and how far i t foust oonslderfisd 
eharacteristic of a variety. IS varifetios grown tinder 
uniforo conditions at 5 representative locations, vij5.| 
Delhi, Bhowalit Indor®, Pu«?a and Wellington, showed that 
the effect of location on protein dontent was highly 
signifieant, Hhe mean protein content owing to loeation 
averaged over the varieties was highest at Indor© (12«3S^). 
Other locations in order of merit were IHisa 
Wellington (11.94^), Bhowali (11.74^) and Delhi ( l l .SlI ) 
(Mstin and Jhamh 1963). Six varieties, via^ K.P, 
C 273 , 8 227, S 308, Leraa Eojo and Pf grown at Delhi, 
Bi^nor, 3hind and Sriganganagar during the crop season 
1967-68, showed that the essential amino acid lysine m 
flour basis had location effeiet almost identical to 
that of total protein. Delhi in general recorded a lower 
lysine content when expressed on protein basis (Swaminathan 
et a l . , 1969). 
Recently extensive studies on atBinoacid coiaposition 
and nutritive value of wheat have been initiateI at the 
Indian Agricultural Besearch Institute. With the recent 
advances made in the science of 'Vidcritlon, more e>»<iphasls 
has now been placed an ioproving the quality of the 
protein. The total quantity of protein in a food does not 
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B#oessarily represient the amoant of that nutrient i^leh Is 
utlliEsabl© A^tm oonceivod as Its biological airf!ailab» 
i l i ty de?3©inis upon seireral factors such as the aminoaeid 
composition5 its btilano^i digestiUlltty etc# 
Detailed studies on dough characters, Pelshenk© 
value, milling an«3 chaoati^maklng quality in the r©c®ntly 
dievelopei Indian wheats were also initiated at the Indian 
Agricultiiral Heaearch Institute, Improved Indian wheats 
wore found to show nsarked varietal differences for dough 
characters such as stability (P), strength CS), elasticity 
(E) and eietens lb i l i ty (L). Values for these characters 
showed the following ranges of variations in 33 improved 
J? 
varieties respectivelyj 14.3 aim to 108 mm for P, 3,6 cts 
to 35.5 cm^ for S, 1,1 cis^ to 26.7 cm^ for E and 35 WB to 
114 mri for L (Austin et at.| 1969). 
Austin and Ram (1967) farther fo'jnd that v?ith the 
values varying from S6-241 minutes, Improved varieties showed 
marked varietal differences for dough strength as indicated 
by Pelshenke values. Flour yields varying from 66.4 % to 
77.6 % were reported. Varieties such as HP 770, 830, 344, 
845, Hyb 33, Hyb 32, C 273 and R3 31-1 etc. were foiand to 
give a Hour yield of more than 70.0^ (Austin I966al , 1966ft.) • 
As for chapati^making quality, varieties such as NP 768, 
UP S2, RP 760, UP 770 and NP 77S were found to make good 
<yhapa i^es which were as good as the Punjab variety C.591, 
on© 
which Is considered aSj|0f the best wheats for making 
(Austin 1966a). 
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Since tbe most important prol>lea in India at 
present is to meet the olialienge of food shortage| i t is 
very necessary that any improvements in of the 
grain mtist be aeaooiated with s high yield* Concerted 
attempte have l>een made by the breeders of the Indian 
i^rioulturai Kesearch Institute and at other vheat 
growing eentres in India to improve varieties for yi@H* 
fhe per«>hectare yield of wheat in India sni had remained 
stagnant to a figure of about 800 kgs* for over 30 years* 
The total wheat product!on| howevert rose steadily from 
about t.O million tonnes in 1951 to about 12*0 million 
tonnes in 1964-65* This is largely due to an extension 
in the area under the crop^ Bven in irrigated areas« the 
average yield has been of the order of only 1*3 million 
tonnes per hectare (Swaminathan 1966)* 
As mentioned earlier Howards e ^ d e v e l o p e d 
very promising varieties such as Fusa 4 and Fusa §2 
(later named as Hl^ * 4 and HP 52) which were capable of 
yielding about 3«d tonnes per hectare under good conditions 
of management* ?al (1935)f reoriented the programme so 
as to incorporate a high degree of resistance to rusts* 
Some of the varieties of the 700« and •800* series 
much as K*P. 710* Tl8f 7tO» 798 and 809 developed by 
him and his co-workers became quite popular among the 
formers* 
In 1962« a study of the factors responsible 
for the yield stagnation as well as instability in the 
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production of this crop at the Indian Agricultural 
Heaearch Institute showed that primarily, the morphological 
architecture of the tall varieties grown until then was 
not conducive to the crop being grown under good conditions 
of soi l fertility* Secondly# the tall straw and the 
consequent low resistance to lodging rendered irrigation 
impossible after February* Since the temperature exceeds 
O^'^ C from March« the plants experience both atmospheric 
and soi l drought during the grain development phase, 
finally# late rains, hail^storms and heavy winds during 
latje a March make the tal l varieties invariably lodge 
even under conditions of low fertil ity* This results in 
delay in grain maturity there by shifting the development 
of grain to more unfavourable environmental conditions 
than normal. This analysis led to the conviction that 
dwarf wheat varieties are essential for increasing the 
yield potential of this crop through the effective use 
of water and fertilizer* 
In order to develop 4warf wheat varieties 
suitable for cultivation in India the Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute* Hew Delhii introduced in 196^ some 
varieties of dwarf wheat from Mexico, This material was 
grown in 196?*64 at several wheat growing centres in 
India such as Delhi« ludhiana, Itanpur* Pantnagar, Pusa 
Bhowali and Wellington* Sulk quantities of four commercial 
spring wheat varieties namely I.©rma Ro^o 64 A, Sonora 63# 
Sonora 64 and Mayo 64 were also obtained from Mexico* 
2$ 
The trials conducted with these varieties in 1965-.64 
with 80 Kg, S, showed that a new oraer of yield has 
heacm possible in vheat* Two irarl«tie» namely Xi^ rma 
R030 64A ana Sonora 64 wtr© founfi specially saitable 
for caltivation in the irrigated %meat areas, 
several seleetions sach as S-22ts S-307i S,308 
and made froa the advanced generation materials 
received from Heacieo in 1963 were found to i^erfora 
very well in a wide range of locations, these strains 
have amber grains and a very high yield potential. 
S*22t has been fotind to yield 68 to 82 q/hec. in 1965-66 
and 66"67 respectively in a fanners f ield in Delhi state 
(Swasinathan* 1968)* 
Sonora 64» Sonalika and Sharbati Bonora (the 
latter obtained after irradiation froa Sonora 64 at 
have been found to be the earliest maturing 
aat^ n^g the high yielding wheat varieties released so far 
in India, Sox redaction in yield was observed even when 
the crop was sown in the f i rs t • week of December. 
Furthermoref yields of 35-^0 q/hec* were obtained by 
sowing these varieties as late as the middle of January, 
With the extensive cultivation of these improved 
varieties a *green revolution* in wheat production has 
been recently achieved in India in 1967-68. 
The present study is a crit ical evaluation of 
16 recently released varieties for the various characters 
mentioned in the review^ in addition to studies on some 
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Of the physical features o f the grain such as colour, 
5hane, size and boldness, slz© of the eaibpyo in relation 
to endosperm and percentage o f shrivelled grains as 
coeparsd to that of the normal. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
M A T E R I A L A N D M E T H O D S 
A. Material 
The names of the sixteen newly evt?lve<3 wheat 
varj^ies which were selected for study are given below s 
S. No. variety 
1. HD (M) - 1637 
o. HD (M) - 1653 
3, Sharbati sonora 
4. CA - 82 
5. HD (M) - 1593 
6, WL - 2 
HD (M> - 1633 
8. Kalyan Sbna 
9. HD (M) - 1638 
10. HD (M) - 1659 
11. HD (M) - 1592 
12. HD - 16?? 
13. HD - 1728 
14. HD (M) - 1668 
15. DA 491 - 5 and 
16. HD - 1632 
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Oat of these varieties six ( serial (4>, (6) , 
(1? ) , (13), (15) and (16)) were of Indian origin while 
the rest are derived from Mexican wheats. The designation 
KD Stands for hybrid and M for Mexican. This set of 16 
varieties was entered in the uniform regional trial 
conducted at 10 locations such as (1) Delhi, (?) Pantnagar, 
(3) Nawabganj, (4) Muzajfarnagar, (S) Karnal, (6) 
Gurdaspur, (7) Gwalior, (8) Ludhiana, (9) Bulandshahar 
and (10) Kanpur in the north eastern plain zone according 
dito all India Coordinated Wheat Improvement Programme 
during the crop seasKjn 196? • 68 
Details regarding the sowing and harvesting time , 
cultul^l practices etc. are given below » 
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LOCATIONS SOWING TIME HAHVBSTIM TIJ4B 
1. DELHI S3. 11. 67 5 th = 7 th May 68 
2. PANTNAGAR 19. 11. 67 2nd - 11tb April 68 
3. NAWABOAfJJ 15. 11. 6'f 1st - 14 th Anril 68 
4.\ ?7, 11. S'f 15 th - 18 th April 68 
5, KABIAL 2S. 11. 67 16 th - I'fth April ,68 
6. GUBDAOTR 14. 11. 67 1st May 1968 
7. GWALIOB P9, 11. 67 11th April 68 
S. LuDKI ANA 15 . 11. 67 1st - 14 th AnFil 68 
9. HJLAJTOSHAFFFI 14. 11. 67 IPth - 15 th April 68 
10. KANPUR 9. I N 67 1st - 12th April 68 
Manuring schedule consisted o f 1S0 Kg. N. 60 Kg. Py,Og 
and 30 Kg. KgO per hectare. 
The number of Irrigations given was 4. 
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B, MfiiMa* 
The grains from various locations were tested 
for (1) 1000 grain weight, (8) milling quality, 
(recovery of f lour) , (3) protein, (4) Pelshenke value 
and (5) ash while (6) the yield data were obtained from 
different locations* 
P H Y S I C A L A N D C H E M I C A L 
M E T H O D S 
(1) 1000 grain weight. 
The grains were separated from foreign matter and 
broken and damaged kernels. The grains selected at 
random In quadruplicates were weighed in a mettler 
balance and mean values recorded. 
(S) Milling quality ( recovery of flour^. 
The recovery of flour was determined according to 
tKe method o f Seeborg and Barmore (1957). The method 
involves the hydration of the samples to about 17,5 
percent moisture and grinding them through tvio sets 
St break r&lls and shifting over a No. 38 mesh to 
separate bran from the germ. 
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The samples w^ighiog 5 grams in ^nadrupUcates 
froa each variety w®re taken in saall paper ©nwiops 
without flaps and k©pt in a hamifi ©hambsr (R.iUlOO par-
cent) maintained at eentigraa© for 10 day® for 
unifona hydration* 
Sixteen hou»» prior to millingf the saisplo® 
were transferred to a desiecator containing a saturated 
solution of ainc sulphate for maintaining hydration 
level while bringing the samples to room temperature• 
These tempered samples were further milled in a 5 grm 
micro mill where the flour got separated from germ and 
htan* flour obtained was weighed and percentage 
recovery calculated* 
(3) Pyoteini 
"The standard K^eldahl method adopted in the 
Association ^f Cifflijial i^gricultural Chemists 
I960) was followed. 
(4) Pelshenke valuei 
This test also tootm as *wheat»meal fermenta-
tion time test* or *dough ball test» is based on the 
work of Pelshenke (see also Cutler and worzellai 1931). 
The modified micro Pelshenke test as described by 
Austin and Bam (t967) waa followed in this study» 
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The grains were ground In a Labeonco mill to 
pass through a 40 mesh sieve. 3.0 g;-. of the ground 
material was mixed with 1.9 ml. of ?.5 percent yeast 
solution (Baker's dry yeast) and kneaded int© a small 
dough ball. This was introduced in a beaker containing 
distilled water kept at 30°C, The beaker with dough ball 
was kept in a thermostatically -controlled water bath 
(Belshenke tank) which i s maintained at 3oPc, The time 
o f introduction of the dough ball was noted. When i t 
started disintegrating due to fermentation, the time 
was again recorded. The time taken by the dough ball 
to disintegrate was taken as the estimate of dough 
strength. The value i s expressed in minutes and termed 
as'Pelshenke value' 
(5) Ash' 
Ash content was determined according to the method 
adopted by; Association of Official Agricultural Chemists 
(A.O.A.C.) 1960. 
<6) n s i i . 
This information was obdtJ.ned from the results of 
coordinated wheat varietal trials (1967-63) as reported 
in the 7th ittl India Wheat Research Workers ViforkShop 
held at Pantnagar. 
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I I . S T A T I S T I C A I . M E T H O D S 
The data obtained for the above five ebaracters together 
with that o f yield were analysed statistically in the different 
ways as stated below t^ 
CD T^ngt^ pgrfQCT^ce iQS^Uong in 
x.^ gpgpli .or, QH^Aty c^^r^ctergf 
varietal performance of 16 varieties at 10 
locations for six characters v i z . , (1) 1000 grain weight, 
/ 
(2) milling (jiallty, (3) proteinj (4) Pelshenke value, 
(5) ash and (6> yield was studied* The variability in each 
* 
character was subjected to the statistical malysiB on the 
basis of analysis of variance. The total sum of squares 
for tl^ 10 X 16 observations with 159 degrees of freedom 
was split up as follows; 
Source D.P. 
locations <t) > 1 - 1 s 9 
Varieties <V) - v - 1 = 1 5 
Interaction CL X V ) - (i - i ) (v -1) a 135 
Tbtal (iv - 1) = 159 
where 1 = the no. of locations, V = the no. of varieties. 
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The interaction (L X V) was utilized as a 
measure of the experimental error to test the effects 
o f locations and varieties, ance chemicaland other 
quality analysis were done on coraposite saaples i t was 
not possible to analyse the date on replication basis. 
The testing of interaction (L >< V) was, therefore, 
not possible. 
stability and adaptability of varieties for 
cj^ ft '^rent? <?hara<?terp. 
The method used for this study i s that of 
RBSRRART AND RUSSBL (^1966) 
(a) P^ vAyontnenl^ al ipfiQx rwg^gtgn ^gu^tflpn. 
The model used was as follows t -
where Y^ j^ i s the ith variety at the jth environraent. 
The values of i range from 1 to V and for j the range 
i s from 1 to n^  where V = the number varieties and 
n = the number of locations, ta environmental index 
i s defined as 
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I , = ( J Y Vn 
and I j = 0 
The stability parameter i s defined by the 
regression coefficient 
' ^li ' i / 
I f x^  Is the mean of all the locations for tbe 
ith variety then the expected value of the ith variety 
at the jth location i s given by 
where x^  i s an estimate of and bj that o f Bj 
Figs. P. 1a - P., 6a were drawn on the bas-is of the 
above equation. 
yarii^nce. 
The genotype-environment interaction for each 
variety i s partitioned into (1) the variation due to 
regression coefficient b and (11) the unexplainable 
deviations from the regression on the index I . 
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The splitting of the sum of squarfess due to the 
nv observations together with the corresoondlng D,F« 
was done as follows s -
(1) Total 
SS(T) = T, T, y f . - CF with nv - 1 d . f . 
1 J ^^  
( i i ) Yarjgtl^g (V) 
SS(V) = ~ S Y.^ - CP with V - 1 d . f . n 1 i 
( i l l ) Int^r^ptlQff ( r^ >< y 
SSCULV) = 7, >: Y?,-( 1J Y^ )/n with V(n-1) d . f . 
1 j 1 i 
( iv) hQqi^ plgns Ct-^ Pfftr.^  
SS(I.) linear = 
(v) Intgr^gnon, (Ifl^igftr) 
2 
^ II Y, I J / i f with 1 d . f . 
^ J ^ ''f j ^ 
SS<Int) linear = 
iKJcatlon (linear) with d . f . 
(vi) Pooled l ^ ^ j g n ^ 
ss(D) = a^.. with v( i -? ) d . f . 
1 J ^^ 
where 
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Z d = 
j iJ 
S Y" - T /x\ 
.1 I j i 
- (73Y. T J V . r^^ 
^ .1 ^ 
where Y. . Is as explained earlier, Y Is the total 1J ^ 
over the a observations Y^^ for a fixed Ji . Y^  I s 
llkev'l se 
fixed 1. 
likewise the total over the \ observations Y^^ for a 
The analysis o f variance table Is as follows s -
Source d . f . sum of squares 
S.S. 
Mean square 
M. S» 
Total (nv - 1) SS(T) 
Varieties. (V « 1) SS(V) MS(1) 
Location 
fVi-L) 
V(n-1) 
1 
SS(L4-?L) 
Locations 
(linear) 1 S'^ (L) linear 
Interaction 
(linear) ' (V . l ) SS(Int)llnear MS(J?) 
Pooled 
de»fT^tions/ 
/ 
(l-S)V SS(D) MS(3) 
To/ test the homogeneity o f the varietal means the 
rat io WS(1)/MS(3) was used as with (V«1) and 
(V-1) j i . f . 
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To test the homogeneity of the regression 
coeff icients the ratio MSC?)/ MS(3) was used as 
with (V-1) and ( ? - l ) d . f . 
(c) standard errors and critical differences for 
<>nnmaring varietal means and regression coeffjoients. 
the standard error of a varietal mean was calculated 
by the formula 
/ MS(3) 
S = / 
® V 1 
The critical difference betwe-^ n the two varietal 
means was worked by the formula 
C D^  = S >< t m m 
where t i s taken at the 5 percent level of significance 
with (1 - 2> 7 d . f . 
The standard error of a regression coefficient 
was obtained from the formula 
/ MS(3) 
S E^ = / 
The critical difference between these two ^ values 
was worked by the formula 
C DIJ = S E ^ X T S / T 
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changes coupled with high mean values for all characters 
except ash for v/hich poor adaptability Is desirable. 
(3) Cbrr-elatieri studies over locations and varieties. 
In order to study the effects of varieties and 
locations upon the relationship between the 6 different 
characters the following four sets of correlations 
were worked o4t. 
( i ) Correlations within each location, 
( i i ) Correlations over the varietal averages, 
( i i i ) Cbrrelations over the location averages and 
(iv) Net correlations after removing the effects 
of locations and varieties. 
( i ) Correlations Kxy within each locations were 
worked out by using the formula 
SP(x,y) 
- V BSix).QS(y) 
where iSPC^ Ciy) i s the corrected sum of products of the 
16 varietal values for the characters x and y,SS(x)| 
the corrected sum of squares for x and SS(y) the 
corrected sum of squares for y. 
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For < i i ) , ( l i i ) and (Iv) the analysis o f variance were 
performed. Table below gives the distribution of 
degrees of freedom, sum of squares and SU?B o f products. 
Saurce 
Sum of o f SUm of 
DF squares squares products 
(x) (y) <x,y) 
cations (L) 
Varieties (V) 
Interaction 
<L X V) 
1 - 1 = 9 
V - 1 =15 
X1.1)(V-1) 
= 135 
SSL(x) SsaCy) SPL{x,y) 
SSV(x) SS7(y) m i x , 7 ) 
SSE(x) 55St(y) 5FE(x,y) 
Total iy-1=159 SST(x) SST(y) SPT(x,y) 
SSS(x), SSB(y) and were obtained, as 
usual, by subtraction* 
The correlations at the three different levels 
were then worked out by using the formulae t -
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Hl(x,y) 
ItvCx.y) 
SPL<x,y) 
v' SSL(x).SSL(y) 
gPL(y,y) 
V ssv(x). ssrriy) 
SPB(x,y) 
V SSB(x)# SSE(y) 
where >v.i(x,y), and Uv(x,y) and Klv(x,y) are the 
correlations at the location, varietal and the inter-
action levels respectively. The significance of each 
correlation was tested by using fable v'l of Fisher and 
Yates (1962). 
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METHODS EMPLOYED FOR THS ADDITIONAL STUDY 
OF DELHI SAMPLES 
tkt 
(1) ^me QfAmorphological features of the grain. 
Colour, shape, boldness and hardness o f the grain 
were described by the visual examination by applying 
different definite terms allotted to each of these 
characteristics. Length and breadth (in mm) was measured 
Sfith * vernier callipers*. Mean values of SO grains 
were recorded for each variety. 
(S) Weight of the ensbrvo fen relation to that of the 
rggt of gr^iin. 
A random sample of grains from each variety was 
soaked in water for 18 Iwurs at 30®C. 200 grains were 
then dried on a f i l t e r paper and the embrg j^s were excised 
with the help o f dissecting needles. The excised embryos 
and the rest of the grains in the wet state were weighed 
separately. These were then dried in %oven maintained 
at 90°C t i l l constant weight was obtained. The dry weights 
were recorded and the proportion of the weight of the 
embryo to that of the rest o f the grain was calculated. 
Correlations were then worked out between different 
observations made on the embryo and the rest of the grain 
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designating the vet weights by W^  and and dry weights 
odAO 
>y and D^  respectively. The correlations were)worked 
out for the different ratios viz. Wg/W ,^ and 
W /^D^ and W /^D .^ 
Proportion of shrivelled grains to normal bv weight 
as P^ P^T??!'* 
The presence of shrivelled grains in a variety i s 
l ikely to affect the important quality charaeteristies, 
viz. 1000 grain weight, recovery of f lour, protein content 
etc . . I t was, therefore, decided to see the extent to 
which shrivelled grains were present both in respect of 
number;- as well as weight in different varieties. 
designating the number of normal and shrivelled grains 
in the ith variety by Nn ,i and Ng,i respectively (where N 
stands for number, n for normal and s for shrivelled and 
i for ith variety) the weight of normal and shrivelled 
grains for t'th variety by¥j,,i and Wg,i respectively 
(where W stands for weight), the percentages ^ )of shrivelled 
to normal grains were given W as follows J 
Rjfti = (Ng,i/Nn,i) X 100, for no. of grains 
By ,i = (Wg,i/Wn,i) >< 100, for weight of grains. 
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Let the weight per grain(G) for the shrivelled and 
normal be given by Qg,! (W^,i/Ng,l) and G^,i(Vn,i/Nn,i) 
respectively. 
lis can easily be seen that the quantities' % , i , 
Rjjji, Gg,i and G(,,i are related as^  follows 
= — X 
Qn.i 
I f i s a constant over all the varieties, B^.i and 
Rjj,i would be linearly related by the equation 
= ^s,n • % , i 
where Rg^ jj i s the regression coefficient of R^,! upon 
Ru,i. To see If Rg^ j, was practically a constant the 
atoefficient of variation in R^,i and Rj^ j^ were compared 
with that in Rg j^j. In addition the correlation coefficient 
between R^ ^^ ^ and Rjj^ jj^  and between each, of them and 1000 
grain weight over the different varieties was also worked out* 
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(4) physical characters of the dough. 
Chopin Extensometer (alveograph) has been used tn 
the present study to measure dough characters in view of 
i t s Importance especially for determining the basic 
eharacteristies o f the dough. Samples were roilled in a 
Buhler automatic mill , !35o g. o f straight run flour of 
each variety was mixed with 2,5 percent sodium chloride 
solution as per the 47 percent water absorption table 
given by Kent-Jones and Amos Cl9S7), The mixing was done 
in a kneading trough for 7 minutes. The dough was then 
allowed to extrude through the aperture of the trough in 
the form of a narrow strip over an oiled steel plate. The 
f i r s t two inches of the extruded dough were discarded. As 
the dough extruded further, four consecutive pieces were 
cut and placed on a well oiled glass plate# After passing 
a roller forward and backward is times over the glass plate 
(with the dough piece) , each piece was cut into a disc of 
•standard size by means o f a circular die. Each disc 
(pattie) was then placed on an oiled steel plate and kept 
in the tempering compartment of the alveograph maintained 
at pftOc. After SO minutes, the flour dough discs were 
tested individually on the alveograph by blowing i t into a 
bubble as described by Kent-Jones and Amos ^957), The 
pressure developed i s automatically recorded by manometer 
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which Is supplied with a pen and a paper, hence a curve 
Is drawn over the paper. Characters such as stability (P), 
extensibility (L) and strength (S) are measured from the 
height,length and area (measured by a r-planlmeter) of the 
curve respectively. As the expanded dough ruptures, the 
moving pen of the manometer fal ls abruptly. Stability at the 
f»oint of rupture was also measured. Elasticity of the 
dough was measured from the area under the line drawn 
through the point of rupture parallel to the base of the 
curve, swelling index <G) was measured from the reading 
on the alveograph burette. The deformation work (in ergs) 
done in blowing the bubble was calculated as described by 
Chopin. 
Correlation coefficients between 3 dough characters, 
viz. ,stability (P), stability at rupture (R), extensibility 
(L), Strength (S), Swelling index (G), elasticity (E), 
deformation work (W) and ratio P/G were also worked out. 
All these 8 dough characters were further correlated with 
protein and Pelshnke value separately. 
The grains were ground in a Labaanco mill and sieved 
through a 60 mesh sieve. S5 g ©f the sieved flour was then 
kneaded by adding water in an automatic dough mixer for two 
minutes. The amount of water added was noted down. The 
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dough was allowed to rest for 30 minutes for the relaxation 
o f internal strer.ss,e:^ nd uniform moslture absorption to 
take place. The dough was then passed through a sheeting 
roll o f uniform thickness of 3 m.m. Fro-a this Chawaties 
o f 13 cm. in diameter were cut in duplicates from each 
sample and weighed. These were cooked in an oven maintained 
at ?30®C for two and a half minutes. After cooking for one 
and a half minutes the side of the chapatl was turned to 
get the same degree of stiffness and kept for another one 
minute to record the puffing and also for full baking. After 
the chapatl was fully cooked i t was again weighed and the 
dehydration during cooking was calculated. In order to know 
the keeping quality of the chapatl, i t was stored for 4 
hours at room temperature (30®C), again weighed and dehydra-
tion during storage was calculated. 
(6) Hiqgrai 
Calcium was estimated according to the method of 
Clifford and Winkler (1954) with a Perkln Elmer flame-
photometer. 
Phosphorus was estimated according to the method 
described by the Association of Off ic ial Agricultural 
Chemists ^i960) 
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Iron was estimated calorlmetrically as the ferrous 
ortho-phenanthMine complex according to the method of 
ffoth, et al. (1948). 
Correlations^etween the above eonstituents and also 
between each of them and ash were worked out. In addition, 
the correlation between ('hosphorus and protein was also 
worked out. 
The method used in amlnoacid estimation i s that of 
,1s 
Moore and Stein V1954). This^based on the principle of 
ion exchange chromatography. 
Fifeely powdered wheat grains were defatted with normal 
hexane for P4 hours and then again further powdered in a 
Wig-L-Bug amalgamator. Material containing exactly 5 mg. 
protein was hydrolysed with 900 ml. of 6 K. Kcl by 
refluxing for SS Itours. Excess acid was removed by 
evaporation under vacuum. The residue was treated with a 
small quantity of water and again evaporated. Finally i t 
was taken up in a 4 ml. of citrate buffer, having PH P.87. 
An aliquot was applied to the column of ^echnicoH Amino Acid 
Analyser. Complete spectrum of amin<^ acid took place in 
teix hours. 
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CHAPTER IV 
E X P E R I M E N T A L B E S U T T S 
t . perfor^^ng^ ^t i^fCf^ rgnl^  lac^Uons i f l -
respggt; of gwftllW ffl^aractost 
To study the varietal performance at different loca-
tions the data for each character were subjected to 
analysis of variance. The results are oresented 
characterwise below* 
The performance of different varieties v/ltb reference 
dtothe various locations was highly significant. With the 
values varying between 45.4 and 40.1 g. t the varieties 
RD(M)-1699, HD(M)-t6,'58, CA«8??, HDCM)-163-5 and DA-491-5 
were the f ive best varieties which are also statistically 
at par with each other. Samples froBS Karnal and Kanpur gave 
significantly highest lOOO grain weight o f 4P,1 and 4l .2.g. 
respectively, while the lowest 1000 grain weight of 34.9 and 
34.0 g was found at Gwalior and Ourdaspur respectively, (see i 
Table 1.1a and 1.1b) ' 
MjulnK no^^l 
The differences between the different varieties as 
well as those between the locations were highly significant. 
Varieties HD(M)-17P8, ®-16PP, HD-1635> , Sharbai^ ti Sonora, 
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RD(M) - 1635 and HD(M) - 1638 were the six top varieties. 
They also statistically at par with each other (See 
Table I ,? a and l . s b). The highest recovery of flour were 
obtained frou samples from NawabganJ, tudhiana, Gurdaspur, 
C'wallor Kanpur in descending orders The averare values 
at these locations varied between 8 percent and ''0.9 
percent, ^alues for Ludhiana and Gurdaspur were at par 
with Kawabganj. Values for Ludhiana, Ourdaspur, Owalior 
and Katfipur were statistically at par also arrongst thensselves. 
1.3 itoMiUt. 
The analysis of variance revealed highly significant 
differences between varieties and also between locations. six 
The first/best varieties were HD(M) - 1655, RD-1633, T®-IT8, 
Sharbati flonora, HD-162? and Da 491-5. HD-?63? and RD-f?^ 
were statistically at par vdth the highest, vl; ; . , HP(M).i653, 
The remaining varieties did not show significant differences 
amongst themselves. (See Table 1.3a and 1.3 b). The highest 
protein values were obtained from locations such as Ourdas-
pur, Pantnagar, Gwalior, sj^dshahr and ICantpur. The average 
protein content of 14.43 percent for Gurdaspur samples was 
significantly higher than those from the rest of the loca-
tions, while the (Y^ues between Pantnagar, Owalior, Bui and-
shahr and Kanpaf did not differ statistically. 
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Highly significant differences between varlPtles 
as well as between various locations were observed. Varie-
ties such as ^arbati sonora, H0-17?8 and I!D(M)~1655 v^ ere 
the three top rankers. ®iarbatl Sonora was atgnlficantlv 
superior to the rest. Differences between HD-.17P8 and 
RD(M)-16S3 were not significant (see^ables 1.4 a and 
(1.4b). Samples froffl Gurdaspur, ^elM and Ludhlana gave the 
highest Pelshenke values of 138.5, 131.8 and 1P9.8 rats, 
respectively. These were also at par with each other. 
1.5. 4flh. 
The f irst three varieties giving the lowest ash 
contents were Kalyan Stona, HD(M)-1659 and HD(M)-.159?. 
Differences betwefn these were not significant (See fdble 
1.5a and 1.5b). Varieties and locations showed highly ' 
significant differences. As regards location?, the 
highest values varying from i;74 percent to percent 
were obtained In samples from ^elhl, Qurdaspur, Muzaffar-
nagar and Karnal. The differed'jes among themselves were 
oot significant. C4-8? gave significantly highest ash 
content. Since lower ash content Is desirable from the 
standpoint of milling quality, the values obtained from 
Hawabganj and Bulandshahr were significantly lower than 
those from the remaining locations. The value from 
Nawabganj was also significantly lower thj^ n that from 
Bulandshahr. 
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1.6 St£U. 
The analysis of variance showed that the differences 
between the varieties and also betwe^i the locations were 
highly significant. Varieties such as HD(M) - 159P, 
HD(M)-15g3, WL-s, Kalyan Sona, HD(M)-1659 and ^arbati 
sonora had highest yield values ranging between 44,o and 
40.3 q/h|c. All these varieties were at par with each 
other, (see table 1.6a and 1.6b). The four locations 
reojrding the highest yields varying from 4:^ .0 to 39.0 q/hlc. 
were B^landshabr, HawabganJ, Lttihiana and Kanpur. The 
yields of Bulandshahr, NawabganJ and Ludhiana did not 
di f fer significantly among themselves, v^railarly the 
values for Kawabganj, Ludhiana and Kanpur did not show 
significant differences aiJ©ng themselves. 
mi ^iftffWlllliy Qf yarlftles Jpr 
gMrag^erflt 
Using the method given by Sberhart and HusseH (1966) 
the effect of varieties and the genotype-environment 
interaction were studied by the analysis of variance. The 
features of this analysis were (1) the testing of the 
differences between varietal means and (11) the testing 
o f the linear oomponeot of the varieties X locations inter-
action against the pooled deviations. For each variety 
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the parameters calculated were (1) mean (m) over all the 
locations ( i l ) the regression coefficient (b) of the 
Individual values on the stability Index (T) and ( i l l ) the 
eorrelatiori coefficient (r)# The results fbr the si* 
characters are .^presented below i -
9.1 100,0,. Kr^ l?^  WgjRt^ t. 
The effect of the varieties and the linear coinponent 
o f the interaction are given in the analysis of variance 
Table S. la. 
It Is seen from the table that the varietal differences 
are highly significant while the linear component of Inter-
action i s significant at 5 percent level. This implies that 
the stability of varieties given by the regression coefficients 
varies conslderatSLy aawng the varieties-
Table P. lb gives the mean values* regression coefficients, 
correlation coefficients and values of environmental index I j 
for the different varieties. The regression coefficients 
varied from O.OSf? to 1.9S3. There varieties, viz. , 
HDCM)-16fi3, Sharbatd Sonora, CA-82, HD(M)-1633, HD(M)-1638, 
HD(M)-1659, HD-16'^ r, HD(M)-1668, DA-491-5 and RD-163P with 
mean values higher than the general average. Values of 
regression coefficients nearly equal to 1.0 were given by 
four varieties, v iz . , HD(M>-1653, H0-.16PP, HD«163?> and 
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Kalyan ®ona« The foraiet three varieties also had their 
mean values higher than the general average. $Lx varieties, 
v i z . , iSiarbati 8onora,HD(M)-1633, aD<M)-.1638, HD(M)-1659, 
HD<M)-1668 and DA 49t-5 had their regression coefficients 
greater than 1.1 and all these showed higher mean values than 
the general average. Twelve out of 16 correlations were 
telgnlflcant, 9 being highly significant. This shov/s that for 
mast of the varieties, v iz . , Siarbati sonora, HD(M)-1633, 
Kalyan Ssna, HD(M)-1638, HD.162P, iro<M)-1663, DA 491-5 and 
HD-163?, the relationship between the value at a location 
and the environmental Indes eould be treated as approximately 
linear* Fig. gives the regression lines for three 
varieties, one having the highest regression coefficient, one 
with the regression coefficient nearly equal to 1.0 and the 
third having the least regression coefficient. The fourth 
l ine i s the average regression line with = 1.0 and passing 
through the general average. Fig. J?, lb gives the scatter 
diagram between the mean values and regression coefficients 
for the 16 points. I t was also seen that the variety CA-82 
having i t s regression value lower than 0.9 but the mean 
greater than the general average could suitably be tried in 
poor environment as I t has shown greater resistance to 
environmental change. 
Table (gga) 
Analysis of variance 
lOOO-gr. weight 
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Source D.F. S.S, il.3. F 
Totel 159 S324.S700 
?art«ties (V) 15 lSg4.4800 101.6S20 18,29'^  
Locatlons(L) + (VxL) 144 1800.0900 
Locations (Mnear) 1 920.157S 
? X L (Linear) 15 168,8320 li,gSS4 2,02« 
Fooled deviations 128 711.0855 S.5S5S 
5.E.(m) • o»7ase 
0.S10806 
C0 (m) • 
0D (b) • 
2.1086 
0.869861 
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Table f2.1b) 
s tablllty parameters 
Variety Moan (m) fieg.coeff.(b) Corr.coeff.(r) 
I 32.970 0,519640 0.6114 
Z 37.920 1.099309 0.6872» 
3 39.830 1.S16628 0.8784^ ^ 
4 40,640 0.879012 0.5325 
S 34.910 0.S7414S 0.5242 
6 35.540 0.86S807 0.8350 *^ 
7 40.3I>0 1.879364 0.82985^ ^^  
8 35.180 1.001321 0.78S7»^  
9 42.000 1.519739 0.9048«« 
10 42.420 1.515410 0.7025«' 
11 54.210 0.022869 0.0321 
IZ 59 .560 0.933967 0.8803^ 
13 32.450 0.687217 0.7244^ ^ 
14 Sa.930 1.181735 0.9041*« 
IS 40.060 1.928199 0,8909«« 
16 38.700 0.940631 0.8544->«^  
General 
Mean 57.800 1.000000 
Envirotn>ental Indext 
Delhi Pantnagar {^ awabganj Hat&afarnager Karnal 
-0.1 1.4 -0,9 0.7 
Gurdaspur awallor Ludhlena Balsndshahr Kanpur 
3*8 2.9 0.3 .3.4 
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2.2. qMlltiy (Recovery of flour) 
The analysis of variance showed that the varietal 
difference between their means were highly significant 
but the linear component of interaction was not significant. 
This shows that the varieties were of the same order of 
stability altlK)Ugh there i s a large variation in the mean 
values for the recovery of flour. The full analysis of 
variance i s given in Table S. 2a# The varietal means, 
regression coefficients, correlation coefficients and the 
environmeotal index I j are given in "pable 2b# The 
regression coefficients varied from 0«475 to 1.396, The lowest 
value was given by the variety HD(M)-1668, whereas all the 
other varieties gave values n©re than 0 . ^ e n c e the 
linear component of interaction was found to be non-signi-
ficant* 
Nine varieties, viz:., HD(M)-1653, Saharbati Aonora, 
H0(M)-1633, HD(M)-1638, BD(M).16S9, HD-16S2, HD-1728, 
H0(M)«t668 and HD-1632, gave higher flour recovery as 
compared to the general average. Three varieties,viz . , 
Sharbatl Sbnora, HDCM)-1633 and Kalyan &na had regression 
coefficients nearly equal to 1«0. The former two also had 
their means greater than the general average. Varieties 
such as HD<M).1653, HD(M)-1637, CA-82, HI>(M).1593, WL«2 
and HD(M)-.1592 had their regression coefficients greater 
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than l . n Only one variety, viz. ,HD(M)-1653 out of tl^s 
group had the mean greater than the general average. 
Out of the sixteen correlation coefficients, 14 were 
positive and significant, all except dn^-belng Significant 
at 1 percent level. 
The relationship between the milling quality and 
the environmental index may, therefore, he treated as 
being approxlfflately linear for all the varieties except 
HD(M)~1633, HD(M>-166S and 04-491-5 for which the corre-
lations were either not significant (v iz . , variety 
HDCM) -1668 and DA-491-5) or were just significant at 
5 percent level (variety IID{M)-1633), Variety fiD(M)-l668 
showed greater resistance <to poor environment (see "^ able. ?b) 
for this character. 
Pig. 2a gives the regression lines corresponding to 
highest, lowest, closest to 1.0 and the average regression 
coefficient with the line passing through the general 
average. 
Fig. Pb gives the scatter diagram between the mean 
values and the regression coefficients* 
Tatele (g.2a) 
Analysis of V&r%mce - Milling Quality 
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Souree JI3.T. s.s. M.S. F 
Total 1S9 21M«0800 
VsHetiea (V) IS 370.4900 24^ 6993 
Locations (L) • (VxL) 144 1787,5900 
I^ oeatlons (linear) 1 11S7.1974 
V m L (linear) IS 72,9622 4.8641 1.11 
Pooled deviations 128 557.5811 4.5545 
.E.(b) . 0. 
69S5 
24S573 
CD (my • 1.9467 
CD (b) « O.6067SS 
Stability Parameters 
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Variety aeg.Coeff. Corr.Coeff. 
{») (b) (r) 
1 1.222676 0.8820^* 
Z 69.720 1.279708 0.9ll7e» 
9 70.720 1.065185 0,9491«* 
4 67.}i00 1.S2644S 0.7824*« 
& 67,100 1.268S24 0.9074^ ^^ * 
6 63.060 1.819876 0.9274e» 
t 70.180 0.952113 0.7009» 
8 63.&0O 0.980S7S 0.9121«» 
9 69.920 0.646S39 0,8951«^ 
10 63.680 O.0S2476 
U 67.700 1.S0044S 0.9080»«^  
12 71,260 0.877S9S 
IS 71.700 0.850027 0.7701«^ 
14 69,760 0.47S08S 0.4888 
IS 66,920 0.749358 0.5384 
16 70.740 0.716819 0.8910^^ 
Q»n«r8l Mean 60.250 1.000000 
Environawntnl Xmiext 
Delhi pontnagar NawabgenJ Hasflafeirnagsr Karn&l 
0.50 .S.S6 3.S4 1.89 
Ourdespur Oufilior Ludhians Bulandahohr ifenpur 
«1.92 -2.99 3.98 .1,69 
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FEOMR' 
Table 2.3a gives the analysis o f variance for the 
differdices in the mean protein values as well as those 
between the regression coefflelents o f the varieties. 
^ere, too, as in flour recovery, the differences 
between the varietal means were highly significant but the 
interaction was non-significant. 
Varietal means, regression coef f ic ients , correlation 
* 
CO efficients and environmental index I j are given in Table 
2,3b, It may be seen tMt the regression values varied from 
0.559 to 1.387. illl the values except one are above 0.699, 
hence the linear component of interaction i s non-significant. 
Ten varieties, v i z . , HD(M)-1637, HD(M)«1693, Sharbati 
Sonora, CA-8J>, HD(M>-1633, HD-16a2, HD(M>-1668, 
DA'49t-5 and HI)-1632 gave higher protein values than the genera: 
average. Three varieties such as HD(M)-1637, fiD(M)-i653 and 
HD(M)-1633 had their regression coeff icients nearly equal 
to 1 . 0 as well as the means greater than the general average. 
Regression coeff ic ient in respect o f seven varieties, v i z . , 
sharbati Sonora,HD-162P, HD-17S8, HD(M)-1668, DA^491-5, 
Kalyan Ssna and HD(M>-1659 were higher than 1.1. Mean 
protein values for all these varieties with the exception of 
Kalyan Sjna and HD(M>-1659 were also greater than the 
(general average. Out o' ' 16 correlation coeff icients 14 are 
Table (2.31,) 
/iiiaiysls of variance 
Protein 
B*E.(») « 0*S036 C«D«(a) « 0«8499 
S.E,{13) • 0.2S9285 G . D . ( B ) - 0.78S669 
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Source D,F. K»3. F 
Total 1S9 4ZZ,BU0 
Tarletiee (V) IS 107.8910 7.1927 
Locations (U • {? X L) 144 514.94S0 
Locations (linear) 1 197.496S 
f X L (Linear) IS 11.2269 0.7484 O.SO 
Fooled deviations 128 106.2199 0.8298 
Table (a.Sb) 
Stability Perem t^ers 
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Veriety Mean Reg. Coeff. Corr. Coeff. 
(a) ir) 
1 0*9@356S 0.8426 »^ 
e 15.096 0.922160 0,7948«^ 
» i » a 4 i 1.586S39 0.8S90^ 
4 12.SS6 0.31249S O.SS52 
S 11.189 0.7788SS 
6 U.148 O.SS98SO 0.6101 
7 12,431 1.011866 0.7677®^ 
a ll*S8t 1.134010 O.SS07» 
d 12,06S 0.801171 
10 12.169 1.570007 0.8726i^ « 
n 11.071 0.699969 0.6426<^  
12 15.028 l,ajD4875 0.94S6»« 
IS 1S.899 1.188805 0,8867«« 
14 12.841 1.262006 0.8202«« 
IS 12.914 l.lSdM4 0.8172« 
16 18.692 iffiim — wi — — 1' 0,^704 0,8288«»« 
Oeaer@l Mean 12*42 1.000000 
Enviramental Iitde^ } Delhi Pantnagar J ifttBsafarnagar K«mal 
0.09 0.78 0.0S O.OS 0.60 
Qurdaspur Qvelior lAidbians 6ulea<l8hahr Kenpm* 
-2.01 -0.77 1.42 -0.4S -0.30 
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significant and a l l these 14 except one are highly s ign i f i -
cant. The relationship between the protein value o f a 
variety at a location and the environmental index may, 
therefore, be treated as roughly linear for all the varie-
t i e s with the exception o f three, viss,, CA-8S} WL-S and H)(M)-
1592. The:^ ^ three varieties which had an increasing speci-
f i c i t y o f adaptability to low yielding environments are 
CA-82, HD(M)-1638 and HD-1632. Fig, 2,3a gives the regression 
l ines in respect o f highest value of , lowest value o f 
l ine with 1 and parsing through the general mean and 
the l ine nearest to the one with It = 1» Fig. 3b gives the 
scatter diagram between the mean values and the regression 
coef f ic ients of the-variatles. 
Differences between the varietal means were highly 
significant while the linear component o f Interaction was 
not significant as shown in table 2,4a. 
Means, regression coef f i c ients , correlation coef f ic ients 
and environmental index I j are given in table 2.41i. Hegre-
sslon aseff lc ients vary from -0.368 to 1.769. Ve may, here, 
note that the only negative value l e . -0.368 for sharbati 
sonora i s very small and non-significant. Therefore, nega-
tive value of regression coef f i c ient i s not very pertinent 
In the l ight o f the fact that al l others are positive. 
Although this variatlor^fls large, most o f the values are above 
0.596. Therefore* the linear component o f Interaction was 
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(foand to be uon*significant, Pelsheake values of five 
varieties such as H0(M)-1653, ^ r b a t i sonora, PD<M)-1633, 
HD-17?8 and HD-1632 were higher than the general average. 
Only one variety, v i z . , HD-16f2 had i t s regression c o e f f i -
cient nearly equal to UO. I t s mean value was lovmr than the 
general average. There were eight varieties, Viz. , HD(M)-
1633, HD-1632, HC(M>-1637, HD(M)-1593, I®(M)-1638, HDCM)-
1592, HDCM)-16S8 and 04-491-5, with regression coeff ic ients 
more than 1*1. Out of these, the f i r s t two varieties, v i z . , 
HD(M) - 1633 and HD-1632 had their means greater than the 
general average. 
Out of the 10 significant correlations 4 were highly 
significant. Therefore, for the Pelshenke value, the rela-
tionship between the location mean for a variety and the 
i s 
environmental indfex i s only roughly linear. T^ l^s/shown by 
the varieties such as HD(M)-1592, !!DCK)-1668, DA 491-5 and 
HD-1632. The resistance to poor environment was Indicated 
in the three varietle^^^itoCM^-iess, HD-1728 and CA-82. 
Fig. 2.4a gives the regression l ines for the varieties 
having extreme values for Jfe , the l ine with regression 
coef f ic ient = 1.0 and passing through the general mean 
m ovt loWu. 
and the l ine closest to)Jb = 1.0 
Pig. 2.4b shows the scatter diagram representing the 
saean values and the corresponding regression coeffieients. 
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table (8>4«) 
AnaJyslfi of Variance 
Pfllshepke veltte 
Source M.S. f 
Total 1S9 127^ 51.2000 
Varieties (V) IS S4S0S*7000 3620.08 10.96»* 
Locations (i) C^V x L) 144 7294S.K)00 
Location© (liooar) 1 222985.6400 
V X L (linear) IS 7707.7700 51S.8S 1.5S 
Pooled deviations 188 4S252.0600 550.09 
S»E.(ffl) - 6.056 
S.E.{b) • 4.79547 
C.0.{l8) • 
C.D.(b) • 
16.949 
13.415^ 
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Table (8,4b) 
Stability parsmeters 
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VaUety Mean Reg.Coefi'. Corr.Ooeff. 
(«) h) (r) 
1 100.00 1.198791 
2. - 141.30 0.S42229 0.26St9 
3 171.80 -0.567968 -0.2149 
4 118,80 0.595S67 0.4S98 
S 112.20 ia6S204 
6 107.00 0.625214 0.6428^ 
7 12S.S0 1.710875 0.7022» 
8 10S.90 0.174646 0.8619 
9 107.40 1.S51569 0.7460« 
10 102.90 0.809874 0.5668 
11 110.90 1,S$6980 0.919S»« 
IB 114.00 1.04m2 
18 147,40 0.47S078 0.2107 
14 113.90 1.586750 0.7702*^ *^  
IS 117.80 1.600787 . 0.8S02»* 
m 185.20 1.768S88 0.7947 *^ 
Q«nerftl Mean 119.80 1.000000 
HfivlronBental Xodext 
Mlhi Pantnagar RawabganJ HuyfJBStfermgar 
-12.0 22.0 1S.6 S.7 
Karnal OoxNiasptir Owallor tudhlsna 
-S.9 -18.7 4.9 -10.0 
fiulandstuahr K&npur 
5.9 -8.0 
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S.S Ash « 
Varietal differences between the means were highly 
significant while the interaction was found to be non-
significant as revealed by the analysis o f variance (Table 
p.5a> Table S?.5b gives the means, regression coeff ic ients, 
correlation coefficients and the environmental index I j 
for the different locations. The regression coefficients 
varied fro® 0.468 to 1.?93# All the values except one 
were above 0.T'^S. Bence the interaction i s non-significant. 
For this character, varieties having low values are 
preferred from the stand'point of milling quality. I t will 
be seen that 10 varieties, v i z . , HD(M)-16»3| HD(M)-1593, 
WI.-2, HD(M)-1633, Kalyan Sana, HD(M)-1633, HD(M)-1<559, 
HD<M)-159?, HD-1682 and ®(H)-1668, had th^ir ash content 
lower than the general average. Five varieties su'^ h as 
HD(M)-1668, HD(M)-1637, Sharbati Sonora, D4-491-5 and 
HD-163S had their regression coeff icients nearly equal to 
1.0. Out of this group only one variety, viz. ,HD(M)«166S 
also had i t s mean value lower than the general average. 
Six varieties, v i z . , CA-8S, ffi)(M)-l593, Kalyan 8ona» 
HD<M;)-.1?i92 and HD-162P had regression coefficients more 
fthan 1.1. All these varieties except the f i rs t had their 
means also lower than the general average. 
Fifteen correlation coefficients were significant, 
al l but one being highly significant. The relationship 
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between the mean value at a location corresponding to a 
given variety could be regarded appro 3d mat el y linear. 
TMs type of relationship Is shorn by al l the varieties 
with the exception of four such as HD(M)-1633 
and HOCfD-ieSs. 
I t was also noticed that the varieties, v i z , , 
HD(M)-1653, HD(M)-1833, KD(M)-.1638 and which 
had their regression values lower than 0.9 but mean values 
lower than the general average, are suitable to be tried in 
poor environments, because they are capable o f resisting 
the ef fects of environmental changes. The regression l ines 
for till 'varieties - two having extreme values for ^ and one 
nearest to 1.0 and the fourth line with = i .o and 
parsing through the general average are given In Fig,?.5a. 
The scatter diagram representing the mean values and the 
ojrresponding regression coeff ic ients for the 16 varieties 
i s shown In Fig. P.5b. 
6 nmx. 
Table 2.6a shows that the e f fec t o f varieties was 
highly significant while the linear component o f the 
interaction was not significant. 
The varietal means, regression coef f ic ients , correla-
tion coeff ic ients and the environmental index I j are 
given in table 2.6b. 
table (2.SgX 
Analysis of Variance 
Ash 
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Souree D.F. 8.S. M.S. F 
Total 1S9 2.99S890 
Varieties (V) IS 0,707060 0.0471S7 7.01»H» 
Locatlon0(L) • (fxL) 144 2.g925S0 
iKtestlons (lltMiar) 1 1.861267 
V X L (llnsar) IS 0^ 070484 0.004698 
Pooledi deviations 126 0,860612 0.006723 
S.E.Cre) 0,02733 
0.0281116 
C.D (ra) - 0.07649 
C.D. (b) • 0.0786770 
table (g.Sb) 
Stability Paraffietcro 
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Variety Mean 
(«) 
Reg.Coeff, 
(b) 
Corr, Coeff. 
(r) 
1 1.7520 1.078915 0.3229^ 
z 1.6874 0.332328 0.8893»» 
3 1.7194 0.978811 0.8S46»» 
4 1.8S64 1.253974 0.6€46» 
S 1.6S18 1.285135 0.883S »^ 
6 1.6305 1.29S077 0,7146» 
7 1,6624 0.468243 0.4655 
8 1.S982 1.159057 0.8647^ 
9 1.6615 0.761415 0G.7579«^  
10 1.6143 0.723118 0.8017^ H^  
n 1.6155 1.185728 0.7968iHi 
12 1.6S68 1.181738 0.8674i»«^  
IS 1.7247 0.809215 0.7765»* 
14 1.6372 0.986837 0,8385^ *^ 
IS 1.7661 0.941681 0.7877^ Ht 
16 1.7210 1.U30S8 0.8714'>» 
General 
1.6790 1.000000 
Environmental Indext 
Delhi 
-0.114 
pantnagar 
-0.019 
Ourdaspur Qwalior 
-0.084 -0.017 
Hawabgan;} 
0.187 
Ludhiana 
0.0E6 
ffusifiafernagar 
-0.085 
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Karnal 
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Kai^ ur 
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The values fbr regression coe f f i c ients varied from 
0.316 to 1.768. iatliough this rangf i s wide the differences 
among the regression coef f i c ients are not significant. Tbis 
i s due to the fact that the mean square for the pooled 
deviations i s high. 
Ten varieties such as Sharbati sonora, HD(M)-1593, 
WL-g, Kalyan Sana, HI>(M)-1638, HD(M).1659, HD(M)-.159a, 
HD{M)-1622, HD(M)-1668 and HD-163S, showed greater yield 
than the general, average. 
Four varieties, HD(M)-1638, HD<M)-1659 and HD-169J», 
and HD(M>-1637 had their regression values nearly equal 
(to 1.0. HI but the last had their mean values also greater 
than the general average. Varieties having regression 
coef f i c ients more than 1.1 were HD(M)»1593, WL-S, Kalyan 
sona, HD(M)-159S and HD(M)~1668. 411 these bad mean values 
also greater than the general average. 
Out o f 16, ten correlation coe f f i c ients gave significant 
values, a l l but two being significant at one percent leve l . 
This shows that the linear relationship between the values 
at d i f f e r s t locations for a given variety and the environ-
mental index could only roughly be regarded as true. This 
was indicated by the varieties HD(M>-1637, HD(M>-16S3, 
HD(M)-1593, Kalyan a>na, HD<M)"1592, HD-16SJ5, HD(M)-1668 
and HD-163S 
Table {2.6e) 
Analyslfi of Variance 
Held 
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Source D.F. S.S , H.S. 
Total 
Vartetlee (?) 
Locations (L) + (V x L) 
Locations (linear) 
V * L (linear) 
Pooled deviation 
1S9 
IS 
144 
1 
IS 
128 
11444.0400 
5127.S300 
6516.5100 
2403.2985 
4S9.194S 
3448.9848 
341.0555 
30.6129 
26.9451 
1.15 
3.B.(m| *. 1.7502 
* 0.42S102 
C.O.Cm) • 4.82S4 
C.B.(b) » 1.179960 
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table (2.6bi 
Stability Paranteters 
Vsjpiety Hean Keg.Ooeff. Cow. Coeff. 
(«) (b) (r) 
1 3&.2S0 1.089S69 0.7790«« 
2 SS.9S0 0.684124 0.8950»« 
S 40.340 0.669872 0.4825 
4 27.S60 0.3161SS 0.1556 
S 43.980 1.768452 0.8S5S«^  
6 4 .^850 I.45S873 0.7459^ 
7 34.920 0.SS641S 0.6142 
8 43.810 1.540794 0.7808«« 
9 41.790 1.084440 0.6019 
10 42.690 1,072228 0.7496® 
11 43.990 1.6S526S 0,8693»^ 
12 38.150 1.047820 0,9151^« 
IS 51,020 0.S2235S 0.4715 
14 S3.5S0 1.S11996 0.8S44*« 
IS 26.270 0.42&e61 0.1785 
16 37,890 0.840155 0.8267<»« 
General Mean 57.730 1.000000 
Environmental Index t 
Delhi 
5.57 
Pentnagar 
8.62 
KsHabganj 
•4*85 
Uurdaapur (iwallor liodhisna 
-0.26 8.67 -2.28 
Huiiaafsrnegar 
-0.60 
Bulandshalir 
-S.22 
Karnal 
-0.14 
Kanpur 
-1.26 
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Siarbatl fenora and RD-1632 have been noticed to 
show greater resistance to environmewtal change and, 
therefore, well adapted to poor envlronmente» 
Fig,S.6a shows the regression l ines tor two varieties 
having the extreae values for ^ , one variety with the 
fegresslon eoefficient nearly equal to 1.0 and passing through 
the general mean and the l ine nearest to the l ine with 
^ = 1.0. 
Fig. 2.6b gives the scatter diagram representing 
the varietal means and the regression coeff ic ients. 
suoerAor to the best o f theKalvan aona group with 
The performance of different varieties in comparimn 
to the varieties belonging to the Kalyan ^na group i s 
summarized in Table ?.7. In this table are given the names 
o f varieties which are significantly superior to the best 
o f the Kalyan Sona group for each character and their 
distribution in respect of the three categories of stability. 
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P.a Overall ^pyformance o f varieties 
RQQ,d, ,fQ,y„ RrQm&.Ql i laMl l te f . 
Table S.8 gives the position regarding a variety in 
respect o f six characters for each group o f stabil ity. 
This information i s summarized from Table 2.7. I t may be 
noted that varieties such as HD(M)-1653, HD(M)-1633 and 
HD(M)-1668 are good for f ive characters when a l l the three 
groups considered together.* while aharbati sonora, CA-8P, 
HD(M)-1638, I©-16SS and HD-163J? are likewise good for 
jCo'ur characters. 
CorreXAlfiong ovgr loc^liloi^s yaUgtlesi., 
The e f f e c t o f varieties and locations upon the ralatlon-
ship between the six different characters was studied under 
four groups,viz. I (1) correlation®within each location, 
(11) Correlation Sover the location means, Cili) correlations 
over the varietal means and <iv) correlation after ellmina-
tin the e f fec t o f varieties and locations. Data were used 
from Tables 1.1a, 1.?a, 1.3a, 1,4a, 1.5a and 1.6a. 
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3.1. .forra^UoB.*? wlWP « 
fable 3.1 gives the 15 values o f correlation coeff icients 
between the six cMracters tor each of the 10 locations. 
Briefly, the results of the different locations aret 
J^elhi s Out o f 11 positive correlations only one, 
vi2», between protein and Pelshenke value was significant. 
Amongst the 4 negative correlations the only dlgnifieant 
was that between yiel<3 and ash, 
Cll) Pantnagar i In this case out o f 1? positive corre-
lations only 3 were significant» These were between protein 
and ash^ Pelshenlice value and ash and be twee® f i l i n g 
qaallty and yield. Only one correlation, v i z . , that between 
ash and yield was significant amongst the 8 negative. 
C m ) HawabganJ s Only one correlation out o f 10, that i s , 
between protein and ash was positively significant. In the 
case of f ive negative wrrelatlons the 2, v i z . , between 
protein and yield and between yield and ash were significant. 
(Iv) Muzaffam^ear $ Out of 8 positive correlations two, 
v i z . , between milling quality and protein and between protein 
and Pelshenke value were significant. Out o f the ** negative 
correlations only one was significant, v i s . , that between 
ash and sleld. 
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Cv) Karnal i No significant correlation was obtained 
from the 9 positive correlations, while out o f the f 
negative correlations only one, v i z . , hetmm protein and 
yield was found significant. 
(v i ) Qttrdaspur i There were 6 positive and 9 negative 
correlations none being significant in both<^  the cases* 
<vii) Gwalior $ Out of 11 positive correlations 3, 
v i z . , those between 1000 grain weight and milling quality, 
protein and Pelshenke value and between milling quality and 
Pelshenke value were significant. No significant correlation:) 
was obtained amongst the 4 negative correlations* 
( v i l l ) Ludhiana 8 Only one correlation, v iz» , between 
protein and ashwas found significant out o f the 11 positive 
correlations. Amongst 4 negative correlations f , v i z . , 
those between protein and yield and between ash and yield 
were significant. 
(1*) Balandahahr i There wereTslgnlfleant correlations 
amongst the 7 positive correlations while out o f the 8 
negative correlations 2, v i z . , between milling quality and 
ash and between protein and yield were found significant, 
(x) Kanpur i Two correlations, viz. , between milling 
quality and Pelshenke value and between protein and 
Pelshenke value were found significant out of the 8 positive 
correlations. Imongst the 7 negative correlations none 
was significant. 
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Gorrelattops over the loeatlon means . 
None of the f ive positive correlations were significant. 
Only one, v i z . , between 1000 grain weight and protein was 
significant out o f the 10 negative correlations. The 15 
correlations at the location level are given in table 3.5? 
3. Correl,atlffns over the varietal means. 
Table 3.3 gives the 15 correlations worked out at the 
varietal l e v ^ . I t will be seen that there were 9 positive 
correlations 3, v i z . , those between milling quality and 
protein, between milling quality and Pelshenke value and 
between protein and Pelshenke value were significant. Out of 
16 negative correlations two correlations, v i z . , those 
between protein and yield and between ash and yield were 
found significant. 
3.4. ggrr^l^^QPs af^gr ella^nat^lni, Qf yar^eU^g 
XQ?atiopst 
The 15 correlations are given in table 3.4. Ifone out 
o f 10 positive and 5 negative correlations was found 
significant. 
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4.1* Shme o f the nwrphologlcal featares o f the grain* 
Tahle 4.1 shows tha i^kXl the varieties, except one that 
I s HD(M)-1593 which had l ight reddish colour were amber 
coloured. The length o f the grain varied frora 6,0 for 
HD-17J?8 to m.m. for CA-82. The breadth o f the grain 
» 
varied from 3.1 for HD-1??0 to 3.9 m.ra. for I©(K)-.1653. 
The shape of the grain was either oval or ovate. Similarly 
the grains were either bold or raedium bold. Hairs were 
present in al l the varieties although the slse vras large 
in three o f them, v i z . , RD(M)-1637, CA-82 and HD«163??. 
One variety, v i z . , W^llPe had sajali sized hairs. As regards 
the texture, a l l varieties were found to be hard. 
Qt it^, r^I^^lOR.J^ IMI, Ot 
rgst gf Kr^lff,. 
Table 4. sa gives the weight o f wet and dry embryo as 
well as the weight o f the rest o f the grain for the 16 
varieties. I t may be noted that highest values o f both 
embryo and rest o f the grain were given by DA 491-5 and 
lowest by HD(M)-1637 for dry as well as for wet state. This 
association o f weight o f embryo with that o f the rest o f the 
grain i s to be expected as the correlation values given 
in table 4. Sb show. 
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Taia« 4.2t> gives the correlations between al l th© 
pairs o f quantities W ,^ Bg, Wg/W ,^ ^ s ^ i * 
and Wg/Dg. Amongst the S8 different correlations, the 
sigglficant ones are s -
(W^, Wg), Dg), (W^, D^), CWg, Dp/D^). 
I t may be pointed out that the above correlations were al« ) 
hlghjry significant and positive, r^om these values i t may 
be concluded that the weight o f the embryo and endosperm 
are closely related and this relationship i s true whether 
the weights are taken on wet or dry basis. I f the moisture 
evaporation in relation to the whole weight is practically 
the same for the dif ferent variet ies , i t i s ejqpected that 
the quantities W ,^ D^  and also Dg will be positively 
correlated. That this true i s borne out by the positive 
dnd highly significant correlation between the quantities 
(W^, D )^ and (W ,^ Dg). Silmllarly the rat io , v i z . , 
and are also positively and highly correlated. This 
shows that the quantity ^ i^^ g/^ ^g i^ practically constant 
for a l l sixteen varieties. I t may be seen that the ratios 
Wg/W^ are greater than the corre soon ding ratios 
Proportion of shrivelled grains to that o f normal 
bv weight as well as bv number. 
Table 4,3 gives the number of normal grains n ,x 
and shrivelled grains the weight o f the normal 
shrivelled (Wg^ )^ o f variety (Vj^), the 
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percentage, = (J^g^j)/ N j^^ j X 100 ana 
R ^ » W ,AL 4 X 100 are also given. I t will be 
seen that the ratios Rjj^j and ^ vary widely from 
o^s-yo in HDCM)-1668 to 14.543 in RD(M)-1593 tor R„ ^ and 
from 0.108 in HDCM)-1668 to 6.7TI m HD(M).1593 indicating 
than the ratios are characteristic o f the varieties. 
Relation between R„ . and R. ,• IvyX 
I t can be easily seen that the quantities R^,^ and 
% 4 » 4 4 ^re related as follows " f i s , i n , i 
I f 0 I s a constant, 1.. and Rm are l inearly 
related by the equation 
The coef f ic ients o f variation for Rjf^ ^ and R^ ^ 
were found to 108.7, 116.8 and s.9 respectively showing 
thereby, that vattability in R i s negligible. We can, S ffU 
therefore, treat R^ j^j as a constant for a l l practical 
purposes. Furthermore, the correlation coef f i c ient between 
R^ J and Rjj^ ^ was found to be 0.9686, a highly significant 
value* Therefore, we may treat and Ru^ j^  as being 
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related linearly. Finally we conclude that the relative 
values of the ratios in the set o f varieties i s independent 
o f the manner in which the ratios are taken, i . e . , by number 
o f grains or by weight of the grains. 
Correlation of 1000 grain weight within Rj^ j^^  and 
Varieties with large percentage of shrivelled grains 
are not likel|> to have high 1000 grains weight. Correlation 
between 1000 grain j( weight on one hand and Rjj^ ^ and R^ ^ 
on the other v^ ere worked out. The values were -0.5380 
between tOOO grain weight and R . and -0.6516 between w»i 
1000 grain)g weight and former i s significant 
at 9 percent level while the latter its significant at one 
p e r c ^ t level. We thus conclude that a variety with large 
percentage o f shrivelled grains i s l ikely to have low 
1000 grain weight. I t may be noted that the correlation o f 
1000 grainit weight with B . i s slightly laore than that w,i 
with Ru . . This appears to be due to the fact that R . " »•'• Wjl 
fe the ratio with respect to weight while i s the 
ratio with respect to number. Therefore, i t i s expected 
that the former would be associated more with 1000 grainsT 
weight than the latter* 
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4.4 Pl^vfllcal .lougl;! charafft€>rs ana their correlations. 
Table 4.4a gives the data for the eight physical 
characters o f the dough made with straight run f lour. I t i s 
seen that the values varied from 35. R mni, CHD(H)-1653) to 
77.0 mm. (Wl-g) for stahll l ty *P', 4.4 mm (RD{M)~1593) to 
22,0 mm. <HD(M)-17S8) for stabi l i ty air rupture ' R ' , 48.0 fflm, 
(HD(M)-1637) to 107 msi (HD-163J>) for extensibility ' I ' , 
11.3 cm® (HD(M)«t593) to 33.6 cni^(HD(M)-1592) for strength 
•S*,?.7 cm (^HD»16g!3) to 2P.7 cm^ (HD«17P8) for e last i c i ty 'E«, 
16.4 (HD(M)-1637) to 24.9 (HD(M)-1668) for sewe4ling index 
Q, 83.3 ergs (HD(M)»1638) to 230.6 ergs (HD-17?©) for deforma-
tion vork »W« and 1.54 (HD(M)-1653 to 4.01 for the 
ratio P/G. Jhe improved varieties have shown marked 
differences anong themselves for these characters. 
With the values varying from 66.0 mm. to 77.0 mm, 
varieties D A - 4 9 1 - 9 , H D ( M ) - 1 5 9 S and W L - A , in this order, have 
sho4n the maxlmuin dough stabi l i ty . l?hese varieties have also 
given higher values for strength, e last ic i ty and deforma-
tion work. 
The f ive varieties , v i z . , HD-16P2, HDCM)»16P8, RD(M) -
1S93, HD(M) - 1633 and HD(M),1653, in general showed very 
low values for stabil ity varying from 40»7 to 35.j> min. 
The values for deformation work «W' and ratio P/G were 
also low. 
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Jai possible correlations between the above elgbt 
characters were worked out and these are presented in table 
4,4b. 
I t i s from the table ttet out o f SB correlations, 
13 were significant, 11 being highly signiftcant. All 
significant correlations except two, v i z . , Ci) between 
extensibility it) and ratio <P/0) and <li)betvjeen swellfing 
index (G) and ratio (F/GJ>' » were positive. 
All correlations between 'H» and • were 
positive and significant. ' P ' , 'R' and ' were alas 
correlated with ' W . The correlations between on one 
hand and 'G' and »E» on the other were positive and s i fn i -
fieant. the two correlations of ' S* and 'W* with were 
positive and significant. With 'P/G* , correlation of 'P' 
was positive and significant while that o f between *t' and 
'G* wag significant but negative. 
Coxrelation between doagh characters and Peishp^in* 
ff^ lM^ i n l a r o ^^ ITI mi^  
Table 4.4c gives the values for correlation coe f f i -
c ients between Pelshenke value and protein i n t e n t on the 
one hand and the eight dough characters on the other . 411 
the eight correlations o f Pelshenke value with dough 
characters were positive but only one i . e . , with S was 
significant. With protein, 6 correlations were positive 
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OosrelaUemi between dougl* ciiai-aotore «ml peXt^ enke 
v&lm m^ larotein content 
t m ^ Peloh«rS«e Protein 
eharaoters eontent 
p 0.07^ -0.0190 
a o.sges 
h QAQm 
B 0.4857 0*4999*^  
Q o.s^ao 
h 0.6S40* o.soai^ 
W 0.S740 0,4g01 
P/& -0.19S0 
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Of which 3, v i z . , with I.,S and S were significant, while 
none from the two negative correlations was significant. 
The correlation between P^shenke value and protein content 
was also worked out. I ts value was 0.9168, a value which 
was significant at 5 percent level . I t will be seen that 
the Pelshenke value, protein content and elastic ity of 
wh61e wheat-meal (atta) are mutually correlated. 
The baking tests were performed in connection with 
the 'chapati' making qualities. 
The data for various ehaoati characters such as water 
absorption, flour colour, dough characters etc. areprf'sented 
in table 4.5. I t i s seen that the varieties varied markedly 
for characters such as water absorption, dough characters, 
loss of moisture, texture, taste and keeping quailtj^iS of 
chapaties. Ssme o f the salient points are descrlbed>iB«-^ «^ = 
(1) ft^sorsUnn* 
The values for water absorption varied from 64 percent 
to 72 percent. Varieties such as HD(M)-1637, Sharbati Sonora, 
HD(M)-1593, WL-S, Kalyan Sona, HD(M)-1592, HD-1728 and HD-
1632 had high water absorbing capacity. The values for these 
varieties varied from 70 percent to 7f> percent. HD(M)-1633, 
HD-16P2 and HD(M)-1668 had very low water absorption of 
64 percent to 66 percent. 
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(11) Mmar. 
Tbe coXottr o f the flour as well as o f th© dough was 
ereamish for al l the varieties. 
( I l l ) PoBgft gMrftgtfrgt 
Varieties such as HD(M)-16S3, IID(M)-1633, I!I)«1695> and 
HD(H>-1668 producea slightly p ^ a b l e and sticky dough, 
whereas the doughs o f all tn©>varieties were strong and 
aon«-stlelcy. I t ©ay be mentioned that the former varieties 
had lower values for water absorotioo-
(iv) fig.Wt^Uoii ^^niaK cQoKlffg mM isMr^ fig* 
The loss o f fflolsture during eoofeing varied froro ''3,7 
percent to to P0»0 percent. Further l o s s o f 4,3 percent 
to 1 percent occt^ed during the storage o f chapatles at 
for four hours. 
Varieties such as HD-.16 S, ro(M)-1669, BI5(M)-1637, 
H15(H)-1592 and Wt-2 showed highest total moisture losses 
(?4.S to 1 percent), whereas the lowes^osses (18 to 
20.5 percent) occi^ed In Kalayan Sona, Sliarbatl Sonora, 
HD(M)-16S3, RD-17P8 and in)(M>«1633. m other varieties 
showed alflsost the same loss o f aiolstare <22*3 to 
percent). 
0 Q 
X 
ftiftimi 
Sfiartoati Sonora, HS(H)-1593f Kalyaii Sonat 
HIK1728 and BA-491-5 showed rapid and fu l l 
paffiiig, 
(v i ) $#xtttre hetom and after storage of ehapatles* 
ghRpaties of Sharbatl Sosora, GA-^ aa, Hl)(M)-15f5t 
Kalyaa Sona, m^i ize and DA*491-5 were fou»d specially 80ft» 
smootfe and pliatele* fh« ehapatle® of four varietiefif via*t 
Kalyan Sona, Sharbati Sonorat HB(M)»1593 and H&-172a w@«© 
found to retain their so f t and pliable texture even after 
storage for 4 fjours at 50®Ct whereae in tli® ease ©f a l l 
other varieties these turned either semi-sti f f or hard and 
br i t t l e . 
) Colour of ehanatieat 
Chapatiea prepared from a l l the varieties were 
of creamish eolour, 
( v i i i ) Aronta or flavourt 
All the varieties exeept HD(M)-163Tf HD(M)-1595» 
HI>(M)-t659» HD{M)»1592 and HZ)(M)-1668 had pleasing flavour. 
Sgstei 
Varieties such as HD(H)-1653t Sharbgti Sonora, 
CA-62, WMt HI)(M)-1653f Kalyan Seaai K M 622, H9-n28 and 
H0(M)»1668 were adjudged more aveetish than the rest. 

I l l 
Hlaeral Hatteri 
Bata for mineral constitaents are presented in 
fafeie 4.6 a, 
inie ealeium eontent varied from to 
0#095/100 g» flour (whole wbeat)» Ihe highest value was 
given fey CA^ 82 tihereas Ih© iowaat was given by H»»1?28» 
Varieties &nch as Hl}(M)-163t» Sharl>ati Sonora and WV2 
also have come oat superior for the eaieiam content urith 
the val«et very close to the highest (Fig. 
A variation was ©toseartmd for total phosphoras 
content. The highest value of 0.692/100 g. flour was 
given toy the variety Sharbati Sonora while the lowest 
value of 0.386 g./lOO g. flour (whole wheat) was obtained 
in HIJ<HM638. (Fig. 4.6.2). 
fhe iron content ranged from 0.0052 to 0.45/ 
100 g. flour (Whole wheat). In this case the lowest 
value was obtained in S0(M)'»1592 and the highest in 
HB-1622 and H0(M)-"1638. (Fig. 
correlations between al l combinations of 
the three minerals with ash showed that the one between 
calcium and ash was positive and highly significant* 
(lable 4.6b). 
fable (4.6a) 
Mineral Matter 
(gjn./lOO a* flour - wnole nbeat) 
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Vartety Calcitiffi Phosphorus Iron 
I M1)(M).16S7 0.091 0.676 0.0058 
a flD(«i)-1685 0.057 0,644 0.00S7 
9 Shaxbati Sonora 0.079 0.692 0.0041 
4 CA-Sg OiOBS 0.507 0.0055 
s HIKM)^ 1595 0.047 0.419 0.0041 
6 0.078 0.419 0.0038 
7 HI)(M)-16S5 0.0S6 0.45S 0.0041 
8 Kalyan Som 0.067 0.4S1 0.0057 
9 H1)(M)-1658 0*057 o.aae 0.004S 
10 H0(a)-l6Sa 0.04? 0.419 0.0055 
11 HD(M)«1S92 0.0S6 0.451 0.0052 
12 iID-162g 0.067 0.451 0.0044 
15 HD-1728 0.026 0.499 0.0041 
14 HD(H).1668 0.047 0.499 0.0055 
IS M 491-S 0.067 0.402 0.0041 
16 HQ-16S2 0.057 0.51S 0.0040 
Table 
Correlation eoettioimUs betve«ti different 
tDinerals and ash 
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Iron l^ hosphoras Caleiuin Ash 
Iron 1.0000 ^0.1706 «0.0S3S -o.iesi 
Fhosphorus -0a706 1.0000 0,1276 •0,004s 
eslctam -0.0583 o . m s 1.0000 0.6698« 
Aeh -oaesi -0.0048 0.6S98 1.0000 
1-00 
0-08 
i/i 
5 0'06 
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4.7 mim ftgi.4,6* 
Table 4,7 gives the amino aelA cnmposiUoR of the 
16 varieties. 
Aspartic acid, glutamic acid and proline are the major 
non-essential amino acids of wheat proteins. These together 
account for 50 percent o f the total protein. Glutanlc acid 
content varied between 3J?.7 and 38.7 g/100 g protein in 
different varieties. Proline was the next ma o^r amino acid, 
i t s concentration varied from 7 tJo to g/100 g protein. 
Affiong the essential amino acids leucine was present in 
Mgher proportions varying from 5.9 t© 7,1 g/100 g protein. 
On an average, the isoleacine to leucine ration was about 
1 s 3. Varieties HD(M)-1653, HD(M)-1633, HD(M)-1638 and 
H0<M)«159S were found to be particularly rich in isoleucine. 
HD(M)-t668 was jTeor in isoleucine as i t contained onlv 
?*80 g / toog protein. 
Methionine content showed marked variation ranging 
from 1.3 to J>.03 g/100 g protein, Varieties RD(M)-1633, 
Kalyan Sona and 0A-491-.5 contained about 2 g/100 g protein . 
Sharbati Sonora , HD(M)*1653 and HD-.163S also contained about 
1.9 g/100 g protein. Low concentrations of methionine and 
cystine were found in varieties BD(M)-1637 and rP-17P8, 
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Ly^ne content varied from 1.96 to 9.86 perce it;. The 
lowest value was given hy H>(M)-1633 and the highest by 
Sharbati Sonora. 
NOTE i The calculations are made on the basis o f 
80 percent recovery. 
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CHAPTSR V 
D I S C U S S I O N 
fhe quality characteristics desired In a wheat 
vary markedly depending on the purpose for which i t i s 
used and also on the requireHients of the various groups 
concerned with i t s production and util ization, namely, 
growers, millers, bakftrs and wheat consumers. Hencp the 
term qnallty is a very relative one. However, by certain 
physical and chemical characters such as grain weight, 
flour recovery, protein content, Pelshenko value, ash 
e t c , , « variety can be Judged in relation to i t s use. 
These charf^cteristics are very much influenced by 
environmental and cultuval conditions and hence are 
highly variable. Naturally, studies regarding stability 
and adaptablility of different wheats to environmental 
changes are very important. In the present study a 
clear understanding of the relative performanceof the 
different varieties has been made possible on the basts 
of the correlations between characters studied within 
each of the 10 locations selected and also over their 
av^rag^s. Although the results presented he to 
to a study with one year's material, these would give 
useful information for evaluating new varieties with 
special reference to ^nutritional andjbther quality 
characters• 
A study of the performance of varieties over 
the various locations revealed highly significant 
M 
aifferenees betve^ii their isQaas^  Illcewise localions loo 
Showed highljr significant differences between their means* 
for a l l the characteTa« fhe interaction between the 
varieties and the locations could not toe tested becaase 
oxperiaeotal error variance® for aaeh location co«ld not 
be obtained. This was dae to the fact that the available 
samples were composite and not replicated* Howevert a 
study of linear cofflponent of interaction on the basis of 
regression of location values upon the ©nviromaental indsx 
for earch varietyi was done for al l the characters* Except 
for 1000 grain weight, this lineat component of interaction 
was not significant, this shows that for most of the 
characters the stability of the varieties as reflected 
by the regression coefficients was practically of the same 
order* Inspite of this i t would be safe to select 
varieties on the basis of the nualirical values of the 
regresgion coefficient coupled with their respective mean 
values over the locations* Although no rigorous test of 
the linearity of individual regression coefficients was 
donet the numerical value of the corresponding correlation 
coefficient and its significance was used to treat the 
relationship as being approximately linear* The number of 
such varieties for 1000 grain weight was 12f for milling 
quality 14, for protein 14, for I»elshenlce value 10, for 
ash 15 and for yield 10* This shows that generally a 
linear relationship exists between the value of a variety 
at a location and the environmental index of the location* 
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Trm th0 rdsulta presentdd t&hles t»1 bf 
1«5 hf U4 1*5 and 1«6 b, It is seen th^t a given 
variety was ^ons the f i r s t five performers for at the aoai 
3 characters. Varietiesi via,t Sharbati Sonora, HO*172a and 
^ r e in one grotip Goifiaon for mlliing qualityt 
protein and feleheic^ value* Variety was ^mmmi 
for 1000 grain weightf milling tualityt and Felshenke 
valaOf H0(M)*t659 for 1000 grain vreight« ash and yield 
and HD-1622 for s i l l ing , protein and ash. 
Siailarly i t was found that a given location 
was among the f i r s t foar perfonsers for at the most 4 
charac t e rs. lN^ awabgan j was found to he coffinon for 1000 
grain weight, Billing (recovery ©f f lour) , ash and yield 
Ludhiana for istilling I'elshenlke value, ash and yield, 
lulandehahr for 1000 grain weight, Pelshenise value, 
ash and yield and Kanpur for 1000 grain weight, I^lshenke 
TOluo, ash and yield, t t may be noted here that a i l these 
four locations are in turn together common for two 
charactersf v i e . , ash content and yield. 
lihe varieties Kalyan Sona, HD(M)-1592, EB(M)-1695 
and were found to be very good yielders in the 
eo»ordinated wheat experiiaents conducted at isay locations. 
These varieties had, titerefore, been classif ied by the 
wheat breeders in India in one group, v i s . , *Kalyan Sona* 
group. It may be noted that the performance of these 
varieties in respect of several 
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characters was also alike. It would, therefore, be 
interesting to study the statist ical performance of 
the other varieties in relation to the Kalyan Sona 
group. The variety Sharbati Sonora incHuded in the 
present set of varieties is one which has been developed 
by irradiation at the Indian Agricultural Besearch 
Institute (yarughese and Swaminathan, 1966). This 
variety has been recommended because of i ts several 
desira'ale features such as appealing amber colour, 
bold grain, high protein and lysine,and early maturity. 
This variety is also comparable in yield with Kalyan 
Sona group. It would, therefore, be useful to ccmipare 
the performance of other varieties with Sharbati Sonora 
also statist ical ly . 
Tan varieties, v i z . , ( i ) HD(M)-1659, (2)Hi>(M) 
-1633, <3) C&-32, (4) HD(M)-1603, (5) DA 491-5, 
(6) Sharbati Sonora (7) fiD-1622, (9) HD(M)-1668, (9) HD-
1632 and (10) HD(M)-16S3, were fo\md to be superior to 
the best among the Kalyan Sona group for 1000 grain weight# 
Among these varieties only one v i z . , HD (M)-1659,having 
a value of 42*4g« came out superior to Sharbati Sonora. 
The mean values for this character varied from 32.5 
to 42.4 g. Values varyihg from 33.0 g. to S4.0 g. ha;^  been 
reported by Sinha et a l . (1968) in 25 improved •New Pusa' 
wheats. Rattan Singh and Bailey(1940) reported 1000 
grain weight varying from 33.8 to g. with a mean 
of 41.4 g. in 31 Punjab wheat varieties. A comparisto 
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with the average 1000 grain weight of 23, g. for U.S. 
Hard Hed Winter and Hurd Red Spring Wheats and of 35.0 g. 
for Soft Hed Vfinter, vdiite and durara wheats (Hlynka 
1964), would show that Indian wheats in general have 
given higher 1000 grain weight. Fer locations, 
significantly highest values of 42.1 g. and 41.2 g. 
were obtained at Karnal and Kanpur respectively, 
whereas the lowest values of 34.9 g. and 34.0 g. were 
fomd at QwaliOT and Qurdaspur respectiv^y. The 
influence of environment m 1000 grain weight vras 
reported by Howard, Leake and Howard as early as 1913 
and 1914. "They reported that the mean values for 1000 
grain weight, averaged over the effects of locations 
(10 in number), ranged from 30.04 g* to 42.60 g. The 
lowest value was obtained at Hoshangabad and the 
highest at Bankipore. According to Hlynka (1964), 
kernel w*fcght usually expressed in terras of weight per 
1000 kernels is a function of kemal size and kernel 
density. Since large and dense wheat kernels normally 
have a higher ratio of endospelm to nonendosp i^ia 
components than do smaller, less dense kernels, i t was 
suggested th&t kernel weight wo-ald be more reliable than 
test-weight as a guide to flour yield. 
Hour yield is an important charocteristic frcan 
the stand^point of milling quality. Varieties such as 
Sharbati Sonora, HD-1622, HD-.1632 and HD- 1728 wtth a 
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mean flour yield varying from 69,8 to 71.7 $ were found 
particularly superior to the Kalyan Sona group. No 
variety vas foimd to be superior to Sharbati Sonora for 
this character. Flour recoveries varying from 66.5 to 
71.7 % have been found in this study. I t is interesting 
to compare these sesults with the earlier milling 
quality stu£iies conducted with Indian wheats In the 
United Kingdom and in this country. MacDeugal Brothers, 
as early as 1882, tested a mmber of older commercial 
Indian vrtieats in London and the results showed that 
those wheats used to give high yields of straight-run 
flour Varying from 76.46% to 80.88 % as against the 
yields of 65.2 % in English wheats and 72.2 % in 
American spring wheats. Milling tests conducted at 
Lyallpur with improved Punjab wheats showed recoveries 
of 69 to 76.1 Austin (1966) reported values varying 
Ajk^ VA.«0||rv 
from 67.0 to 77.8 B in a wide range o f < f l . d e r 
^sAj^wheats continues to be remarkably maintained in the 
improved varieties of the present study. This is of 
particular importance to th@ fast developing milling 
industry in India. "Jhe mean values owing to variety, 
a»eriged over the e f fec t of locations, varied from 
65,3 to 72.S i , I'he lowest value was obtained at 
Bulandshah/fer and the highest at Nawabgan .^ Two more 
locations which were at par with the highest were 
Ludhlaaa and Gurdaspur. Howard, Leake and Howard 
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(1913 and 1914) also reported locational e f f ec t on aillling 
quality. Their results for samples ot>talned from 10 
locations showed that samples from Pusai Dtjitaraon and 
Lyallpur were harder than those from other places* they 
further reported that the lots received from Oral, 41iga?h 
and Meerut were "wooly" In texture vrtjereas those from 
Dumraon, although starchy In appearance, performed well 
during milling. Similar locational effects on milling 
were reported at Lyallpur (Anonymous, 1946) and at the 
Indim Agricultural Research Institute by Austin (1966). 
As for the protein content the mejm values due 
to variety, averaged over the effects of locatlions, 
varied from 11.07 to 14.0 Ten varieties, v i z . , HD(M)-. 
1653, Hl>-1632, HD-1728, Sharbati Sonora, HD-1622, DA 491-5, 
HD(M).166B, HD(M)-1S37, CA-32 and HD(M)-1633, gave higher 
values than those given by the Kalyan Sona group. C^ e 
variety, HD(M)-16S3 came out significantly superior to 
Sharbati Sonora. Improving the tj rote in content in wheat 
is an urgait proljlem in India, because the ordinary 
Indian diet Is primarily cereal based. It has been 
reported that cereals provide about 57-60^ (Patel and 
Patel, 1967 and Swaminathan at a l . , 1969) of one's 
daily protein requiresftent. The range for protein reported 
in this study is marked®^ superior to the older Indian 
Wheats. For instance, Kent-Jones and iimos (1957) reported 
that the older Indian \itfieats which used to be exported 
to the tTnited Kingdom before the f i r s t world war used to 
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contain less than 10 ^ protein, Hattan Birigh and 
Bailey (1940) reported, In some Improved Punjab vhe&ts^ 
values Varying from 10.6 to 12.2 $ as against the protein 
range of 3 to 10,3^ in oMsr Indian wheats and 3 to 9 ^ 
in older Punjab wheats* More recent studies toy Austin, 
Singh and Jhamb (1962), Austin and Hair (1964), Austin 
and Jhamb (1963), tJprety and Austin (1969), Sinha et a l . 
(1963) and Swaminathan et a l . (1969), showed that 
remarkable progress has been made in improving the 
protein content in Indian wheats. With protein values of 
more than 13 some of the varieties of this study, v iz . , 
H;'(M)-1653), Sharbati Sonora, Hli-1622. HD-1723 and HP-1632, 
are definite improvements over most of the approved 
varieties tmder present day cultivation, the mean protein 
oontenfc owing to location, averaged over the ef fects of 
varieties, varied from 10.34 (Karnal) to 14.43 
reported at Gurdaspur. k similar e f fect of location 
(higher protein content at Gurdaspur) vreis reported earlier 
by Austin et a l , (1969). 
Increase in the protein content of the wheat 
grain becomes more meaningful i f this protein is of 
superior quality. Thus with the recent advances made in 
the science of nutrition, mo»e emphasis has been plaaced 
on improving the quality of the protein^ Its biological 
availability depends on several factors such as the 
amino acid composition, i ;s balance, digestibi l i ty etc . 
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With the discovery of high lysine maize toy Mert« et a l . 
(1964), oonoerted attempts have been made by cereal 
breeders to screim, select and breed wheat and other 
cereals for high lysine and other essential amino acids* 
Wh0|it i s known to be deficient in the essential amlUio 
acids lysine, trytophan ©nd also methionine (Osonka, 
1937J J/lynkje>a, 1964j and Baumgarten et a l . 1946). The 
results of the aminoacid study (Table 4.7) show that the 
lysine content varied from l,9i6 to 2«86 g./lOO g. 
protein. The lowest value was given by the variety 
HD(M)-1633 and the highest by Sharbati Sonora. two other 
varieties coming very close to Sharbati Sonora ane 
HD(M).1668 and HD(M)-.16f3, Among these three varieties, 
Sharbati Sonora has a combinaticn of high protein also. 
Varieties such as HD(M)-1633, HD-11128, HD(M)-1637, CA-82 
and HD-.1632 were found to have less than 2.5^ lysine 
which is considered to be the normal value for whaat. 
Of a l l the eight essential amino acids leucine was present 
in higher proportions, ranging from 5.9 to 7.1 g./l<IO g. 
projtein. Qopalan (196S) reported that high leucine content 
present in ismJL* Cg££gisM vuleare) causes pellagra 
disease in humarn beings. This crop is known to possess 
a leucine concent rat ion%bout I3g/100 g. protein 
(Patwardhan, 1961). Favourable proportion of leucine is 
about 5-6 g per 100 g. protein. In this respect l^ he 
position in the wheat varieties of this study (having 
a leucine cohtent In the range of 5,9 to 7.1 g/100 g. 
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protein) Is quite favourable. I t mayb^ mentioned that the 
danger of pellagra Is not known to exist among wheat 
eaters. Pour varieties, v i z . , HD(M)-1653, HD(M)-1633, 
HD(M)-1638 and HD(M>-1592, having \'aliies varying from 
3*58 to 4.36 g/300 g. protein were found to be partictilarly 
rich in isoleucine. Only one variety, i . e . , HD(M)-1668 
was found to be poor for this amino aeid as i t contained 
only 2.8 g./lOO g. protein, '^ 'he isoleucine to leucine ratio 
was found to vary from Itl-feto lt2,Z with an average of 
1 ;1,9. It,has been reported that in a protein of high 
biological value, an isoleuclns to leiicine ratio/l of 
3t3.4 (with respect to 1 part of Tryptophan), i . e . 
1»1.13 is desirable. (P.Ji.O.leference protein). In maize 
this ratio is known to be about 1»3 or more (Mertz, 
Bates and Nelson, 1964). The results of this study 
clearly show that the isoleucine value in relation to 
that of leucine in wheat i s in the desired range and 
approaches the ratio required in proteins of higher 
biological value. Methionine content showed marked, 
variation, ranging from l.Q to 2.03 g/lOOg. protein. 
Since methionine is a limiting amino acid in a mixed 
diet based on cereiils and pulses; these differences are 
c r i t i c a l . Varieties such as HD(M)-.1633, Kalyan Sona and 
DA 49l»S have been found to be more promising for this 
amino acid. Sharbati Sonora, HD(M)-1653 and HD-.1632 
also contained a favourable amount of 1.9 g/lOOg. protein, 
rwo varieties, v i z . , HD(M)-1637 and HD-.1723, were found 
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to be deficient in sulphur containing amino acids as 
they had low cooentration of methionine and cystine. I t 
may pe noted here that the varieties HD(M)-1633 and 
HD{H)=1653 has high concentrations of isoleucine as 
well as methionine, both being desirable. Similarly 
Sharbati Sonora was found to be rich in tiw"essential 
amino acids, v i z . , lysine and methionine. 
The mean Pelshenke values due to variety, 
averaged over the ef fect of locations, varied from 
100 to 172 minutese Values varying from 56 to 235 
minutes were reported by Axistin and Kam (196?) in a wide 
range of improved Indian ani dwarf Mexican wheats. 
Pelshenke value measures a very important quality 
character in wheat, namely, the dough and/ or gluten 
strength. This character is of special importance to the 
bakers since the strength desired in the flour varies 
depending on the purpose for which i t is used. Based on 
the Pelshenke values Austin and Ham (1967) divided 
Indian wheats into four broad flour groups v i z . , ( l ) 
weak (less than 73 mts.), (2) medium strong (75-149 mts.), 
(3) strong (150-200 rats.) and (4) very strong wheat 
(above 200 mts.). According to this c lassi f ication, 
Sharbati Sonora is the only variety which comes in the 
ftrong flour group, whereas the other varieties co-ne 
exclusively in the medium strong group. It is also fotmd 
that Sharbati Sonora, HD(M)«1653 and HD 1^723 came out 
superior to the Kalyan Sona group. 
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Materials from GurdasKp'^ i* follow(gd by I>elhl 
and Ludhiajia, in this order, shoved the significantly 
highest Pelshenke values, whereas the lowest value of 
98 mts, was obtained at Pontnagar which was at par with 
th« value of 106 mts. obtained at HawabganJ, Austin 
and Ram (1967) also reported marked location ef fects on 
Pelshenke values. I^ hey reported that in general the 
grains received from locations in Chijrat, Maharashtra, 
Peninsular India, h i l ly regions l ike Bhowali and Simla 
showed lower values as compared to those received from 
locations in the traditional wheat belt such as Ludhiana, 
Delhi, Gurgaon etc# The resutts of the present study 
agree with the above observation for locations l ike 
Ludhiana and Delhi. 
The mean ash content, owing to variety, averaged 
over the ef fects of locations, varied from 1,60 i to 
1,86 The significantly highest value'fl.se % was obtained 
in CA-82, Kalyan Sona had th© lowest ash content of 
1,60|. Nine variet ies , v i z , , HD(M)-1633, H*(M).1638, 
HD(M)-1593, HD(M)-.1663, HD(M)1663, HD.1622, WL-2,HD(M)-
1592 and HD(M)-1659, were at par with Kalyan Sona. In 
general Kalyan Sona group had the lowest ash content. 
Das et a l . (1953) reported an ash content varying from 
1.75 % to 2.05 in a number of "New Pusa' varieties 
developed at the Indian Agricultur-^l Research Institute. 
The ash content of i^eat Is related to the amount of 
bran in ^ e a t . Boothff, Cartersr, Jones and Moran (1941), for 
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Instance, reported that f lour, bran and germ contained 
.©#S5 4.6S % and 4 .1 % ash respectively. In th® 
milling industry low ash content Is desired in the straight-
rtjin flour and oliher finer flour grades* A higher ash 
oontent in such flour grades Indicates the extent to 
which i t Is contaminated with the outer branny coverings. 
Hence frons the standpoint of milling quality low ash 
content in general is desirable. 
For ash also the location effects are significant. 
The significantly lowest value of 1.49 % was obtained at 
Kawabgan f^ v?hereas the highest value of 1.79 t was obtained 
at Delhi. 1!his value was at par with those obtained at 
Gurdaspur, Sftizaffarnagar and Karnal. Banerjee and Das, 
(fal J^ -ISSS) also reported locatlonal ef fects on ash 
content, they found that the ash content of the wheats 
grown in Niphad (Maharashtra) was lower than that of 
H.P. wheats grown at 13ew Delhi. 
Of the various minerals Which constitute ash 
(mineral matter) in wheat, calcltm, phosphorus and ircm 
play a very important role in human nutrition. Values for 
calcAum varying from 0*026 g. to 0,095 g/lOOg. f lour 
(atta, i . e . whole wheat-meal) have been found in the study. 
Three varieties, v i z . , HD(M)-l633, HD(M)-1592 and HD.1728, 
were poor in this mineral while 2 varieties, v i z . , 
HD(M)-1637 and CA-82, had shown highest values. Calcium 
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content tfapylUg from 0,054 to 0.088 g./lOO g. has been 
reported tn several Indian cheats (Final report| 
I .A.H.I . , 1957; Pal, 1966), 
As for phosphowia, tfe© highest value of 
0.692 g./lOOg. flour m.s obtained In Sharbatl Sonora 
while the lowest value of g,/lOO g. flour was 
given by HD(M)-.1638, HD(M)-1637 and HD(M)-.16S3 are 
comparable to Sharbati Sonora* These throe varieties 
have oome out markedly superior to the Kalyana Sona 
group \rtiich had phosphorus content varying from 
0. 419 to 0.451 g./lOO g. f lour. Earlier Indian wheats 
were reported to have contained a phosphorus content 
varying between 0,302 and O.SOO g./lOO g. f lour (Final 
report, I .A.R.I . , 1957; Pal, 1966), 
Bight varieties, viss., Sharbati Sonaora, 
H0(M)-1593, HD(M)»1633, HD(M).l63a, HD«162a, HD.1723, 
DA 491-5 and HD-1632, having values of above 0.0040 g. 
/lOOg, flour were found promising for iron oontant. 
Correlation studies between calcium, phorphor^is 
and iron, on the one hand, and ash, an 8ie other, gave 
two positive and four negative corrilation^Ctable 4, 
The only significant correlation out of the two positive 
obtained was between calcium and ash. Das et a l . (1954) 
also found a similar correlation In the case of calcium 
and ash, "Phe other positive correlation (although non-
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significant) W8S between caleltim and phosphonts and tills 
la again in agreement with the findings of Das et a l . 
tl954), 4 po3ltiv» but non-significant correlation was 
found between phoaphorus and protein. I>as et a l . (19S4) 
found a positive and significant correlation between the 
above two minerals. 
mth the introduction of high yielding dwarf 
Mexican varieties and further selections and 
faybridisiiation of these materials, considerable progee^s 
has been made in India in improving the yield potentials 
in the iBodem wheat varieties, the yield data obtained in 
this study show that the varieties included in the 
Kalyan Bona group, v i z . , HD(M)«1593, WL-2, Kalyan Sona 
and HD(M)- 1592, are the highest yielders. !Ehree other 
varieties, v iz , , Sharbati Sonora, HD(M)-1659 and 
HD(M)-1633}, were also found to be at par with the 
Kalyan Sona group. 
The location e f fect was also found to be 
significant. The highest value of 43.0 Q/hec. was obtained 
at Bulandshah^r \Aiile the lowest value of 29.1 Q/hec» 
was obtained at Gwalior. The other promising locations, 
with regard to yield were Nawabganj and Ludhiana. 
The results clearly point out th«t the variety 
Sharbati Sonora stands superior to Kalyan Sona group for 
of 
four out the six quality characters, v ia . , 1000 grain 
weight, milling (juality, protein and Pelshenke value. For 
the f i f t h , i . e . , yield, i t has come out at par with this 
group, 
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[.the location e f fect was also found to be 
significant, Ihe highest vslue of 43.0 Q/heo, was obtained 
&t Bulandshahar tho lowest value of 29,1 QAO C . 
was obtained at Owalioie, Tha other promising locations 
with regard to yield were HawabganJ and lAidhlana* 
fha results clearly point out that thf? variety 
Sharbati Sonora stands superior to Kalyan Sona group for 
four out of th© six quality charactarsi v i z . , 1000 grain 
weight, milling quality, protein and P«lsh©nke value. For 
the f i f t h j y ioM, i t has coaia out at par with this 
The data for the stability and adaptability of 
the Varieties which wore signifioantly superior in 
performance to the Kalyaa Sona 
Igroup, provide sonns 
pertinent information (fabla 2 .7) . For 1000 grain weight, 
out of th© lO varieties, (superior to the Kalyan Sona 
group) th»ee, v i z . , HD(H)-1653, HD-16a8 and HD-1632, were 
of average stability iiAilch means that these varieties 
will perform moderately well in al l environments. Six 
varieties, v i z . , Sharbati Sonora, H&(M)« 1633, HD(M)-1638, 
HJ)(M)-1659, HD(M)-1668 and Dk 491-5, were of below 
average stabil ity, i . e . , these are capable of responding 
very well to good environment only. On& variety, v i z . , 
CA<'32, came out to be of above average stabi l i ty , i . e . , 
this wil l do well ^even under poor environment, thereby 
resisting environmental changes. It may be noted here 
that the entire set of these 10 varieties i s distributed 
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in the three groups of stability performance. For milling 
<|uality, out of the four varieties only one, v ia . , 
Sharbati Sonora was of average stabil ity and the rest of 
|he three varieties <$id not f a l l in any of the stability 
group. In the oase of protein, out of the 3X) varieties 
which came out to be significantly superior to the 
Kalyan 3ona group, three, v i z . , HD(M)-.1637, HD(M)-16S3 
and HD(M)-1633, were in the average stability group, f ive 
varieties, v i z . , Sharbati Sonora, HD-1622, HD-1728, 
HD(M)-1668 and M 491-5, came in the bellow average 
stabil ity group and the remaining two, v i z . , CA-82 and 
HB-1632, f e l l in the above avewrge stability group. Here 
also (as in the case of 1000 grain weight.) the entire 
set of ten varieties is distributed among the three 
groups of stabil ity. Only three varieties, v i z . , Sharbati 
Sonora, HD-1728 and iiD(M)-1653, were found to be superior 
to Kalyan Sona gratip for Pelshenke value. Out of these 
HD(M)-16S3 and HD-1728, f e l l in the above average < 
stability group, fro variety was found superior to Kalyan 
Sona group for ash content and yield. 
we now consider the stabil ity and adaptability 
of some good varieties, taking a l l the six characters 
into accooiili. For this purpose only those varieties, 
which have done well for at least two characters in each 
of the three stability groups, are tested. Considering 
the group of varieties with regression coefficients 
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nearly equal to l.O and means higher than the general 
average, except for ash content for which means lo^e.r than 
the general avearge were taken, we see thp.t only three 
varieties were suitable. Variety H0<M)-.16S3 was good for 
1000 grain weight and protein, K0(M)-X€33 for milling and 
protein and HD.1622 for 1000 grain weight and yield. In 
the second group, i . e . , varietis with regression coe f f i c i -
ents higher than 1.0 and mean values in the saise order 
as for the earlier group, the fflaitiimira number of 
characters for which a variety caffie out good was three. 
Here only one variety, i . e . ^D(M)-.16689 was found to be 
good for 1000 grain weight, protein and yield, whereas 
the number of varieties good for two charcters was 
eight. Out of these, Sharbati Sonora and Da 491-S were 
found to be good for lOOO grain weight and protein, 
HD(M)-1S93, Kalyan Sona and HD(M)-1592 for ash 
and yield, HD(M)-163& for 1000 grain weight and Pelshenke 
value and HP-1622 £or protein and ash* Coming to the 
last group of varieties having regression coefficients 
less than 1.0 (varieties not capable of responding well 
to changes in environment but considered good for poor 
environ^mjas) and mean values in the same order as for 
earlier two groups, the maaEiBum number of characters for 
which a variety could be good was three. In this set 
only one variety, v iz . , CA-88, was found to be good for 
three characters such as 1000 grain w)aeight, protein 
and Pelshenke value whereas three varieties, namely, 
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HD(M)-X6S3, HD(M)-1633 and HI)-X632, were fiound to be 
good for two characters. Out of these three, HD(M)-1653 
was good for Pelshenk© valtie and ash, HD(M)-'1638 for 
protein and ash, and HD-.1632 for protein and yield. It 
may be coneltided from the abo^e observations that 
varieties such as HD(M)-1653 and HI>CM)-1663 came out 
good for 5 charactcrs whencall the three types of 
enviroiiments are considered together. Similarly 
varieties such as Sharbati Sonora, CA-82, HI>(M)*1633, 
HD--1622 and HD-1632 came out good for four characters 
(Table 2.8) . 
A connected aspect in the study of the varietal 
performance at ten locations was the study of correlations 
between al l combinations of pairs of characters. As 
mentioned in the results, 5 pairs of correlations were 
significant at the varietal level and only one at the 
location level . No significant correlation was found 
when the ef fect of lo«ations as well as varieties was 
eliminated. 1!his shows that major contribution to the 
correlations was due to the differences between varieties 
within each location as well as between the varietal 
averages over the locations, Out of the five significant 
correlations at the varietal leve l , the highest value of 
r= -0.737» was found between yield and ash. All the ten 
locations have given this negative correlations between 
yield and ash but significance is shown at f ive l ications, 
v i z . , Delhi, Pantngar, Kawabganj, Muzaffamagar and 
Ludhiana, The next highest and significant correlation 
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was that between yield and protein>the value of 
•0*6356<, This negative coirelatioa was found at a l l 
the ten locations• It was significant at 4 locations, 
v iz . I Hawabganj, Karnal, Ludhiana and Bulandahahar. 
Neatby and HoCalla (1933) found that high yielding 
iM&&t varieties have a marked tend«ney to be lower in 
protein content. He further pointed out that while 
iirtieat varieties characterised by moderately high yield 
and high protein content-are known, i t i s doubtful 
whether maximum possible yield can be combined with 
maxiarum protein content* Berg (1941 a) found a strong 
negative correlation between grain yield and protein 
content and lie concluded that i t was a d i f f i cu l t task 
for a wheat breeder to raise the protein content consi-
derably and at the SMie time Increase the yield by 
breeding. A similar trend is shown in general in tMs 
study. However, i t may be mentioned that Sharbati 
Sonora has shown both high yield and protein content^ 
iUthough thls)ha9 been achlwed by irradiation. Hext in 
orfler was the correlation between recovery of f lour and 
protein with r= 0.6237, Shis positive correlation is 
expected since endosperm which constitutes the floury 
material in wheat will provide more protein 
(juantitatively than bran and gerni» as i t forms about 
80-85 $ of the grain* All the locations except Pantnagar 
gave positive values for this correlation but i t was 
significant only at Muzaffamagar. The fourth ptir of 
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correlationi between protein and Pelshenke value, 
gave r - 0,S6S3. At a l l the places, ©xaept Karnal, the 
trend was positive, being olgnificant at three locations, 
f i z . , Delhi, Mttzaffamagar and Qwallor. Austin et a l . 
(1963) reported that fermentation time (Pdlshenke value) 
and gluten (major constituent of wheat proteins) are 
positively associated. The f i f t h and the last signi-
ficant correlation pair was that between milling 
quality (recovery of flour) and Pelshenke value with 
rw .6500• This correlation was found to be positive at 
a l l the locations except Pantnagar l5ut was significant 
at Gwalior and Kanpur only. Since Pelshenke value as 
mentioned earliar measures the strength of the flour, 
i ts positive correlation with f loar recovery i s pertinent. 
According to Greer (1957) soft wheats produce lower 
flour yield than hard (strong) wheats. 
There wftre a few other signlflcj^nt correlations 
within a few locatings but were not significant at the 
varietal level ( c . f . Table 3 .2 ) . For example, correlation 
between protein and ash, Jahich showed rs 0.4835 at the 
varetal level w s^ not significant (5 % theoretical value 
being 0.497). It was, however, positive for all the 
locations except one, i . e . Ourdaspur, The significant 
value was obtained at four locations, v ia . , Pantnagar, 
Kawabganj, Ludhiana and Kanpur. We may, therefore, treat 
the poaitiv.T association between protein and ash to be 
suff iciently real. It has alreadybeen discussed that 
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protein and ash are both negatively correlated with 
yield separately* Xhe positive association between these 
two ©haracte»B i s , therefore, to be expected• 
Froffi the standpoint of coiaroiercial c lassif ication, 
physical characteristics of the kern&l such as colour, 
hardness, s&ae e t c . , are of primary Importance. According 
to Hlynka. (1964) kemal color, length,and taxtureChardness) 
are the most constant of all the kernel characters and 
these are used as major distinguishing characteristics 
for varieties.The date for these characteristics in the 
present stndy show t-h%t one variety, v i z . , HI>(M)-1593, had 
light reddish colour while all the others were aiaber 
coloured. The grains were hard in texture in al l the 
cases. Hard amber coloured r^tieat always fetches higher 
price in the market, since this is the ifrolce yftie&t for 
chanati eaters in India. The length of the kernel varied 
from 6.0 to 7*2 mm. Based on kernal length HJynka (1964) 
c lassi f ied lirtieat kernels into *8hort<, •medium long* and 
*long» groups. Short group includes varieties with 
kernels having 5.0 - 6.5 mm. length, /(^ medlum longK 
having 6.0 • *7«S m®. and the long ff'oup includes varieties 
with kernel length varying from 7.0 - 8.5 mm. All the 
varieties of this study fa l l exclusively within the 
»midlong» group. 
The association of the weight of the embryo 
with that of the rest of the grain in wet as well as in 
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dry stutd Is wolX €3£platn0a by two varieties, VIK., 
(1) M 491-S i^ich gave highest values for both embryo and 
rest of the grain and (2) Hi>(M)-l637 which gave the 
lowest values for th® above two characters (fable 
Correlations were, therefore, worked out betiween the d i f f -
erent quantities in a l l combinations to further oonflrm the 
results indicated above. Oat of 28 correlations» f ive were 
significant which revealed a positive association between 
the embryo and the rest of the grain regardless of 
whether the vmt or dry weights were taken, thus streng-
thening the above observation. Burthermore, similar 
associations were also fcnmd between wet and dry states 
within the embryo as well as within the rest of the grain. 
I t may thus be concluded that varietal differences with 
regard to mlsture loss for the embryo as well as for the 
rest of the grain are practically tiniform. It i s also 
of interest to note that the ratio of the ratios, Wg/W^ 
and Dg/Dj^ , is practically constant regardless of the 
variety, (table. 4 . 2 ^ . } . 
A study based on the weight end number of 
normal and shrivelled grains of the samples taken at 
random from each variety showed that the number oT weight 
of normal or shrivelled grains by I tse l f does not reveal 
the nature of any variability present Inthe material. But 
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the ratios of shriirelled to normal grains by number 
(Rn, i ) and also by weight <Bw, i ) gave some interesting 
results (Table 4 ,3 )express ing end Hn,i i s 
» l l * ^ X Rn,i whore Ost i and Gn, i are the 
weight per grain of shrivelled and nonoal grains respecti-
vely, The variability in Iw, i and Bn, i was of the same 
order as seen by the values of 109^ and 117^ 
respectively• Compared to these, the variability in the 
ratio Os, i / & i , i , as given by i t s C.V. value of Bi was 
very small. In relation to Rw, i and Bn, i , this ratio 
can, therefore, be treated as practically constant and the 
relation between Rw, i and ^n, i as linear. This i s 
further reinforced by the highly significant value of the 
correlation coeff icient of raO.9686. We ©ay, therefore, 
conclude that a variety with a high ratio of shrivelled 
to normal grains by weight vad!^ also have a similar ratio 
by number of grains and that the ratio of weight per 
grain of shrivelled to normalis practically constant and 
equal to nearly 0.5« Correlation of 1000 grain weight 
with Bn,i and Rw,i showed negative and significant 
results, the latter correlation being highly significant* 
It may, therefore, be inferred that a low 1000 grain 
weight for a variety could be attributed to a high 
percentage of shrivelled grains. Thus varieties HD(M)»1637 
and HD<M)-1593, which showed low 1000 grain weight, 
i . e . , 30.1 g. and 29.3 g. respectively, have their 
respective ratios of shrivelled to normal grains by 
weight equal to 2.88 and 6.771. On the other hand, 
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varlettesi auch as HD(M)-1653 and Oil-82 with 1000 grain 
weight of 45,S g» and 44.3 g . respectively, hav© thair 
respective tatios equal to 0,4.55 and 0»521. The latter 
ratios considerably lower than the former^ 
re suit 8 of the study on the physical 
characters of the dough presented in fable 4,4^lLhave 
shown that the varieties showed marked variations f or 
characters s«ch as stabi l i ty , extensihllityi e last ic i ty 
and baking strength. The»e physical characters are particu-
lar ly important for the selection of variety for speci f ic 
purposes such as f or maJfiing bre;id| Mscuits , calces, pastry 
©ct. According to Kent - .Tones and Amos (1957) Indian 
trfaeats which used to be exported to the Iftiited Kinido® 
before the f i r s t world war were found not suitable for 
making h^d because the doughs cf these varieties were of 
unusually high stabi l i ty . She average values for stabi l i ty 
and strength Ih those materials varied fraai 8S to 120 and 
35 to 55 respectively. Humphary (1913) reported values 
of 81*86 for stabil ity and 73-89 f or strength in a number 
of older Indian wheat varieties developed at Pusa by 
Howard and his coworkers. In a study with 33 improved 
varieties Austin et a l . (1969) reported stabil ity values 
varying f^ om 14.3 to 108.9 moi. The more recently developed 
varieties used in the present study showed stabil ity 
Values of 35.2 to 17.0 mm. The varieties such as DA 491«-5| 
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HD(M)-1S92 and have shown maxlmuffl diough stability* 
These varieties have also given higher values f or strength, 
exteiJnsibllity and deformation work. In view of these 
strong flour characteristics these can be recommendAil for 
hrread making purposes. Five varieties, V I S B . , BI>(M)-1653, 
HD(M)-1633, HB(II) 1593| HJ)(M)-163S and HB-1622, in general, 
showed very low stabi l i ty values varying from 35.2 to 
40.7 mm. Their values for deforaatlon work and ratio P/G 
are also low. This indicates the relatively weak dough 
characteristics of these variet ies . For making biscuits and 
cakes such varieties are normally perferred. The remaining 
eight varieties have beengrouped as having medium strong 
dough oharactaristics. The various quality test conducted 
at the cetteal quality testiri® laboratory of the Indian 
Agricultural Research Institute have shown that wheats 
having medium strong dough characteristics are most 
preferred for making chap?^ties. Particular mention may 
be made of Sharbati Sonora and Kalyan Sona which show 
medium strong dough characteristics. These varieties have 
already been released for ctaimercial cultivation. 
As regards the 28 pairs of corrtlations between 
the eight dough characters, the results agree fa ir ly well 
with those obtained by Austin et a l . (1969). Among the 
significant positive correlations, common to both the 
studies, were eleven, i . e . , (P, E), P, S), (P, W), 
CP, P/O), (R, S), (R, E), (R, (L, 0) , (S, E), CS, W) 
and (E, Vf) (Table Two correlations, v i g . . 
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(L, P/G) end (G, P/0)| which in the present study were 
negative and significant, were also negative but non-
significant in theearlier study. In addition, some of 
the positive and significant correlations teported by 
the above workers, cam^ out to be positive but non-
significant in the frresant study, These were (P, E), 
B, P/6), I,, S), (L, W), (S, P/a), (S, P/0) and Cl(^ ,P/a>. 
Among the remaing eight correlations, v i z . , (P, 
(P, a ) , (H,L),(R, 0) , (L, B), (S, G), (G, E) and {G, W) 
common to both the studies, a l l except two , vigj., 
CP, I.) and (E, G), gave Identical trends, fhus the 
agreement between the two works is very close* 
As a resulit of additional study, in which al l 
the eight dongh characters were correlated with protein 
con|ent and felshenke value separately, i t was seen that 
there is a positive correlation between dough charcters 
and P e l s h ^ e value, fhis i s quite expected because 
both these tli»ts indicated the strength of the f lour . With 
protein also, six correlations, out of eight, came out 
to be positive, thereby showing a positive trend (Table 
4.4^S). the correlation between elasticity of the dough 
and ^IshenJse value and protein content on the other hand 
was found to be significant. As there was a positive 
correlation between protein & pelshenlte value, i t was 
seen that ^Ishenke value, protein content and elast ic i ty 
of the dough are mutually correlated. 
All the varieties have been assessed for their 
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ohanatjL '^giaking t^ality from characters such as water 
absorption, colour, Sough characters| puffing, teAture, 
taste etc* as indicated In fable (4.5)* Kie water 
absorption capacity of the whole vheat<-medL( q.tta) of 
these varieties varied from 64 ^ to 72 A flour 
which takes up higher amount of water is considered 
strong in the baking industry and this type of flour is 
preferred for making bread* Various studies conducted at 
the Indian Agricultural Research Institute showed that 
a flour having higher water absorption capacity is 
preferred for making ^hao^ties. In this respect varieties 
such as HD(M)-1637, Sharbati Sonora, HDCM).1S03, 
WL-2, Kalyan Sona^ HD(M)-1592, HD.1728, DA-491 and 
HD-1632 were found superior to the rest having water 
absorption of more than 69 As far as the colour of the 
chapati was concerned, a l l the varieties were a:^ike and 
liked by the testers in view of theircreamish colour which 
is the preference for a consumer in India. 
the varieties differed markedly for the dough 
handling properties* HD(M)«1637, Sharbati Sonora, CA-32, 
HD(M)-1593, Kalyan Sona, HD(K)-163S, HDCM). 16S9, 
H»(M)-1S92, HD-1728, DA 491-5 and HD 1632 wero ©specially 
found to be superior to the rest as the dough in these 
cases was strong and nm-sticky. According to Austin(1966), 
^he chaoati should have soft , smooth and pliable texture 
and the taste should be sweetish. In the present study 
i t has been found that chaoatles of Sharbati Sonora, 
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Kalyaii Sona and Mi^ll^B tnltlX these reqmiremetita # 
All tbese varieties except CA-82 were fotind to have 
better keeping quality as they were able to retain their 
so f t and pliable texture sven after keeping for four 
hours• This is very important because usually in moat 
of the Indian homes chapaties irr© eutm sometime after 
these are made. In general, i t has heen observed that 
varieties having lower water absorption combined with 
higher total water loss frora the ehaoatles ( loss occu:^ed 
during cooking and storage) tended to show poor keeping 
Quality. 
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CHABTER VI 
S U M M A R Y 
the grains of sixteen newly evolved wheat 
varieties obtained from the All India}! Coordinated viheat 
varietckl trials conducted in 1967-68 at 10 locations 
under a fert i l izer applicition of 120 kg. N, 60 kg. 
Pg Og and 30 kg. Kg^ per hectare were tested for various 
quality characters. The objective of this study was a 
e 
cr i t i ca l evaluation of these varieties in respect of five 
important quality characters, v i z . , (1) 1000 grain weight, 
(2) milling quality, (3) Protein, (4) Pelshenke value and 
(5) ash together with (6) y i e l i . The results have shown 
highly significant varietal and location differences for 
a l l the six characters. The varieties which were statist -
ical ly at par with the highest perfonner, together with the 
latter in a defending order, were f ive ( HD(M)-1659, 
A 
HD(M)-1638, CA-82, HD(M)- 1633 and DA 491-5) for 1000 
grain weight, six (HD.1728, HD-1622, HD.1632, Sharbati 
Sonora, HD(M)-1633 and HD(M)-1638) for milling quality, 
three (HD(M)-1653, HO-1632 and HD-1728) for protein, 
one (Sharbati Sonora) for Pelshenke value, nine (Kalyan 
Sona, HD (M)- 1659, HD(M)-1592, WL-2, HD-1622, HD(M)-1668, 
HD(M)-1653, HD(M)-1593 and HD(M)-1638) for aUla and seven 
(HD (M).159.2,' HD (M)-1593; 'WL:2, Kalyan Sona, HD(M).1659, 
HD (M)- 1638 and Sharbati Sonara) for yield. - - . _ 
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Varietal performance was also studied in 
relation M) the Kalyan Sona group of varieties including 
Kalyan Sona, HD(M)-1592, HD (M)-1593 and WL.2. For 1000 
grain weight, ten varieties (HD (M)- 1659, HD CK)-1638, 
CA-82, HD (M)-1633, DA 491-5, Sharbati Sonora, HD-1622, 
HD (M)-1663, HD-1632 and HD(M)«.1653.) were foufld to be 
significantly superior to the best of the group; for 
milling quality four varieties (HD-1728, HD-1622, 
HD-.1632 and Sharbati Sonora) $ f o r protein, ten varieties 
(HD(M)-1653, HD-1632, HD-1728, Sharbati Sonora, HD-1622, 
DA 491-5, HD(M)-1668, HD(M)-1637, CA-82 and HD(M)-1633); 
ffir Pelshenke value, three varieties ( Sharbati Sonora, 
HD-172B and HD (M)-1653)j and for ash and yield no 
variety was significantly superior to the best of the 
Kalyan Sona group. 
The analysis of stabil ity and adaptability of 
the 16 varieties showed that fior a l l the six characters j 
except 1000 grain weight, the liwear component of the 
variety x location interation was not significant and 
that the relationship between the value at a location and 
the environaJBlit index for a given variety could be 
represented satisfactorily by a straight l ine. 
Varieties which haife come out suitable for growing 
in good environment are six (Sharbati Sonora, HD (M)-1633, 
HD (M)-1638, HD(M)- 1659, HD(M)-1668 and DA 491-5) f or 
1000 grain weight, «n(ie (HD(M)-1653) for milling quality, 
f ive (Sharbati Sonora, HD-1622, HD-1728, HD(M)-1668 and , 
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49t-5) for pro%»la# fiwo (!ID(M)-1$33 and for 
iraluev flv« Kmtym 
( H » { M M 5 9 5 f o r Qnder iaod«rat« 
of dwlronasfity th^ iiamt»9r of varieties fotanft 
to lit am asiS 
for 1000 grain weigiiti two (Sharfeatl Sonera and 
for Bllimg three {HD{M)-t63?f 
for protei»t aoiM» for Ftlebenke value, #iie 
(M»CI5M 668) for mh three (HfiCI!)-.1638t iiB(MM6§9 
an^ for yield* Varieties M e h can resist 
eovirosisentat olianges to a great extent an4 woaMt there** 
fore» ^ sttitalile to l>e tried even an4er poor envlrosments 
are «aie {CA-82) for 1000 grain weiglitf one 
for milling i^aalityt tHree ( C A - 8 2 , and 
for proteifti three Uthil2B and QA^ BB) for 
Pelefeenlce value, foar (HS{«)-.1693, HBCfl)-»1633» HS{MM63S 
and HE>({f)-l6&9) for i^ sh and two (Sharbati aonora and 
HIK1638> for yiold. 
It my be concluded from the above obaervation 
that When al l the three types of environaente are eonaidft»» 
ered together^ varieties euch as H D ( « H 6 5 3 » F I O ( K ) - T 6 3 3 
and H0(H)-166S came oat good for five charaoterst i#hereaa 
Sharbati Sonora, C A ^ 2 , H D ( m M € 3 8 , K I > * 1 $ 2 2 and I i l } »T632 
wesre good for ilK f i ^ four eharactere* 
Correlatione at the varietal level gave 9 
positive values, out of which three, vi«*t betiieen protein and 
f 4 9 
v«iae witti mlllln® quality separately and 
protein aM PtlahtJike value itself werd 
fieaiit* Oat ©f tht reaalning six nogativ® valueOf 
oorrelationa bttvtan yi«ldt ttte ma liaadf and protein 
mu ashf Qn the Athtr, vera fotind to tm significant* fh# 
results of the correlations vithin eatfh location iiere in 
general agreement vith those obtained oiJ»r the locations* 
A% the location levelt only one eorrelatiosf i«o«| )>otveen 
1000 grain weight and protein i^ as significant and negatiire* 
None of the correlatione \tm significant at the error 
lovel, Correlationa between the eight dough characters 
Siich as stability CP)t stability at rupture (H), eactenaio* 
bi l i ty {L), sti^ngfch (S), elasticity (E), swelling iade* 
deforttation work (W) and ratio F/Of showed that 11 paire 
out of a total of 28 were positive and significant* 
Stability of the dough was positively correlated with 
stability at ruptur®, strength* deformation worfc and the 
ratio I>/G« Stability at rapture WAE sinilarly correlated 
with strengthf elasticity and deforwation work. Strength 
with elasticity and these two separately with deformation 
work were found to be highly positively correlated. 
Bxtenaibility was found to be similarly correlated with 
evening index, two negative correlationSf via.f those 
between (P/O and t ) and (P/0 and 0) were highly aignitiemU 
$he resulte of the correlations between the eight dough 
charactersf on the one h^idf and protein and Pelshenke valuei 
on the otherI showed that felshenke valuef protein and 
elasticity of the dough are mutually correlated. 
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The correlations aaht en th« 
ltana« and «t ealeluffii phospliofuii ani lroii» m Itie 
othtrt s|i0ifea tliat one oorrelatioti, l^ itiieen aah 
and ealoiun m» positive and, si^ pDifieaiit* 
Hiyaicai featiiree of the gmim fihoned 
that all the varieties were hard isi tesctare and amher 
in colour* an mmpUQH tieing had light 
reddish colour* With the length irar^ ing twm 6*0 to 
iu,t all the varietieo have cmss oat in the «iaidloiig*' 
grottp* 
Correlation ©iadiest between different weiithts 
of the eahriro and reet of the grain and other measttree 
evolved h^tmm them gave hififhlr siipaificant values for 
(W^ ¥2)t m D2)f n^h ^ ^ • 
B7) 
t iin approximately linear relation* 
ship hetveen the ratios hjr weii^t ae well as nmiher f 
of shrivelled to noraal grains wae ohaerved* 
Sharbati Sonorai Ealyam Sonai and 
HlKttSd were found to have good chapati'»aaking properties# 
o>>»patiee of theee varieties retained their soft* 
88100th and pliable texture even after storage for four 
houre at lO^ 'C* 
Sharhati Sonora had h i ^ lyeine content 
eoabined with a favourable iMithionine content* ?arie|jr 
wae found to he deficient in lysine and eulphur 
containing amino acide. 
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EFFECT OF AGING ON THE 
SEDIMENTATION VALUES OF W H E A T 
FLOUR 
t 
B y A n s e l m A u s t i n a n d K u m a r i V i m a l J h a m b 
Division of Botany, Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi-\2 
I t is known that the physical and chemical properties o f wheat flour 
change during the aging process. The specific substances involved 
in the above process have not been well defined, although phospho-
l ip ids ,unsaturated fatty acids,® oxidized fatty acids^ and others have 
been suggested. Prolonged storage of flour also results in pronounced 
changes in the physical properties of gluten which becomes coarse, tough 
and less extensible. Since gluten is the master substance in wheat, it 
would be useful to study t & changes attending on it during storage. 
This has been done in this study by means of the sedimentation test 
which is based on the facts (1) that gluten protein absorbs water and 
swells enormously when treated with lactic acid under certain conditions 
and (2) thai the amount of water absorbed and consequently the extent 
of swelling depends on the quality of gluten. G o o d quality gluten 
absorbs more water than poor quality gluten. The volume of the sedi-
ment depends largely on the quant ty of gluten in the wheat and the 
extent to which the gluten is swollen (gluten quality). The test, there-
fore, is a combined measure of the quantity and quality of gluten which 
are the principal factors involved in wheat strength. 
Two New Pusa Wheat varieties, viz., N.P. 710 and N.P. 770, were 
taken for this study. The grains were ground as uniformly as possible 
by means of a stone grinder. The flours were stored in cellophine paper 
bags at a temperature of 30° C. Samples were taken for the tests at 
regular intervals of one week for 16 weeks. The sedimentation test 
was conducted according to the method of Zeleny® as modified by 
Pinckney et al.^ using 3 -2 gm. of whole ground flour instead of flour 
sifted with 100-mesh sieve since the former gave clear and consistent 
results. 
The results presented in Table I show that initially the sedimentation 
values were 16-32 and 19-35 ml. for N.P. 710, and N.P. 770 respec-
tively. These values remained almost constant up to 13 weeks of flour 
storage. After that period a slight increase in sedimentation values 
occurred in all the varieties. These results would indicate that the 
swelling capacity and consequently the hydrophillic properties o f the 
gluten (which the sedimentation test indicates) were not aff"ected at 
least during the first 13 weeks of the storage period. This fundamental 
information obtained from this study is very useful in the choice of 
flour for further sedimentation studies which are under way with 
improved Indian wheats. 
PROTEIN AND GLUTEN CONTENTS OF SOME IMPROVED 
INDIAN WHEATS AS INFLUENCED BY VARIETAL AND 
SEASONAL DIFFERENCES 
B Y 
A . A U S T I N , D A L J I T S I N G H AND K U M A R I V I M A L J H A M B 
Reprinted from "Current Science", September 1962, 31, 391-392 
Reprinted from "Curr. Sci.", September 1962, 31. 391-392 
P R O T E I N A N D G L U T E N C O N T E N T S O F S O M E I M P R O V E D I N D I A N W H E A T S 
A S I N F L U E N C E D B Y V A R I E T A L A N D S E A S O N A L D I F F E R E N C E S 
IN recent years the need for systematic studies 
on the nutritional and baking quality of Indian 
wheats has been appreciated. Work on this 
aspect was taken up at the Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute first in the Division of Soil 
Science and Agricultural Chemistry and since 
1956 in the Division of Botany. The present 
paper embodies the results obtained from 
studies carried out for three years with a num-
ber of improved Indian wheats in respect ol 
varietal diflerences and the effect of season on 
protein and gluten contents. The importance 
of these quality characters in governing the 
baking quality of wheat has been shown by 
some workers (Greer,i Finney and Barmore,^ 
Fifield et aV^). Finney and Barmore^ and 
Fifield et al.^ have shown that the relation bet-
ween protein (ranging from 8 to 18%) and leal 
volume was linear. 
Eighteen improved wheats, 17 bred at the 
Indian Agricultural Research Institute and 
Punjab 0 591 noted for its good grain quality 
(appearance) were grown during the years 
1955-56 to 1958-59 under normal conditions of 
manuring and irrigation (20 to 251b. of N per 
acre in the form of ammonium sulphate and 
2 to 3 irrigations respectively) in the multipli-
cation plot of the Botany Division. 
Protein (nitrogen X 5-7) was determined 
- according to the micro-Kjeldahl method and 
gluten was estimated by the kneading method 
as described in A.O.A.C.* and the data are 
presented in Table I. It is seen that the 
percentage of protein and gluten ranged from 
10-90 to 13-23 and 9-49 to 12-72 respectively, 
the varietal diflerences being highly significant. 
The protein and gluten contents are generally 
parallel. 
The average values of protein and gluten in 
18 varieties compared for the three years also 
show significant differences due to season but 
these diflerences are however small compared 
to varietal differences. Best results for protein 
and gluten contents were obtained in 1958-59 
as compared to the two previous years. 
TABLE I 
Protein and Gluten Values o{ the VR wheat 
•uarieties (Aueraged over 3 yearn) (Percentage 
value." on oven dry basis) 
Variety Protein Gluten 
N.P. 710 ^ 13-21 12-72 
N.P. 718 13-23 11-92 
N.P 761 11-64 10-51 
N.P. 770 12-43 11-93 
>.P. 792 10-90 9-49 
N.P. 797 11-OC 11-22 
N.P. 798 11-95 11-48 
N.P. 799 11-CO 10-44 
N.P. S09 12-14 9-58 
N.P. 822 12-86 10-10 
N.P 823 12-87 11-30 
N.P. 824 12-00 10-66 
N.P. 825 11-66 11-23 
N.P. 826 11-12 11-21 
N.P. 827 12-31 10-90 
N.P. 828 12-22 10-86 
N.P. 830 11-99 11-12 
C. 591 11-58 11-45 
S.E.n, ± 0-403* 1 Q-i06* 
C.D. at5% = 1-16 1-17 
—•Indicates significant varietal differences at 
1% level. 
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Protein Content and Quality of Chapati of Improved Indian 
Wheats as Affected by Nitrogen Application^ 
A . AUSTIN AND KUMARI VIMAL JHAMB 
Wheat is consumed in India mostly in the form of chapati, a kind of un-
leavened pan-baked bread. Studies have been initiated wirh some improved Indian 
wheats to evaluate the chapati making quality including characters of protein con-
tent, water absorption, puffing, appearance and sweetness. The factors of varieties, 
climatic and manurial conditions influence very much the protein and gluten 
contents and consequently the baking qualities (Halliday, 1960; Pfaflf, 1955; Linser, 
1960; and Primost, 1960). In this study interrelation of different doses of nitrogen 
fertilizer affecting the protein content of grains and chapati-m^kmg quality of 
some improved Indian wheat varieties has been studied. 
M A T E R I A L A N D M E T H O D S 
Grain of six improved wheat varieties, namely, N.P. 770, N.P. 718, N.P. 
823, N.P. 824. N.P. 825 and Ridley obtained from a nitrogen-cwm-varietal trial 
conducted in the Agronomy Division were taken for this study. Ammonium sul-
phate was the source of nitrogen. Four different levels of nitrogen were, (1) no 
nitrogen (control), (2) 20, (3) 40 and (4) 60, lb. N. per acre, applied at the 
time of seeding. The protein was determined in the composite sample obtained 
from two replications. The statistical analysis is based on the results of the com-
posite samples—the experimental error consisting of the two factor interaction 
between V and N. 
Protein content : This was determined according to the micro-kjeldahl 
method. 
Chapati test : The chapati tests were conducted with flour obtained by 
grinding grain as uniformly as possible by means of a hand-driven grinder. The 
grindings were always done by the same person to eliminate as far as possible the 
likely variations due to personal factors. The flour was sifted through a 36-mesh 
sieve which is ordinarily used in Indian homes for sifting flour (atta) for the pur-
pose of chapati making. For the chapati tests 100 g. of sieved flour were taken 
in a tray and adding adequate quantity of water, mixed and kneeded thoroughly 
until a dough of moderately stiff consistency was obtained. The amount of water 
required to make a dough of the above consistency was noted. The dough was 
allowed to rest for 30 minutes when the moisture absorption became uniform and 
it (doughl attained definite form and consistency. It was then divided into four 
equal portions. Each portion was again kneaded for a short time, rolled and flat-
tened into a chapati of about 15 cm. in diameter. It was placed on a hot pan and 
after a minute or two when the side of the chapati in contact with the pan became 
stiff as a result of dehydration, it was turned over so that the other side also got 
stiff likewise. It was then transferred on to glowing charcol for a few seconds when 
it became puffed and ready for use. 
'Contribution f rom the Division of Botany, Indian Agricuhural Research Institute, New Delhi-12. 
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Particular attention was given to the following points for uniform chapati 
tests ; 
(1) equal quantities of flour were taken for each variety, 
(2) doughs of equal consistency were prepared, 
(3) a more or less uniform kneading time was given, 
(4) chapatie^ o f uniform size were prepared, 
(5) a more or less uniform cooking time was maintained, and 
(6) a red-hot glowing fire (charcoal) was maintained all along. 
The following quality characters were studied : 
(1) Water required for making dough, 
(2) puffing, 
(3) appearance, and 
(4) sweetness. 
The chapaties were judged for their palatability by a panel o f 8 tasters. The 
judges were selected after a preliminary test. Chapaties made wjth one variety were 
distributed simultaneously to 10 tasters in order to test the palatability by a grad-
ing method. The grades were " A + " for sweet. " A " for moderately sweet and 
" A - " for tasteless. Out of the 10 tasters 5 gave " A + " , 3 gave " A " and 2 gave 
" A — " grades. Those who gave " A + " and " A " were selected as tasters for further 
palatability tests since they possessed more or less identical sense of taste. 
Code numbers were given at random to the samples under test. One variety 
along with the different treatments was taken after another for tasting. Extra 
pieces of chapaties were always kept on the table for further checking up if ilecessary. 
Regarding the puffing quality, when a chapati puffed rapidly into a com-
pletely expanded ball-like form, it was described as "rapid and full" . If the puffing 
was rather slow and incomplete, it was described as "gradual and partial". 
R E S U L T S 
The changes of protein content in the different varieties presented in Table 
1 show that the effects due to varieties and nitrogen treatments are highly signi-
ficant. The highest mean protein content of 12.28 per cent was given by N.P. 770. 
This was at par with N.P. 823. Other varieties in order of merit were N.P. 824, 
N.P. 718, Ridley and N.P. 825. 
T a b l e 1 ( a ) — M e a n p r o t e i n p e r c e n t a g e d u e t o v a r i e t i e s 
Varieties 
S. Em. C. D at 5 % 
NP. 770 N P. 823 N P.82 4 N. P. 718 Ridley N . P 825 
Mean Protein 12.28 12.13 12.05 11 85 11.43 11.25 ± 0 . 1 1 0.33 
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T a b l e 1 ( b ) — M e a n p r o t e i i t p e r c e n t a g e d u e t o n i t r o g e n l e v e l s 
[Vol. IX 
Nitrogen doses Ib./acre. 
S. Em. 
C . D . a t S % 
Neo N^o No 
Mean Protein 12.98 12.57 11.42 10.75 ± 0 . 0 9 0.27 
The dose of 20 lb. N. per acre did not significantly increase the protein 
content whereas the increases due to 40 lb. and 60 lb. N. were significant at 5 per 
cent level. The maximum response was shown by 60 lb. N. treatment. The 
results of water absorption for dough-making presented in Table 2 show that N.P. 
824 flour had the highest water absorption and was followed by N.P. 770, N.P. 718, 
N.P. 825, N.P. 823 and Ridley in the order of merit. With regard to puffing 
quality all these varieties were adjudged good. The puffing was rapid and fully 
expanded. The differences among treatments were also not very well marked. 
N o clear difference could be distinguished in the appearance of the chapaties 
among the different samples. All the chapaties were adjudged soft, smooth and 
pliable. 
T a b l e 2 — P e r c e n t a g e o f w a t e r t o a b s o r b e d m a k e t h e d o u g h 
Variety 
Nitrogen doses Ib./acre. 
No N^o N^o N«o 
N . P. 770 72 72 71 72 
N . P. 718 68 70 72 72 
N . P. 823 70 69 70 70 
N . P. 824 70 73 74 74 
N . P. 825 69 70 71 71 
Ridley 66 65 66 66 
The different grades secured by the various samples for their palatabiiity 
are presented in Table 3. For the purpose of statistical analysis of the data, the 
grades " A + " , " A " and " A — " were converted into scores by fixing the values 
2, 1 and 0 respectively and the results presented in Table 4. The varieties differed 
significantly for their palatabiiity (sweetness) whereas the effect of nitrogen treat-
ment was non-significant. Ridley has the highest score and is followed by . N.P. 
825, N.P. 824, N.P. 770, N.P. 823 and N.P. 718 in the order of merit. Ridley and 
N.P. 825 were at par with each other. So also were the varieties N.P. 824 and 
N.P. 770. 
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T a b l e 3 — G r a d e s o b t a i n e d b y d i f lTerent chapaties 
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Nitrogen doses lb/acre. 
Variety 
No N^o N.0 Neo 
+ + — -1- — + — 
N. P. 770 2A, 6A l A , 5 A , 2 A 3A, 4A, l A 2 A , 5 A , l A 
N. P. 718 4A , 4A 2A, 6A 3A, 5A 4A . 4A 
N . P . 82? 6A, 2A 7A, l A 8A 6A, 2A 
+ + — + + 
N. P. 824 2A, 6A 3 A , 4 A , l A 2A, 6A 3A, 5A 
+ + + 4-
N. P. 825 4 A , 4 A 3A, 5A 3A, 5A 4A , 4A 
+ + + + 
Ridley 5A, 3A 3A, 5A 5A, 3A 4A.,4A 
Table 4 — M e a n s c o r e d u e t o v a r i e t y 
Varieties 
S. Em. C .D at 
5 % Ridley 
1 
N. P. 825 N. P. 824 
1 
N. P. 770 N. P. 823 N. P. 718 
Mean Score 12.25 11.50 10.25 9.0 6.75 3.25 ± 0 . 4 2 1.31 
G E N E R A L C O N C L U S I O N S 
It is well known that protein (or gluten) plays a central role in improving 
the nutritional and baking qualities of wheat. In this study such varying protein 
ranges had been brought about in the flour by appropriate nitrogen fertilizer appli-
cation. All the varieties selected for this study responded to increasing doses o f 
nitrogen fertilization with increases in protein content. The increases due to 20 lb. 
N . were statistically not significant whereas 40 lb. and 60 lb. N . significantly 
increased the protein content. Application o f 60 lb. nitrogen produced the 
highest response. With regard to the mean protein content due to variety, aver-
aged over the treatments, it was found that N.P. 770 was superior to ail the other 
varieties and was followed in order o f merit by N.P. 823, N.P. 824, N.P. 718, 
Ridley and N.P. 825. The results of this study are in conformity with the obser-
vations cf several workers that nitrogen fertilization increases the protein content 
o f the wheat grains (Peterson 1952, Russel et al. 1958, Hunter et al. 1958, Larson, 
1959 and Agerberg, 1960). 
In general, all these varieties had made good chapaties having pliable, soft 
and smooth appearance, especially when they are just prepared. On kneading 
€oiimir Ann mmin Qf m&wAti o? tvmonn 
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with water the flours of these varieties developed doughs o f an attractive creamy 
to creamy yellow colour. The water required to make a dough of the right con-
sistency varied with the different varieties. N.P. 824 absorbed the highest amount 
of water. Others in order of merit were N.P. 770, N.P. 718, N.P. 825. N.P. 823 
and Ridley. It has been observed by some workers that the water absorption o f 
the flour is positively correlated with the protein content. This point, however, 
is not clearly brought out in the study. Although baking quality and chapati-vaak.-
ing quality are not completely identical, there is a good deal of similarity between 
the two. If the flour is strong (i.e. if it absorbs more water), the dough becomes 
more elastic and hence more chapaties can be made from a given quantity o f flour. 
Furthermore, the chapaties made from such flours retain moisture for a longer 
time and consequently retain the softness and pliability of the chapaties. 
This is o f particular value as in many Indian homes the chapaties are eaten some-
time after they are prepared. The chapaties of all these varieties puffed very well. 
The differences among varieties or treatments for this character were not very 
conspicuous. 
The varietal differences for palatability were highly significant. Ridley 
ranked first in order of merit, but was at par with N.P. 825 which secured the 
second rank. Other varieties in order of merit were N.P . 824, N.P . 770 (both were 
at par with each other), N.P. 823 and N.P. 718. The effects due to nitrogen 
treatments were not significant for this character although these treatments signi-
ficantly increased the protein content. This would indicate that increase in 
protein content does not appear to have any significant effect on palatability 
(sweetness). However, higher protein content is important since this improves the 
nutritional value of wheat. Especially under Indian conditions, this is highly 
desirable since chapaties form the staple f ood o f a large section o f the people 
whose protein requirement is largely met with from this source. 
S U M M A R Y 
The effect of different levels of nitrogen (0, 20, 40 and 60 lb. N. per acre) 
on the protein content and chapati-raaking qualities of six improved Indian wheats 
(N.P. 770, N.P. 718, N.P. 823, N.P. 824, N.P. 825 and Ridley) has been studied. 
The results are given below : 
1. All these varieties have been found to respond to increasing doses o f 
nitrogen fertilizer application with increase in the protein content of the grain. 
Application of 60 lb. N. produced the highest response. 
2. N.P. 770 had the highest protein content and was followed in order o f 
merit by N.P. 823, N.P. 824, N.P. 718, Ridley and N.P. 825. 
3. All the varieties were foimd to make good chapaties having well puffed, 
pliable, soft and smooth appearance. The doughs developed a creamy to creamy 
yellow colour. The water absorbed to make a dough o f the right consistency 
varied with the different varieties. N.P. 824 absorbed the highest amount of water. 
Other varieties in order of merit were N.P. 770, N.P. 718, N.P. 825, N. P.823 and 
Ridley. 
4. The palatability tests with the chapaties showed that the varietal differ-
ences for sweetness were highly significant. Ridley ranked first in order of merit 
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but was at par with N.P. 825. Other varieties in order of merit were N.P. 824, 
N.P. 770, N.P. 823 and N.P. 718. The effects due to nitrogen treatments were not 
significant. This would indicate that increase in protein content does not appear 
to have any significant effect on palatability. 
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GENETIC A N D E N V I R O N M E N T A L V A R I A T I O N IN THE Q U A L I T Y 
OF H I G H Y I E L D I N G RICE VARIETIES 
A . K . K A U L , M . S . N A I K , R . D . D H A R , V . MEHDI AND P . RAGHAVIAH 
Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi-12 
INTRODUCTION 
In the ultimate analysis, the nutritional problem in India is the problem of 
{a) insufficient production o f cereals and {b) their poor protein quality. Rice forms 
the staple diet o f more than half o f the country's population and occupies the 
largest crop area. The development o f rice varieties, capable o f responding to 
good agronomy, in the last decade, has revolutionized the husbandry o f this crop and 
has given a new hope to the Asian countries. The development of fertilizer respon-
sive and photo incensitive plant type in various crops, resulting in remarkable yield 
increases, has partly solved the first aspect of the problem. The genetics and agro-
nomy of these rice varieties has been reviewed^. The present paper contains data 
on the quality characteristics of some o f these varieties. Some techniques of anal-
ysis, developed at l A R I , are also briefly discussed. 
Variability : 
Variability for protein and lysine content in some important rice varieties 
is given in table I. One can see that the variation for protein and lysine content is 
not very large, among the varieties listed. However, since rice proteins are very 
much influenced by the nitrogen fertilizers these values are to be taken with reserva-
tion since no information on the plot fertility was available. 
TABLE I 
Variability for protein and lysine in some rice varieties 
Variety Protein % (N X 6.25) 
gm. Lysine per 
100 gm. protein 
1. NP 130 9.76 3.82 
2. Tainan 3 10.76 3.55 
3. Taichung Native 1 9.61 3.69 
4, IR-8-288 8.96 3.54 
5. Basmati 370 9.0 2.47 
Response to nitrogen fertilizers : 
In an earlier publication^ results of an experiment were reported in which 
genotype x nitrogen interaction was studied in relation to protent content. It 
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was pointed out that the effect of nitrogen and nitrogen x variety interaction was 
significant. Indica and Japonica types did respond differently. 
From the nutrition point of view one would like to know the net protein 
output per unit of fertilizer applied and figures 1 and 2 summarize such relationship. 
An increase of over two quintals of protein per hectare was obtained when 180 
kg./hectare nitrogen was applied over the N, doze. However, an overall marked 
improvement in the percentage of protein through fertilizer was noticed only beyond 
N i 2 o level. A three-location fertilizer experiment is being conducted to study the 
amylose content and also the lysine and tryptophan content in different protein 
fractions. 
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Fig. 1. Increase in crude protein of rice with nitrogen application 
Morphological markers : 
A number of morphological markers which have an association with certain 
quality characters are under study. 
Breeding for a fine grain type dwarf rice : 
A hybridization programme was initiatiated at I.A.R.I, to produce a dwarf 
high yielding rice variety that would have good consumer acceptability. A cross 
was made between the Basmati 370 variety with high yielding Taichung Native 1 
•followed by a series of backcrosses to basmati. In Table II, five lines from culture 
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Fig. 2 Improvement in protem content o f nee with nitrogen application 
(4 varieties averaged) 
5 are listed to indicate the type of variability recovered in such cultures. Fig. 3 
gives the ariation of protein content m 99 of such cultures along with the mean 
and standard deviation. From the data it is evident that a range of 6 to 11.5 
per cent protein is reasonably large to allow the selection of suitable genotypes. 
C U L T U R E 2 
Fig. 3 Frequency distribution of 99 cultures o f rice for protein content 
Total amino-acid studies : 
Tables III and IV summati^e the results obtained for total and essential amino 
acids. Three direct introductions, namely T-65, TN-1 and IR-8, one Indica type 
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mutant, Ind-3, one back cross culture, BC-5 obtained from a cross between TN-1 
and Bas-370, and a tall fine grain variety Bas-370 have been included in the tables 
for comparison. A Technicon automatic amino-acid analyser has been used for 
the analysis. Defatted samples were hydrolysed with 6N. HCl , by refluxing for 24 
hours, and concentrated by evaporation prior to loading on the columns. Some of 
the inferences that can be drawn from the data are given : 
TABLE 2 
Quality characters of 5 cultures from back-cross programme 
Culture 
Length 
Breadth 
ratio 
Chalkiness 
% degree 
c 
grain 
a 
B c 
u 00 TO M 
CO c <30 c 
appear- 0 IH a u 
ance '-'I < m CQ u 
0. v> 
L / B 
on 
cooking 
1. BC5 -I8 
2. BC5-55 
3 . B C 6 - 7 6 
4. BCAA (3) 
5 . B C S - 6 6 
3 0 
3 . 0 
3 . 0 
3.1 
3 . 0 
3 0 
10 
5 0 
10 
5 
V. L o w 
Low 
V. L o w 
high 
V. L o w 
V. good 
g o o d 
good 
V. g o o d 
g o o d 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
fine 
mod. 
nil 
mod. 
mod . 
nil 
nil 
L o w 
nil 
nil 
nil 
nil 
nil 
nil 
nil 
Low 
Low 
mod. 
nil 
nil 
nil 
nil 
slight 
nil 
nil 
3 . 4 
3 . 0 
2 . 5 
3 . 2 
2.2 
TABLE 3 
Amino acid composition of some rice varieties {g. Amino acidj 16 g. Nitrogen) calculated to 
100 per cent recovery 
Amino acid Eggum 1968 T-65 I N D - 3 BC-5 T N - l BAS-370 lR-8 
Lysine 3.49 3.35 3.26 4.00 3.73 3.89 3.01 
Methionine 2.07 1.80 2.40 2.95 2.44 1.33 2.40 
Isoleucine 4.46 4.05 3.76 5.02 4.88 4.72 4.48 
Tryptophan 0.60 1.51 0.93 0.90 0.91 1.53 0.89 
Phenylalanine 5.22 4.60 5.29 6.94 5.10 3.65 5.02 
Arginine 7.81 6.16 9.10 5.77 8.38 7.68 6.82 
Glycine 3.88 5.48 5.65 8.46 6.45 5.10 6.24 
Aspartic acid 8.23 11.03 8.95 9.71 9.42 7.84 8.13 
Serine 4.40 6.67 7.07 8.01 5.03 6.40 7.08 
Threonine 3.25 3.40 3.45 4.16 4.15 3.82 4.05 
Cystine 1.30 2.61 1.36 2.57 1.57 2.05 2.01 
Leucine 7.95 9.84 7.90 7.26 8.08 9.93 7.40 
Valine 5.43 6.80 7.08 8.09 7,85 6.34 6.14 
Tyrosine 5.09 3.42 2.21 4.64 2.68 4.19 2.82 
Histidine 2.24 2.06 1.63 2.02 1.95 2.69 2.09 
Alanine 5.11 6.03 6.14 8.87 7.45 5.07 6.04 
Glutamic acid 17.18 23.50 20.48 18.49 19.02 24.54 22.96 
A c t . Recovery % — 99 101 101 90 97 89 
N % 1.29 1.47 1.45 1.16 1.33 1.75 1.70 
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TABLE 4 
Essential Amino acids of some nee varieties (g Ammo acid 116 g nitrogen) 
Ammo acid F A 0 REF 1957 
Eggum 
1968 T-65 IND-'^ BC-5 T N - ! BAS 370 IP,. 8 
Isoleucine 4 54 4 46 4 05 3 76 5 02 4 88 4 72 4 48 
Leucine 5 15 7 95 9 84 7 90 7 26 8 08 9 93 7 40 
Lysine 4 54 3 49 3 35 3 26 4 00 3 73 3 89 3 01 
Phenylalanine 3 02 5 22 4 60 5 29 6 94 5 10 3 65 5 02 
Tyrosine 2 80 5 09 3 42 2 21 4 64 2 68 4 19 2 82 
Methionine 2 42 2 07 1 80 2 40 2 95 2 44 1 33 2 40 
Tryptophan 1 51 0 60 1 51 0 93 0 90 0 91 1 53 0 89 
Valine 4 54 5 43 6 80 7 08 8 09 7 85 6 34 6 14 
Threonine 3 02 3 25 3 40 3 45 4 16 4 15 3 82 4 05 
Score* 100 94 91 93 98 97 91 94 
* Wheat on the same scale 85 per cent 
Tryptophan figures not included for tne calculation of profile score. 
(1) Nitrogen figures obtained reflect great variation for crude protein 
content in the varieties studied 
(2) Glutamic acid content follows the nitrogen figures very closely. There 
is considerable variation for tyrosine as well, but it has been reported that tyrosine 
is not correlated with protein content as glutamic acid ® 
(3) Data compare fairly well with those reported by other workers s.e 
Amino-acid figures o f rice, taken from a recently published catalogue, have been 
included for comparison. ' 
(4) In the varieties T -65 and Bas-370, in which the methionine content is 
comparatively lower the cystine content is reabonably high. Methionine, by itself, 
should not be considered when the balance of sulpher containing ammo-acids is 
under consideration, since cystine could supplement the deficiency o f methionine. 
(5) Lysine content o f rice is higher than that o f wheat, maize or sorghum. 
The differences between varieties are also more distinct than those observed in 
wheat. The highest value o f 4 gm. lysine/100 gm. protein recorded for BC-5 is 
significantly higher than other varieties and the value given by Eggum (1968). 
However, none o f the varieties have values anywhere close to the F . A . O . reference 
figures of 5.54. 
(6) Tryptophan content, though considerably higher than that reported by 
Eggum, approaches the F .A.O. reference piotem only m two cases i e , T-65 and 
B-370. 
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(7) Comparing the obtained amino-acid figures with that of F. A. O. 
Reference profile one can score the varieties. On the basis of these scores BC-5 
stands fairly well. Japonica variety T-65 and the Indica mutant from Japonica-
IND-3, have comparatively inferior profile. However, rice seems to be definitely 
superior to wheat on the basis of the profile score. 
The results of this preliminary study are very encouraging and indicate that 
(a) considerable genetic variation exists for essential amino acids in rice and the 
chances of selecting good genotypes are good, (A) the amino acid profile of new 
dwarf rice varieties is quite satisfactory and chances of breeding for even better 
varieties are, there. 
The inverse relationship between profile score and crude protein content 
has been noted and this is in conformation with various previous reports®. How-
ever, an increase in the crude protein content of rice would result in an increase in 
the total amino acids and thereby more yield of amino acids. This net gain in the 
essential amino acids is being further studied in relation to nitrogen response as 
well. Indications are that the drop in lysine, and other amino acids, with an in-
crease in protein, due to variety or nitrogen, is not as universal as in the case 
of wheat. Lozsa and Koller' studied the biological value of increased pro-
tein and inferred that the nutiitive value of rice does not decrease with mcrease m 
protein. 
Characterization of proteins in the rice grain : Rice is mostly consumed 
in milled or polished form. The degree of polishing depends on the method and 
the type of polisher used. The F. A. O. reports of 1950 claimed that more than 
50 per cent of the rice consumed in that year was milled or polished by mechanical 
mills. In terms of nutrition, polishing resuhs in a considerable loss, since the pro-
teins and B-complex vitamins have been found to be situated mostly in the outer cell 
layers of the caryopsis. With this aspect in view it was found necessary to deter-
mine the exact nature of the distribution of proteins in the grain and to study the 
genotypic differences for such distribution. One need not emphasize that the 
varieties with more centripetal distribution of proteins are the ones that are 
desirable. 
Hand sections of various Indica and Japonica varieties of rice were stained 
with various protein specific dyes and studied under the microscope for their quali-
tative differences. The material was collected at various stages of grain maturity to 
study the steps in the formation and deposition of storage proteins in the rice cary-
opsis. This type of qualitative study is of great value since the methods involved 
are purely non-destructive. A quantitative non-destructive single grain D. B. C. 
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(dye binding capacity) method is being standardized to assist this microscopic quali-
tative method, already in use. The methods and detailed results arc being pub-
lished separately Some of the important inferences drawn so far, are listed below : 
1. In addition to the aleurone layer some sub-aleurone (outer endosperm) 
cell layers are rich in proteins, (Fig. 5. 10, 11). 
2. The number and size of protein-rich sub-aleurone layers are subject to 
genetic variation, the indica types being richer (Fig. 5. 10) than the japonica types 
(Fig. 5.12). T-3 a japonica type has always been found to be having only one 
such layer. 
3. The storage proteins exist in the form of dense bodies in continuous 
rows of cells (Fig. 5. 4, 5, 10) or in the intermittent zones. 
4. 10-25 starch granules group together to form spheres which in turn 
group together encircling the protein bodies (Fig. 6. 7) 
F u s e d p e r i c a r p 
At. e u r o n e 
P R O T E I N B O D I E S 
c s u s a l e u n o n e ) 
S T A R C H B O D I E S 
C l N N E R e n d o s p e r m ) 
p r o t e i n s o n p e r i p h e r y 
i n t h e i n t e r s p a c e s 
D I F F U S E D P R O T E I N S IN T H E 
I N T E R S P A C E S OF S T A R C H G R A I N S 
S T A R C H S R A I N S I N T H E S T A R C H 
B O D V 
SECTION THROUGH A MATURE 
GRAIN S - T A p C H S R A I N S , S T A R C H B O O T 
F O R M A T I O N O f P R O T E I N 
B O D I E S IN P R O G R E S S 
PROTEINS G E T T I N G LAID IN 
AN IMMATURE GRAIN 
D E T A I L S O F A P R O T E I N BODY 
Fig. 4. Diagramatic Presentation of various salient featuies obseivcd in a 
T. S. of rice kernel on protein staining 
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5. The size, density and distribution of starch bodies in the grain is a 
function of variety and maturity and is in turn related to the storage proteins 
(Fig. 5. 5). 
6. The depth of the protein zone of grain is a varietal feature (Fig. 5. 10,11) 
and thus subject to improvement through breeding. However, as mentioned ear-
lier, since maturity is associated with the protein storage it is necessary that the 
latter be taken into consideration while selecting for suitable genotypes. 
7. The fused pericarp, aleurone and one or two sub-aleurone (protein rich 
layers) were found to be extremely brittle, and detatchable on sectioning, in such 
varieties as Tainan-3 and T-65 (Fig. 5. 12). This is an extremely undesirable character 
which can be selected against in the breeding programmes through simple micro-
scopic examinations of section. Used along with the conventional analytical tech-
niques this simple method of protein and starch characterization through hand 
sectioning should prove an extremely useful tool in the breeding work. As the same 
time valuable information on the nature o f storage-proteins in rice has been 
gathered. (Fig. 4) 
SUMMARY 
The data has been presented to suggest that from the nutritional standard, 
the new strains of rice are quite acceptable. Considerable variability, for nutri-
tional quality is evidenced and thereby the scope for improvement through conven-
tional breeding and other procedures such as mutagenesis, exits. Furtnermore, the 
new techniques of grain protein characterization are discussed, which seem to pro-
mise the opening up of fresh avenues of looking at the grain quality. Using various 
techniques concurrently it should be possible to make great improvements in rice 
quality in short time. 
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Transverse sections through rice grain. 
Fig. 5. Showing few upper layers of epiciermis, hypodermis, one layer 
of aleurone and endosperm cells. 2. 1 under high magnification, 
showing endosperm cells completly filled with starch bodies. 3. More 
than one layer of aleurone has been observed in some varieties. 
4. Globular protein bodies in the upper layers of endosperm or sub-
aleurone. 5. Starch bodies enclosing the protein mass. 6,7. Show-
ing the distribution of proteins in the interspace of starch bodies. 
Each starch body is in turn constituted by a varying number of starch 
grains as shown in figure 7 through light detraction. 
Fig. 5. Contd. Occurrence of proteins in proximity with the cell walls and 
in between the starch bodies (inner endosperm). 9. Three layers of 
Protein bodies in the immature grain of Basmati 370. 10. Basmati 
370, mature grain, showing definite protein bodies in several layers of 
Outer endospenn (Subaleurone). 11. showing diffused type of 
proteins in the mature grain. 12. Tainan-3 showing tearing just at the 
Protein bearing layer. 
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Percentage viable seeds obtained by both the 
methods is presented in Table I . It i s seen that the 
similarity between the percentage of germination and 
percentage of normally stained seeds is extremely 
close and the correlation found to be r = 0.99. 
TABLE I 
No. of 
samples 
TT $ WHEAT TT^ .MAIZE GT:^  
1. 85 84 70 61 
2. 75 70 94 95 
3. 60 57 72 75 
4 . 95 94 70 73 
5. 50 45 92 93 
6. 85 83 88 87 
7. 90 89 97 96 
8. 60 59 75 73 
9. 98 95 80 77 
10. 88 84 97 98 
This preliminary study on seeds of /^/heat 
and Maize suggests the possibi l i ty of using 
Tetrazolium method for determining seed v iabi l i ty 
quickly. In situations where results are immediately 
required this test may be used as a Complementary 
method. 
Literg.ture cited 
1 , International Rules for Seed Xest3-ng 1964 
2. Flemion, Plarence and Harriet Pool 1948. 
"Seed Viability tests with 2, 3, 5, tri-phenyl 
tetrazolium chloride. Boyce Thamposon Institute. 
15 (4 ) : 243-258. 
EFFEGT;gOF AGIMG ON GBRMINABILITY AND GRO™ VIGOUR OF SEED, 
To study the e f f e c t of aging on the germination of 
seeds and vigour of the seedlings material was provided by 
one-, two-, three-, and'four y e a r old seed samples of 
wheat. These seeds were stored in iron bins kept in ordinary 
pucca store room under temperature and humidity conditons 
prevailing at New Delhi, A total of 400 seeds from each 
of the four samples wore germinated under optimal conditions 
and germination counts recorded. Vigour of seedlings was 
determined by tyie measuring shoot and root length 15 days 
after the date of germination, 
'The results indicated that the speed of germination 
was greater in one- and two- year-old seeds than three-
and fbur-year-old ones. The germination of a l l the viable 
seeds in the former group was complete in about seven days 
period when so\m in t'etri-dishes on substrata moistened 
with water at an alternate temperature of 20° and 30*^0, 
Seeds of the latter group", on the other haiid took as 
many as 12 days to complete their germination and showed 
a f a l l in their respective germination percentages. 
Regarding growth of the seedlings, there was not much 
difference among seeds of one- and two-year-old samples 
but seedlings from three- and four-year-old samples showed 
a striking retardation, 
( Amir Singh and Vimal Mehdi ) 
I.C.A.R., Journ. of Agricultural Research 
Vol. 5 (1965), N, 3, pp. 173. 
"lESTDlG WITH 5. ir^ rRAZOLIUI^  BROMIDE." 
Amir Singh and Vimal Mehdi, Indian 
Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi-12. 
"Current science Vol. 35: No. 3 . , 1966". 
The use of tetraz-olium test as a rapid 
method for estimating viabi l i ty of seed and disclosing 
seed weaknesses has gained considerable importance in 
the seed industry. The principle of the v iabi l i ty test 
i s that the colour less solution of this chemical i s 
r§duGed to insoluble red tri-phenvl formazan in the 
presence of respiratory (dehydrogenase) enzyme systems 
of viable tissue. 
The present study was undertaken in order to 
obtairi corx'elation between standard germination test 
and Tetrazolium tes t . 
Ten seed samples each of VJheat and Maize were 
tested according to recommended methods for germination 
and also by tetrezoliura method. In the later case, two 
hundred seeds of each sample were pre-conditioned 
(t'laced on moist paper at 30° G overnight) and then 
sectioned longitudinally and medially through the 
embysryo with a sings^le edge razor blade. One half of 
each seed was then placed in 0.5 % solution of 
tetrazolium and kept in dark (as the solution is 
sensitive to l ight) at room temperatuire. The staining 
was complete within bwo hours and evaluation of 
v iabi l i ty was made on the basis of staining of the 
STORAGE OF BREEDER 
these respirating cells. Thus, there is 
local starvation of cells resulting in 
loss o f vigour and finally in the death 
of the seed Under non-controlled 
conditions the seed stored at a high 
moisture content m more vapour-
resistant containers would naturally 
remain more moist during the dry 
seasons and thus the respiration rate 
would be higher resulting in reduced 
viability. 
SEEDS — V I M A I MEHDf (MRS) AND 
2 4 Unless seed is to be stored m at 
least partially vapour proof containers 
or under controlled atmospherio con-
ditions, there is very little advantage 
in drying the seed below 12 percent 
moisture content 
3 A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T 
The authors are thankful to Mr 
J D Traywick for his help m this 
study 
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TABLE 1 GERMINATION OF M A I Z E A N D S O R G H U M SEEDS AFTER 12 A N D 24 MONTHS OF 
STORAGE WITH INITIAL G E R M I N A T I O N OF 98 A N D 97 PERCENT RESPECTIVELY 
PACKAGING MATERIAL STORAGE 
PERIOD 
IN 
MONTH 
M A I Z E (LOCAL) 
PERCENT GERMINATION 
SORGHUM 
PERCENT GERMINATION 
Under controlled Under Non-con- Under Controlled Under Non-con-
Storage Conditions, trolled Storage Storage Conditions trolled Storage 
with Initial Conditions with with Initial Conditions, Initial 
Moisture Initial Moisture 
A 
Moisture Moisture 
8 10 12 
! 
8 10 12 
! 
8 10 12 8 10 12 
Cloth bag 12 96 94 94 77 71 67 82 86 84 78 63 61 
24 95 92 92 2 1 1 60 82 76 3 2 1 
Asphalt paper bag 12 97 96 95 89 76 73 92 93 89 84 81 78 
24 97 95 92 27 25 30 84 88 86 38 44 48 
Single plastic bag (5 mil) 12 98 97 92 95 89 81 94 95 93 96 92 89 
24 97 97 85 93 84 23 91 94 90 94 84 74 
Double plastic bag (5 mil) 12 98 95 87 96 91 33 93 94 89 93 87 72 
24 97 96 8l 95 86 4 90 92 85 90 84 37 
TABLE 2 MOISTURE CONTENT OF M A I Z E A N D SORGHUM SEED AFTER 12 A N D 24 MONTHS 
OF STORAGE U N D E R C O N T R O L L E D A N D NON-CONTROLLED CONDITIONS 
INITIAL 
MOISTURE 
PERCENT 
•TYPE 
OF 
CONTAINER 
M A I Z E ( L O C A L ) 
PERCENT MOISTURE CONTENT 
Under Controlled 
Storage Conditions 
after 
Under Non-con-
trolled Conditions 
after 
SORGHUM 
PERCENT MOISTURE CONTENT 
Under Controlled 
Storage Conditions 
after 
Under Non-con-
trolled Storage 
Conditions after 
12months 24months 12months 24months 12months 24months 12months 24 months 
8 1 12 17 12 33 12 30 12 23 11 68 11 42 12 05 11 89 
2 11 92 11 83 10 64 12 15 11 12 11 60 11 97 11 86 
3 9 84 11 50 10 30 11 77 10 07 11 91 9 92 10 54 
4 9 72 11 11 9 82 11 25 9 56 10 76 9 81 10 46 
10 1 12 26 12 39 12 15 12 24 12 23 12 19 12 22 12 14 
2 11 72 11 69 11 68 12 10 11 69 11 78 11 78 11 86 
3 11 05 11 93 11 14 11 99 11 46 12 20 11 17 11 49 
4 10 91 11 64 11 03 11 66 11 23 12 22 11 13 11 63 
12 1 12 16 11 83 12 31 12 24 12 14 11 60 12 27 12 09 
2 12 08 11 88 12 26 12 04 11 92 11 47 12 20 11 79 
3 12 15 12 40 12 30 12 31 12 06 12 45 12 18 11 79 
4 12 09 12 65 12 27 12 25 12 13 12 79 12 06 11 87 
*1 Cloth bag, 2 Asphalt impregnated paper bag, 3 Single plastic (5 mil thick), and 4 Double plastic (each 5 md thick) 
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Storage of 
Breeder Seeds 
V I M A L M E H D I ( M r s ) & A M I R S I N G H 
D i v i s i o n o f B o t a n y 
Ind ian A g r i c u l t u r a l Research I n s t i t u t e ( l A R I ) , N e w D e l h i 
For any programme of planned crop, improvement through breedmg preservation 
of seeds over a long period without affecting their germination capacity is very essential 
Under t^e pxtreme climatic conditions of temperature and humidity obtaining in various 
parts of the country, the proolan has n'stumed great importance 
As the moisture content of seed is considered to nave a d.'ecf hearing on its germina-
tion capacity, specification of limits for moisture content in Indian Standard specificauors 
has been engaging the attention of the Propagation Materials Sectional Committee 
of ISI 
This paper indicates limits of moisture content for maize (local) and sorghum seeds, 
and suggests polyethylene (0 13 mm) as a suitable packaging material for economical 
storage under uncontrolled conditions of temperature and humidity—Ed. 
The importance of plant breeding 
research to develop improved agri-
cultural seed has been recognized in 
India, and various programmes are 
operating to accomplish this need 
An accompanying problem is the safe 
storage of the germ plasm, foundation 
seed and commercial seed stocks of re-
sulting hybrids and improved varieties 
In climates typified by high relative 
humidities and high temperatures, 
successful storage of seed to preserve 
germination and vigour is difficult 
and expensive In India, the use of 
mechanical equipment to maintain 
constant low temperature and relative 
humidity is impracticable in many 
areas because of the lack ot dependable 
electric power, high cost o f equipment, 
and shortage of trained mechanics 
and spare parts to operate and maintain 
the equipment 
1 P R O C E D U R E A N D PLAN OF 
EXPERIMENT 
I 1 A study of available literature was 
made and it was concluded that it 
should be feasible to store adequately 
dried seed in moisture-resistant con-
tainers for at least two years, without 
(he use o f mechanical equipment for 
temperature and humidity control 
Also, investigations were made of 
various available and practicable 
materials which might be used to 
store seed in a dry and safe condition 
1 2 Freshly harvested maize and 
sorghum seeds were stored at three 
different initial moisture levels (12, 
10 and 8 percent) and in four different 
types of containers, namely, cotton 
bag, asphalt impregnated paper bag, 
single polyethylene plastic bag (5 mil* 
thick), and double polyethylene bag 
(each 5 mil thick) The experiments 
•I nul = 0 000 1 inch or 0 025 4 mm 
were conducted in (a) an insulated 
seed storage room where temperature 
and relative humidity were controlled, 
and (b) in a general store-room in a 
non-insulated masonry building with 
an asbestos cement roof where no 
artificial control o f temperature and 
humiaiiy was provided Temperature 
and relative humidity were recoraed 
in both the rooms with recording 
hygro thermographs Three replica-
tions of each sample were stored in 
the two rooms The sample size for 
each treatment was one kilogram in 
case of maize and half kilogram in 
case of sorghum 
1 3 Polyethylene was used as a packag-
ing material because the rate of 
transmission o f different gases deter-
mined for various sheet thicknesses 
showed that 5-10 mil thickness sheet 
of the material provided a moderately 
effective protection against entrance 
of water vapour Moreover, this 
material is readily available at a 
reasonable price as compared to other 
suitable materials, such as cotton, 
used for the same purpose 
Asphalt impregnated paper was 
selected since it is often used for the 
purpose and is easily available 
Cotton, being the common material 
for seed bags, was used for comparison 
with other packaging materials 
2 RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION 
2 0 The results o f germination on 
samples stored for 12 months and 
24 months are summarized in Table 1 
Moisture determination was made 
on all samples at the end of 12- and 
24-month periods The data is 
given in Table 2 Germination tests 
were carried out at the seed testing 
laboratory of lARI according to 
recommended methods for testing seeds 
of maize and sorghum 
2 1 In order to preserve the germina-
tion above 90 percent, which is generally 
considered a minimum standard for 
good quality seed for two-year storage 
period, the seed must be dried to 8 
percent moisture content and stored 
in sealed polyethylene bags of 5 mil 
or equivalent thickness 
2 2 In the storage room where the 
temperature and relative humidify 
were artificially maintained at appro-
ximately 72°F and 50 60 percent RH, 
there was no significant advantage of 
one type of storage container over 
another at 8 and 10 percent moisture 
levels However, at 12 percent mois-
ture level, maize showed significantly 
lower germination in plastic bags after 
24 months as compared to samples 
contained in other bags In case of 
sorghum stored in cotton bags at 
12 percent initial moisture content, 
the germination was significantly lower 
after 24 months, in comparison with 
the germination of these seeds stored 
in paper and plastic bags at the same 
moisture level 
2 3 Seeds having 12 percent moisture 
content deteriorated and lost viability 
faster when sealed in double polyethy-
lene bags under non-controlled condi-
tions than the seed stored in paper 
bags or thinner polyethylene bags 
For maize seeds, the germination was 
only 4 percent after 24 months in 
the double plastic bags as compared 
with 30 percent in the paper bags 
For sorghum, the germination averaged 
30 percent after 24 months in double 
plastic bags, 74 percent in single plastic 
bag, and 43 percent in paper bags 
One explanation of this loss in vigour 
and germination is that there is enough 
moisture present for respiration which 
uses food energy present in the cells 
but there is not enough moisture for 
movement of food storage tissue to 
m B H E B ^ E SSBDS 
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TABLE 1 
Percentage of protein content {On oven dry basis) 
Locality 
Variety 
Delhi Bhowali Indore Pusa Welhngton Mean 
Percetage of 
increase over 
the minimum 
value 
N.P.4 9 .30 11.66 12.90 12.95 11.94 11.75 39.0 
N.P. 165 11.78 11.95 13.18 12.89 12.13 12.39 12.0 
N.P.710 12.03 12.15 12.84 12.62 12.28 12.39 6 .7 
N.P.718 12.62 12.18 12.62 12.18 12.24 12.37 ' 3 .6 
N.P.761 10.68 11.94 12.95 13.72 12.01 12.26 28.5 
N.P.770 11.77 11.88 12.64 13.94 11.62 12.37 20.0 
N.P.792 12.27 11.85 13.29 12.18 11.90 12.30 12.2 
N.P.798 11.82 11.60 12.62 11.95 11.54 11.91 9 . 4 
N.P.809 11.75 11.90 13.54 11.51 11.23 11.99 20 .6 
N.P.823 12.03 11.73 13.00 12.29 12.19 12.33 14.2 
N .P824 11.84 11.71 12.96 12.57 12.15 12.25 10.7 
N.P.825 11.78 11.74 12 40 13.01 12 09 12.20 10.6 
N.P.829 11.66 11.82 13.00 12.84 12.08 12.28 11.5 
C.281 10.46 11.03 12.18 12.22 11.90 11.56 16.4 
G.59I 10.79 10.99 12.29 12.84 11.78 11.74 19.0 
Mean 11.51 11.74 12.85 12.65 11.94 
SEm for Varieties = 0.2358 G.D. at 5 % 'F ' not significant 
SEm for Place = 0.1361 G.D. at 5 % = 0.3871. 
718 and N.P. 710 appear to give a consistent 
performance in almost all the places. 
The mean protein content due to variety 
averaged over the environment ranges from 
11.56 to 12.39%. This range is rather narrow. 
However, the results show that all the N.P. 
wheats had higher protein content than C.281 
and C.591. 
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INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT AND VARIETY ON THE PROTEIN 
CONTENT OF SOME IMPROVED INDIAN WHEATS 
The questioa of the influence of environment 
on the quality of wheat is very important 
especially from the breeding and nutritional 
points of view. From the breeding point of 
view it is known that,there is no single variety 
which is likely to suit all environments. It 
has been a vexed problem to the breeders as 
to what extent quality is determined by environ-
ment and how far it must be considered as 
characteristic of variety. Studies on this aspect 
are helpful to the breeders to select a genetical 
strain best stuited to a particular environment. 
From the nutritional point of view also these 
studies are important since wheat forms one 
of the most important sources of protein for a 
vast majority of the Indian population. Any 
nutritional programme must proceed on the 
basis of the nutritional quality of the food 
grains etc., grown at a pariiculai lucality. 
In view of these considerations it was con-
sidered desirable to undertake a preliminary 
protein survey of some of the important wheat 
varieties grown in different parts of the country 
in order to study the degree of variation for this 
quality character as influenced by differences 
in environmental conditions and gcnetic strains. 
Studies on this and other aspects of quality 
as influenced by enviornment had been con-
ducted by Howard et al^. as early as 1910 
with some Indian wheats. 
The present study was conducted with 
15 improved wheats (13 bred at the Indian 
Agricultural Research Institute and 2 Punjab 
wheats, viz., C.281 and C.591 noted for good 
grain appearance). These were grown at 5 
different places, viz-, Delhi, Bhowali, Indore, 
Pusa and Wellington during 1959-60 under 
normal conditions of manuring and irrigation 
(20 to 25 lb. nitrogen per acre in the form of 
ammonium sulphate and 2 to 3 irrigations 
respectively). Protein (nitrogen x5.7) was 
determined according to the micro-kjeldahl. 
method and the data presented in Table 1. 
It is seen that the effect due to environment 
is highly significant. The mean protein content 
duo to environment averaged over the varieties 
was highest at Indore, while the lowest was at 
Delhi. Howard et al. reported that wheats 
grown at Pusa contained a higher nitrogen 
content. This study also reveals a similar 
trend. Environment produced a variation (as 
measured by the percentage differences between 
the highest and the lowest values) of 3.6 
(N.P. 718) to 39.0% (N.P.4) in protein content 
depending on the variety. The varieties N.P. 
immmm OF BFVZB^^NT ma vrnmtt m tm m&mm 
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It will be seen that the variability within 
varieties for the rolled towel method is 
lower than that for the sand method 
although the differences are not significant. 
This gives some indication about the relative 
accuracies of the two methods. It would 
be quite reasonable to treat the sand method 
as being more accurate than the roll towel 
method. The sand method has also the 
added advantage of being quite cheap 
and readily available. It may also be 
added that the seedlings show vigorous and 
healthy development when grown in sand. 
The analysis of variance has also shown 
highly significant difference between the 
two methods, liighly significant varietal 
differences and highly significant interac-
tion between the methods and varieties. 
An inspection of Table I will show that 
higher values for sand method over the 
rolled towel method were obtained for 18 
varieties—differences in six being signifi-
cant. From the remaining three varieties 
for which the values obtained by the sand 
method were lower than those for the roll 
towel method, only one difference was signi-
ficant. Sand method gave a significantly 
higher value as compared with the roll towel 
method for the varieties taken as a whole. 
The highly significant interaction between 
varieties and methods also indicates that 
the nature of differences between the varie-
ties for the two methods are not similar, 
fn view of the earlier observation regarding 
the accuracy of the two methods, it would 
be better to rely on the nature of differences 
as shown within the sand method. We, 
thus, observe from the values for sand 
method that there are three varieties giving 
above 80 per cent germination, six varieties 
giving between 70 and 80 per cent germina-
tion, and 12 varieties giving below 70 per 
cent germination. 
Among several reasons for obtaining a 
higher germination value by the sand 
method in comparison to the rolled towel 
method, it appears that one reason could 
be that with rolled towel method the seed 
analysts may erroneously grade some nor-
mal seedlings as being abnormal while in 
sand only the iiormal seedlings would 
develop further thus obviating any chance 
of classifying some as abnormal. The 
other information which this study has 
brought out is regarding the range of germi-
nation on cotton seed available in the coun-
try. From this data, it would be quite 
reasonable to suggest a minimum standard 
of 80 per cent for germination of cotton seed. 
Summary 
A total of 110 seed samples of 21 varieties 
of cotton from different cotton growing 
areas were tested for purity and germina-
tion with a view to find out the range of 
variability between the varieties and arrive 
on some reasonable minimimi standards 
for these two characteristics. The samples 
were tested for germination on sand and 
roll towel as the recommended method 
for cotton seed germination. The results 
indicated the superiority {in respect of 
accuracy) of sand method as compared to 
roll towel method. The sand method 
gave significantly higlier value of germina-
tion percentage than given by the roll towel 
method. Significant differences were also 
obtained for the varieties showing thereby 
the variability between the available varie-
ties was quite wide. From the available 
data it appears reasonable to fix a mini-
mum standard of 98 per cent for purity 
and 80 per cent for germination. 
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TABLE 11 [Contd.) 
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Number o f 
samples 
tested 
Rolled towel ( R ) Sand (S) 
s. 
N o . 
Variety Mean + 
S. Em. 
Mean + 
S. Em. 
]2. Laxmi 5 68.40 3.059 71.20 2.871 
ii. Gaorani 3 72.33 1.453 75.33 3.528 
14. Biiri L.147 15 59.00 2.049 61 .00 2.243 
15. M . A . V 4 59.25 7.591 59 .00 5.803 
16. Sanjay 3 62.33 9.701 64.00 11.371 
17. M.C.U. l 2 73.50 3 .500 69 .00 3 .000 
18. M.C.U.2 7 67.70 4 .384 65.57 3.338 
19. M.C.U.3 4 62.75 3.816 64.00 2.121 
20. K .6 29 50.79 3.279 51.90 3.512 
21. Westerns 2 53.00 1.000 57 .50 0 .500 
TABLE IIT—Analysis of Variance Showing Variability Due to Two Media Used for Testing Varieties 
and Their Interaction and Variability Within Each Medium 
Source d.f. S.S. M.S. F 
V 20 20517.07 1025.86 225 .3** 
M 1 207.23 207.23 4 5 . 5 * * 
V X M 20 210.11 10.51 2 . 3 * * 
Within varieties for R T 89" 
(178) 
14305.43" 
i 
(26941.75) 
160.74 
Within varieties for S 89. 12636.32 J 141.98 
Within varieties over ( R + S) 
Error 
89"! 
89 J 
^ (178) 
26536.60"" 
405 .15 , 
- (26941.75) 
Total 219 47876.16 
••Significantat 1 % . 
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(B) within, varieties with 89 degrees of 
freedom, methods (M) with 1 degree of 
freedom, varieties (V) with 20 degrees of 
freedom, interaction of methods and 
varieties ( M x V ) with 20 degrees of free-
dom and error with 89 degrees of free-
dom. 
I N D I A N C O T T O N J O U R N A L 
Results and Discussion 
V O L , X I X 
A summary of purity analysis is presented 
in Table I in the form of frequency distri-
bution. It will be seen that 9 per cent 
of the samples fall below 95 per cent purity, 
25 per cent lie in the range of 96 to 98 per 
TABLE 1—Percentage Frequency Distribution jor Purity Analysis of 110 Samples 
Below 95 .6— 96 .1— 96.6— 97 .1— 91.(s— 98.1— 98 .6— 99.1— 9 . 6 and 
95.5 96.0 96.5 97 .0 97.5 98 .0 98.5 99 .0 99.5 upwards 
9.1 1.8 5 .5 2 . 7 9 .1 5 .5 12.7 18.2 21.8 13.6 
cent purity, while 66 per cent lie above 98 
per cent purity. On this basis a minimum 
standard of 98 per cent for pure seed may 
be recommended. This is possible to 
achieve as indicated in Table T of purity 
analysis. Table 11 gives- the mean ger-
mination percentage of seeds tested by using 
two different media. Table III gives the 
analysis of variance of the germination 
data from a total of 220 samples. 
TABLE 11—Mean Peicentage Ceimination oj Seeds Tested by Using Two Dijferent Media 
^ Number of 
samples 
tested 
Rolled towel (R) Sand (S) 
S. 
No . 
Variety Mean 
m 
+ 
S. Em. 
Mean + 
S. Em. 
1. 320F 5 63.00 4.764 69.00 4.427 
2. 231R 2 40 .00 4.000 44.00 4 .000 
3_ L.L.54 2 66.00 1.000 68.50 0 .500 
4. Digvijay 4 78.00 6.819 80.75 5.588 
5. Kalyan 3 77 67 2.848 81.33 3 .283 
6. Maljari 3 81.00 5.507 84.33 7.311 
7. A 51-9 3 76.33 2.84S 79.00 4 .50y 
8. G.22 2 71 50 3.500 73.50 6 .500 
9. Devlraj (170-Co.2) 7 60.86 4.528 65.14 3.955 
10. Badnavar 3 69.00 1.526 72.00 M 5 3 
11. Virnar 2 71.00 1.000 75.00 1.000 
Bet>rir,ted from Indian Cotton Journal, Vol. XIX. ffo. 6, November, igS^, hsue. 
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PURITY AND GERMINATION STUDY OF COTTON SEED SAMPLES 
By 
A M I R SfNGH, D A U J T SINGH. V I M A L MEHDI A N D M. M. V E R M A 
(Division of Bolany, Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi) 
Introduction 
Cotton is one of the most important cash 
crops of the coxintry. A large number of 
cotton varieties have been bred to suit 
different agro-climatic conditions. In 
order to obtain high yields, it is necessary 
to have a uniform stand of the crop in the 
field. The desired stand of the crop can 
be achieved only when seed of known 
quality is available for planting purposes. 
Cotton seed is exposed to damages by 
insects,, fungi and weaiber conditions botJ: 
in the field and during storage. With a 
view to know the quality of cotton seed 
available in the country, a large number 
of cotton samples of various varieties 
received from different cotton growing 
regions were tested for their physical 
purity and germinability. These samples 
were tested for germination by the two 
recommended methods, viz., using sand 
and roll towel as germinating substrata. 
An attempt has also been made to study 
the relative usefulness of these two methods 
for testing cotton seeds for germination. 
The data collectcd from this study may be 
useful for fixing suitable laboratory seed 
standards for cotton. 
Material and Methods 
A total of 110 seed i>araples of 21 cotton 
varieties were tested fo! germination for 
physical purity and germinability according 
to the recommended methods of seed testing 
applicable to cotton seed. For the ger-
mination test the seed samples were delinted 
with sulphuric acid. For this a uniform 
procedure was adopted. Sulphuric acid 
was taken in a glass or plastic bowl of 
desired quantity. Seeds to be delinted 
were put in a perforated plastic mug, which 
was dipped in the bowl containing the 
acid for a few seconds. The seeds were 
stirred thoroughly with a glass rod and 
washed under tap water to remove the 
acidic effect. The total variability in the 
220 observations was studied in an attempt 
to abstract information upon : (/) the 
relative accuracy of the two methods ; 
(/;) the effect of the two methods on the 
germination percentage obtained ; (Jii) dif-
ferences between the varieties ; and (iv) 
interaction between the methods and varie-
ties. The variability shown between 110 
observations with 109 degrees of freedom 
of one method was split up into that 'between 
varieties' with 20 degrees of freedom and 
'within varieties' with 89 degrees of free-
dom. A comparison of variances 'within 
varieties'with 89degrees of freedom for each 
method gave a fairly good indication 
of the accuracy of the two methods as 
desired in (i) above. To achievc the other 
objectives the total variability shown by 
220 observations with 219 degrees of free-
dom was split up into that due to, samplgg 
m 
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A B S T R A C T 
The material for this study was obtained from the 
experiments conducted under the All India Coordinated 
Wheat Varietal Trials at 10 different locations with 
16 varieties during 1967-68. These tr ia ls were conducted 
under high f e r t i l i t y conditions. The manuring schedule 
consisted of Kg.N, 60 Kg PgOs and 30 Kg. KpO oer 
hectare. The samples for quality analysis were composite. 
The wheat varieties comprised of 10 varieties derived from 
Mexican strains either as selections or from material 
obtained with their crosses with Indian wheats and six 
Indian wheats (Nos 4, 6, 1?, 13, 15 and 16), The varieties 
were (1) HD (M) - 1637, (?) RD (M) - 1653, (3) Sbarbati 
So-nora, (4) CA - 8 2 , (5) HDCM) - 1593, (6) - 2 , 
(7) RD (M) - 1633, (8) Kalyan Sbna, (9) I^D (M) - 1638, 
(10)HD (M) - 1659, (11) HD (M) - 159?, (1?)FD - 16??, 
( 1 3 ) FD - 1 - ' ? B , ( 1 4 ) HD (M) - HD (M) - 1 6 6 8 , ( 1 5 ) 
DA 4 9 1 - 5 and (16) HD - 163?. The names o f the varietifl>! 
in this report have been referred by the above numbers. 
The 10 locations were 1) Delhi, ?) Pantnagar, 3)Nawabgan,1, 
4) Muzafarnagar, 5) Karnal, 6) Qurdaspur, 7) Gwalior, 
8) Ludhiana, 9) Bulandshahr and 10) Kanpur. 
The results reveal the varietal performance over 
the locations in resoect o f six quality characters. The 
f i r s t part of the statistical analysis pertains mainly 
to the ef fects of varieties, eTects o f locations and 
the study of linear comoonent of interaction o f varieties 
with locations from the stability and adaptability point 
o f view. This interaction was studied on the basis o f 
work o f Eberhart and Russell(1966). Tlie second part 
deals with the correlations between six characters over 
the locations I varieties, error (varieties X location) 
and within locations. 
Part I VARIETAL PERPORMANCB IV. R E S P E C T O F SIX 
CUALITY CHARACTERS 
I t will be seen that the varietal differences and 
alas differences between the locations were bighljfe 
Significant, for all the characters. Atnong the best five 
performers the varieties 3,15 and 16 did well for toilling, 
Pelshenke value and protein. Variety ^ was among such a 
group for 1000 gr. wt., milling and Pelshenke value, 
10 for 1000 gr wt. ash and yield and for milling, 
protein and ash. I t may also be seen that the 4 varieties , 
HD(M)- 159?, RD(M)-1?>93, l-ZL-^ * and Kalyan sona which have 
been classified by the wheat breeders under one group on 
account of their similar yield performance, have also done 
equally well in respect of most of the characters. 
The analysis of stability showed the linear component 
o f interaction to be nonrsignificant for al l characters 
except 1000 grain wight shewing thereby that the 
varieties were more or les? o f the same stability. I t , 
however, would be safer to further group those varieties 
baving overall means equal to or greater than the general 
average into three categories, viz*, (1) those having 
average stability (regression coeffdbcient b — 1) and 
(2) below average stability (regression coeff ic ient b > 1) 
and (3) above average stability (regression coeTloient 
b < 1), Parities in the f i r s t group are those whose perfor-
mances are not very much different from the general 
average of all the varieties for each location. In the 
second category are the varlett?es vhlch respond very well 
to good environment but would not do well In poor condi-
tions. Varieties in the last category are those which 
resist environmental changes and are, while being incapable 
o f responding adequately to good environments, do not 
nevertheless suffer badly in poor environments. I t will be 
seen that varieties In the second category Ic-. those 
capable of responding well under good conditions are 
generally larger in number than for the other two cate-
gories for most of the characters. Rxceot 1 and 4 all 
varieties come under this class for one character or other. 
Varieties 2 and 7 in the average stabil i tr group for two 
characters each. For environments variety 4 was good. 
This linearity of relationship between the value of a 
variety at a location and environmental index o f the 
location was found to be generally true for most of the 
varieties. Ludhiana, Gurdaspur and Kanour were the loca-
tions for which the environment was very good. 
Pi^T II CORRELATION BETWEKJT THE SIX CUALITY 
CHABACTBRS 
Correlations between al l pairs of characters were 
worked out at varietal,location and error level and also 
within each location. The correlations at the varietal 
level show that out o f the 15 pairs, 9 were positive 
Although the significant ones being only 3 i . e . those 
between milling quality, protein and Pelshenke value. Out 
6 f six negative correlations those which were significant 
were two i . e . , between yield on one hand and protein and 
ash on the other. At the location level there were five 
positive and 10 negative correlations. The only significant 
correlation was that between 1000 grain weight and protein 
and was negative. At the error level no significant 
correlation was observed - al l the correlations being 
very small. The results o f correlatiotis wltbin each 
e©^i6©tatlon were in general agreement with these obtained 
over the locations. 
very smlU lihe results of correlations within each 
location mre in general agrooaent vith thoa© obtaln»d 
over t!i© locations« 
